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S Oi'fET',ING HIDDEN 
The Vulcen youth looked "t the 8pplication fox'm he had just 
ccmpleted. Long and complicated, it included many questions the 
purpose of which was obscure; questions thet seemed meaningless, 
illogic81, irrelevant. Of what interest was it to anyone but 
himself what hobbies he pursued? It was perhBps necessBry to say 
that he had no brothers or Sisters, or to give his parents' ages -
not that he was sure of his mother's ege, for she didn't know for 
certain herself, coming as she did from a planet with a different 
length of ,year; she had never bothered to compute the Vulcan 
equivalent of her Terren ege, for she didn't think it mattered -
though .l'!!:uL it should be necess8r,y to put it in the form, he 
couldn't think. However, he had endeavoured to answer Bll the 
questions es fully BS possible, even the ones he considered the 
most stupid, for this wes e form applying for entry to Starfleet, 
the elite of the Federetion; and his greatest desire in life was 
to become" Starfleet Science Officer ... even, perhaps, to attain 
the almos"t unthinkeble heights of serving 8bo8rd a Starship. He 
still cherished memories of the day when his school class h8d been 
teken 2bo~lrd thd U *S .3. j~erI'':1'::sut Bnd sho'l'ln round her. He h8d hed 
to be li"ber811y pulled 2wey from the Science Department, he was so 
fpscineted b,Y t',0 errey of be:'utiful instruments and. mechines at, 
the Science Officerls dispos81. He hed experienced emotion that 
day, even though he wes sure he hed hidden it so that noone saw -
his schoolmates would have been quiok to mock hi'n if they had seen. 
Not env,Y, he decided, even now unsure of how to lclbel his reaction 
of that dey. No, not envy •.. something more complicated then that, 
but surely no·" so undesiX'eble ... the longing to have these Instrum-
ents, so much finer thpl1 the best his school could produce, to 
work wi th ... 
That wes the dey thet he hed first decided whet caioer he 
wanted to follow. If only life was as easy as making that decision 
hed been! For his father wented him to join the Vulcan Soience 
,~c8d.emy. They were at leclst agreed on one thing, Spock thought; 
they were both deoided thet he should follow B scietific career. 
He hadn't yet told Berek thet he wented to join Starfleet; 
he wes weiting for a suitable opportunity, for he knew that Serek 
would not willingly agree. Serek, he knew, would take e great deal 
of persuading ... if indeed he listened et ell. It was not cu.stomary 
for 8 Vulci:'n son to choose his own c8reer, or to oppose his father's 
wishes in the m['tter .•. i.ndeed, in Elny lIletter. Even Sa rek had been 
subject to his fsther for long yeers 8fter his ffic1rri8ge to Amanda. 
~s 8 boy, Spock h8d some'times wondered how Ssrek had ever found 
the cour.sa to tell his fether he intended msrrying El Terren, until 
he discovered t~12't 38 rek had presented his fether with 8 feit 
2co;npli - i;l YOUD):?, r,:ife~ elreed,y pregnent, unlikel,y 8S the Vulc8n/ 
~Cerr2n genetic cross hed Bppeered to be. Only leter had he 
di3CQVeJ:'ed cleteils - the il18ting fever, e8sed by the young human 
girl, daughter of a diplometic colleegue, the Vulcan ethos that 
ffiede the IDerriege necessFry beceus8 of the mental closeness 
caused by the meting. ILLs parents were fortunete th61t he survived; 
8 later pregnency hed hed to be termineted to S8ve Amanda's life -
there was no wey that the unborn child could heve been seved. 
Theresfter, she could not conoeive sgein. He hed been bitter 
about it; onl,Y six, he ViSS alreBdy subject to mockery 2nel taunts 
from his schoolmstes - his Humen blood was CBuse enough for 
pccusetions of emotionalism to be thrown at him, rightly or 
wrongly; he had desperetely \Vented someone to shere his apertness; 
s brother of the 8ame mixed blood. But his brother had died 
unborn, kil.led ·by sntibodies that he hed sterted in his mother's 
blood ... 
He dragged his mind 8V'JBY from the unwelcome mcmor,Y and studied 
the form "gain. Everything filled in corre' tly - even his mother's 
ace, approximated by himself - everything except the date ... 
Carefully, he put the form away. He still had several weeks 
before the closing day for applications for this year, several weeks 
to try to persuade Sarek. He could, of course, apply and present 
Sarek with e fait acompli; but he didn't went to do that. It 
would disturb his !nother too much. He had onl,Y once seen her cry -
and it was not an experience he wanted to repeat. 
The opportunity he was seeking didn't come for two or three 
da,Ys. However, he waS reasol18bly satisfied; he had thought he 
might have to w8it a lot longer, perhaps even broach the subject 
at an inauspicious momerit in order to deal with it before the 
closing date. 
Sarek st2red at him with as open a display of amazement 8S 
Spock had ever seen him show, but no anger. 
"St.rfleet? SpOCk, you cBnnot be serious. Oh, I have nothing 
against Starfleet; its ships do much good, and scientific knowledge 
has increased gre,·tly bec8Qse of its exploration. But there are 
occ.siaas when StBrships ere compelled to use force in order to 
keep the peece; if only bec2usa there is not the time? nor S" 
trained diplomat present, to find 8 non-violent solution. If they 
would only agree to including 8 trained diplomat on every ship! ... 
Spock, surely your Human blood is not so strong that you would 
accept being present when there is Violence, or willingly serve 
with those who would kill other sentient beings? Even your mother, 
Humen though she is, detests violenoe." 
"Father, I thought of this. I weigh.~ the good Starfleet 
does against this. I believe the balance is for good." 
"Perhaps. But the violence cannot be forgotten." 
"I considered also the many opportunities for scientific 
research that would - will - be open to me on a Starfleet vessel. 
I remember the instruments I sew on the }'arragut - vastl,Y superior 
to any I have ever seen on Vulcan. To have such at my command -
what I could not discover!" 
"Spack - I ssk you to consider again, Do you think you will 
be assigned to a Starship? Is that what attrBcts you? Your chances 
of such 8 promotion are slight. Vulcens advance slowl,Y in St8rfleet., 
I have leerned. We ere not conSidered 'Good Officer material', 
boc>luse of our love of peace. You would be assigned first of all 
to 2 small research or sQrvey vessel, and would be left there for 
ye2rs~ rU1L.l.L1g e'.ll tIle risks, never hef!l'd of" getting little credit; 
heve Y02 so little regerd for OQr name? In the Science AC8demy, 
you would edv8nce according to your abilities. And the Science 
Acaden~ gethers dets from allover the Galaxy, not just from one 
ship end. the limited. technology one ship can cover. I think you 
will fincl the instruments at the Science ACE'demy the equal of any 
you 8ew on the Farragut - there is no expense spared to give our 
scientists the best. I am convinced that you would find the 
.Ac8demy much more rewerding professionall.y .. ,.11 
But not personelly, Spock thought mutinously. 
" ... I do not refuse you permission,1I Sarek went on. ":But 
nei ther do I give it. This must be ,your decision; onl,Y remember 
thBt I will not approve of your joining Starfleet. I ask you also 
to think of your family, and of racial considerations. You know 
the circumstances that led me to m"rry ,your mother. I have not 
regretted. it, to be sure; but her life has not been e8s,Y, and I, 
too, hed many adjustments to make. You know the pressures that 
are put upon you; do you want your son to know them too? T'Pring 
cannot go into Starfleet with you; she h8s no training, nor 
aptitudes suitable for Sterfleet. Do you want to become a bigamist, 
wi th B mate in St[lrfleet and a bondm>lte on Vulc8n? That, at least, 
I did not heve to consider; my bondmate died before I went to. 
Earth. But had she not, she could have accompanied me. An embass-
ador's wife needs faw skills. Remember too, Spock, I know what it 
is to live s;nonc o~·tworlder8. gven the most tolerant of them look 
at YOtl esk8Dce, vonderin;, speculating ... Even in all the years that 
she has been hero, your mother is still regarded as an elien." 
"13ut so em I, who was born 11(~r8!" It was ~ln anguished cry he 
could not hold beck. 
"To leave - to choose to live end work among Humans - would 
confirm the truth of the eccusetion." There wes little sympethy 
there. ItThink about it ci little longer, Spock." 
He wes dismissed. He went to his room, to think e8 he hed 
been bidden; bue he didn't get pesce to think. He hed only been 
sitting in his room for 8 few minutes when his mother come in. 
"Spack - your fether told me. Oh, Spack, you cen't went to 
leave us?" The elDotion she normelly kept hidden with almost Vulcan 
efficiency wes showing fully. Ha hoped she wouldn't cry ... 
"l\'Iother, I do not went to leavo. But I hElve my life to 
consider. I know whet I w2nt to do with it ... " 
"Spock, believe ms, it isn't 88Sy living 8mong aliens. Don't 
think your Human blood will help you; it won't, beceuse you look 
Vulven, think Vulcen, behave Vulcen. And you won't ever get the 
ch8~ce for promotion thBt Humens do. No race fevours outworlders 
before their own people, no matter how eble they ere, 8 nd everyone 
knows thet Sterflee't is Humen-domineted. Humans ere the most 
cheuvpnistic of ell reces, Gpoek; I'm Human, I know ... Spock, your 
fether lived on ~2rth for severel y~urs. He knows what he's telking 
8bout. Take his edvice. Forge't about Starfleet. Please.'1 
111(':;['1'8 vle1.'8 b0{s':Lnnillg- to run do'wn her face; she turned 8nd 
left hurriedly, lse'ving Spock stering after her helplessly, more 
disturbed then if she'd broken down completely. 
At lest, he walked slowly to the drewer, end took out the 
Sterflect spplicfltion. He rS8d it through cerefully; then, his 
lips set in 8 tight line end enguish in his eyes, he tore it 
ecross. 
He wes unenthusiastic sbout epplying to enter the Vulcen 
Science Academy; equplly unenthusiastic when his application was 
accepted. Serek wes complimented on his son's self-control, end 
8ccepted the compliment with equanimity, believing it to be 
justified. He never understood, then or later, that for Spock, 
tho zest hed gone out of life. 
His contemporaries noticed e difference too. No longer did 
he 2ppDer to be fighting to control emotion; no longer was it 
relatively BBSY to beit him. He eccepted whet life offered, now, 
with quiet resignation; when Sever tried to mock him, he simply 
stered et the youth without response. The mockery end taunts 
stopped tJ18·~ d8Y. The gems was no longer rewarding. 
He became a Junior Scientist - 8 grade almost of apprentice-
ship. He rose to full Scientist with unusual rapidity - his work 
W28 8ccuret8 811d efficient, even by Vulcan standerds, and it, at 
l08st, weB SOjltetllin~ !!lueningful to him. At an age when most 
Vulc2fls would hav0 considered themselves fortunate to be promoted 
to full Scientist, he weB further prOiJloted, becoming Chief 
Scientist. He could not ride much higher. 
On the dc:t.Y his upgrading wes c,nnounced, Serek looked triumph-
antly at him, permitting himself the luxury of expressing his 
feelings in the priv~cy of their house. 
""1ft.? s I not correct, my son, when I 8dvised you to forget ,YOUL'. 
childhood 8mbition? Could you possibly have attained this renk 
so soon snywhere but at the Vulcen Science Acedemy? You heve 
homoured our neme." 
Spock 8eid nothing. No trace of eletion showed on his f8ce; 
for even this did not have the power to excite him. 
"Heve you nothing to Bey, Spock1" 
"18m 8 scientist, Father. Titles meen nuthing to me. All 
thst mstters is being permitted to continue with the reseerch in 
hBnd." 
"A reply worthy of my son. I sm proud of you, Spoc~." 
The lsrger setellite of the plenet cBlled Zeynol WBS close to 
Roche's limit; so close that it couldn't possibly be long before 
the gravitBtionBI stresses destroyed it, shettering its globe into 
millions of frBgments Bnd killing the meny species of BnimBl and 
plant life that lived there; for ZBynol's system was unique, in 
thst life wes possible on the satellite but could not survive in 
the chlorine-methene-carbon dioxide mixture thst mBde up the plBnet's 
B tmosphere. 
The event itself, while not rere in the history of the GBlaxy, 
w"s r8re enough for scientists from Bll over the Federstion to VlBnt, 
to investiga Le it. The bre8k-up was so imminent, however, th8t the 
Federetion Council wss unwilling for too mBny of its top scientists 
to run the risk of inv8stigeting the phenomenon personsll,Y. One 
gro~p could go, the Counc.il 88 id. OnG group only, [Iud t.h8 t, not 
more th8Xl 8 dozen Dlen. 
'['he Vul csns he d the b es t c IBim to be the t group; not only hed 
they first identified the s8tellite 8S being resdy to disintegrste, 
but elso, since the temperpture and atmosphere were close to Vulcan 
norm, they could live there without added environmentsl protection, 
unlike any of the other reces thet clamoured to go. They resdily 
agreed to mske their findings 8vsilBbla for the study of scientists 
of 211 other raCBS. 
The Science AC8demy wes asked to submit 8 dozen names; end 
when they did so, they rdcommended Chief Scientist Spock to command 
the group. 
Hurried meetings followed; there wes little time. On Spock's 
su~;::g88tion9 e tCPIn of technici8n8 left immediatel,Y1 while the 
scientists wore still finelising their srrsngements, to build Bnd 
stock e research stetion on the doomed satellite, snd to set up 
eutomstic recording ststions on Zeynal itself, the results of which 
were to be relayed both te the Satellite end to VulcBn itself - the 
moon's destruction would inevitably ceuse disturbenoes on the planet 
itself. The reseE'rch personnel needed to gether the informstion to 
corelate it with informstion gsthered 011 the moon itself, and the 
stations would continua to relsy informstion to Vulcsn long sf tel' 
the finsl holoCNlst, informs tion the t could be integreted in to the 
over-all picture. A further recordingststion waS set up on the 
smeller satollite, although it W8S so fer dis tent thBt it wss 
suspected th.t thero would be little effect on it, except perhsps 
to lot it bre~k froe from Zoynol to pursue en independent exist8nce 
round the Bun until it W2S recaptured by one of the other planets. 
Tllese, et the moment, were 811 quite di$tent 88 well, the two nearer 
ones to Zeynol itself being on the fer side of the sun; the effects 
on them would probably be non-existent, since the over-sll pull of 
the Zsynol system wouldn't be much sffected. The bulk of the 
s2tallite would remein; only its composition would be altered. 
One remsining personnel problem remBined to be settled. Spock 
hed not st first considered it; Serek brought it to his Bttention. 
"You will, of courSB, be tsking T'Pring," he ssid. 
"T'Pring? I hE'd not thought of it." Spock, never excited by 
anything, wes elw2ys at his lesst enthusiastic Vlhen T'Pring VlBS 
brought to his notice. Bonded together es children only seven 
yeers old, they hed bean given no choice in the matter, no chance 
of refusel. Their fathers were agreed - end even had they been 
consulted, neither could hBve passed much of an opinion; they 
didn't know 0ech other, hod never met before the ceremony_ To the 
sevGn-ye8r-old Spock, T'Pring hed had little more r~slity then s 
puppet; thiJ'lkin,,; .bout it afterwards, he reslised thst he must hsve 
sOGmed much the seme to her es they moved through the roles so 
cerefully instilL,d into them b,y their perents. But e8 they grew 
oldel.', c1nd were pOY.'1Ui:bted to SGe 82Ch oth8r occ2sionelJ..y - 8 thing 
IDsny pt~r8nts did not purmi t - her 18ck of whet he considerod to be 
intelligent convoTsetion end COmmon sonse begefi to irritste him. 
The girl weB 8 fool, en echo of her oquplly foolish but more 
dominating mother. And - sh~ming thought - she wes thet most 
undesir8bl~ of crc8tures, e women WilO occ2sionelly showed emotion. 
Why, Amends, his mothor, Human though shu wes, hed better control 
then T'Pring! Ho weS different enough, with his Humen blood; there 
weB spuculation enough about thet, thoro alw8ys had been. And it 
wes herd indeed that he, hevin~ 8 Humen mother, should be burdened 
with en emotional wife! 
ttyou must thinK of it, SpOCk911 Serek seid urgently. He 
hesitatod, then went on. llSpock, the doctors who examined you all 
.ftar your selection - they B3ked me to tell you. As your father, 
it l~ my dutyo Your Human heritage hes altered certain of the 
physiologioel oheracteristics of our race. Specifically, the 
ch8r2ctE~ri8tics essocietGd with thu onset of the ... th8 mating urge. 
lIy Vulcen stsndaro.s, ,you erG still by far too young for the onset 
of Pan .-?8rr. But you 8Te 81r'8ec1,y more than double the ege at which 
most young Humans can first mate. The doctors believe that your 
Pon Ferr cennot now be long deleyod. T'Pring must accompany you -
or you will die, your work unfinished.!! 
Hlf T I Pring gaGs 9 811 others 'Nho [lro bonded or elree.d.y married 
must be given the opportunity to take their wives," 
Se rek nodded. nOr COlJ.rs e. It 
Spock sighed. !'I would prefer to go without h~r ... '1 
"You dare not. And indeed, Spock, you will probably find it 
easier to accept her presenoe ... once your union is finalised." 
Spook shook his head, almost sadly. "She has no real intell-
igenoe. It lS impossible to talk to her about anything meaningful. 
You can discuss things with mother, and know she will make sensible 
contribution to the discussion. T'Pring cannot." 
There waS little further delay. The dozen scientists, 
accompenied by T'Pring end seven other wives, set off for Zaynol. 
~rhe fe-'uI' unmL::trried mer. were ell wido'wed, end old enough to be 
8efely past Pon Farr - it W8B only the onset of the meting urge 
that had to be setisfied or end in death. Spack found himself 
envying them 2 little ... 
Tiley arrived 28 the perties setting up the st8tion and the 
recording instplletions were finishing; those men left on the ship 
bringing the scientists, who settled down to thelr studies. 
One precaution h8d been taken - the scientists were left an 
emergency transmitter as well as a standard one which wes used to 
send off the processed data. This emergency beacon was to be 
activated when they deoided that the s8tellHe's inst"bility was 
becoming too greet; and all Sterships entering the area were 
ordered to be on the w1'tch for this signal. Anything smaller than 
e Starship, it was felt, would be too smell to survive the altering 
gravitationsl stresses that would be set up by the satellite's 
change from a single solid body to a mess of small pieces. Noone 
said a,,-ything about whet would be done if there was Eot a StBrship 
in the area ... in an emergency, a ship couldn't reach them in time 
from Vuloan; but the time involved was too unoertain for Starfleet 
to assign 8 ship to wait. There was always too much work for 
Sterships to do ... 
The scientists settled down to whet, they felt sure, would be 
en indefinite period of fas0inating study. They knew, indeed, that 
the resec'Tch could end with their deaths; the satellite's desth 
could occur without giving them sufficient time even to activa'te 
the beacon, even if there wes 8 dt8rship neerby. But all had 
considered this; 811 hed chosen to eccept the assignment - in a 
sense~ 811 'ii(;~re volunteers? willing; to run this l'isk for the joy 
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Jpoek hili1aulf }WS ~HH!';'U)/."f;) ,n;,w. of \,)(,;:i,',,< ';"y(·i':,i.',\;, ()t-1tt,;'(' G'Jf.'·n El1u!oi~t 
wholly e\)!lt,(-~ltt. 1ii,s work W;J:.'; fn)Jc:lnDLJrlg'.! !'i \'ii,;,·,1,'I,'I'<. t'\(, t\,:) ,1 .i.ndol~d ,~·idv:·;.n.Gcd. 
quickl.y in h:1.~; eeJ."-';l8£ ~ .. citi it :i:ul)l ~,y f!\i::iLi:.E',L' ';e,',·,· t. l~,·,I, t:!<.: GH:r.'',::(:;.r' i,\{~ 
wOl-1J.d hbV!:? 8c:tected for l\1.:.\HH.'l.!',? .:~ar(}~( WDL i':, i.lt.(,t\:-l r: ;,.J'l ;)t!:l,:'j-'!.;~ot.t 
£liB c.:~pflb:i,lit'i.e::l wouLd (;C)'0 (H,IV'C t);.:,:c,~: Ti}(;i'hl'!,j;:if) 'i,),':, .c~';;Jr·~";'i ,"\ ,:;(, rap,-)"dly, 
And if research work waS oocpsional1y mono~onnuG. so SllToly WOUld bhc 
long vO,V8ges between pl8Ywtfalls h8ve been ... Bnd if he had been an 
officer on a StBrship, he would have been denied the right to invest-
igate this phenomenon ... BlwBYS assuming he had been fortunate enough 
to be assigned .is!. a St<'rship, he reminded himself, resolutely refusing 
to acknowledge the insidious little whisper that tried to remind him 
that scientific investigetication on a Sterfleet vessel, even a small 
research one, would certainly be more varied, and probably sometimes 
be experiences 88 unique 8S 'this one. 
He woke one morning feeling slightly disorientated, conscious 
of his body in 8 wc'y that WBS unfamiliar to him. He frowned, trying 
to relax, Bnd finding it extremely difficult. He was also unusually 
conscious of T'Pring, lying at the far side of the one-roomed hut 
that was their home. 
Without weitin8 for 8 meal, he went out, and he was half-way 
througil checking some results before 8nyone else joined him. He 
moved from one to the o'ther as u8u81~ trying to take his usual 
interest in his vlork; to his horror, he found that it was getting 
increasingly difficult to think properly. Finally, he found that 
one of his calculations didn't agree with the one presentEd to him. 
NormellY9 he would hDve 8sked tt18 erring scientist to check his 
results; but he retvined enough sense to realise that on this d8y~ 
it could very c2sily be his own celculetions that were at fault. 
Quickly, he rechecked; how had he COms to make such a simple, basic 
error? But he .knew y!h,y. 
Sar8k - the doctors 
Pon Fa rr ... well, 
over with. 
- had been right! This must signify the 
he rnight 88 well get the unwelcome onset of 
business 
He went out of the labor.tory hut, Dack to his Own cabin. 
TIPring, busy cleaning ·the pIece, stared at him in Borne surprise -
this wes the first time he hed ever come back in the middle of the 
dey. She sew the unusual glitter in his eyes as he strode towards 
her, and feer dewned in her own eyes. He ceught her, and the eware-
ness of her BS a female completed his lOBS of control. He tore the 
clothes from her end threw her onto her bed. She stiffened, 
repressing a scream 88 she realised in her turn what was wrc'ng. He 
pulled off his own clothes, threw them 0side, and flung himself On 
top of her. 
She gasped with the pain 8S her teut muscles tried veinly to 
deny him entrance to her body. She tried again to relex, knowing 
the t her res is tenae ~ invol unter.y t,~.ough it was 9 W8 S making the whol e 
experience worse for hRr, but her body wes not ye~ roedy for this 
invssion of h()r perfJOr,el privo'cy. She W8S e full-blooded Vulcen, 
end for her the time weB not yet ripo. 
He thrust deep into her with 2 rhythmic pressure thet went on 
2nd on. jlfter e Yvllile 1 hC::'! psused for ci few momBnts~ then he began 
8c;,-ein, <;'8 E'vidl.y rind 88 merCilessly 88 before. Even the mind meld 
be-tween -them wes intenSified, but it brought no pleasure either j 
only edded discomfort, for the hormones thet would have responded 
to his need were no·t ye-t being produced by her body, 8nd there wes 
nothing th.t har mind could do to trigger them into production. 
Didn l t he .cElre hO\'J unplsc1sElnt this wes for her? No, E~ dis tent 
voice told her. The forces ruling his body did not permit him to 
081.'8. 
Would he never stop? 
It w8S many hours before ho gave her pesce. At intervels, 
th(;; uncomforteble thrusting cee.sed while he bit Bnd sucked 8t her 
neck end shoulders, m"rking thcom, bruising them; while his mouth 
covored hers so th"t she could hardly breath, his tongue forcing 
its way between her lips in 8 manner that she suspected had to be 
HumL'n; Bnd she submitted beC8use she hed no choice but to ,10 so. 
But even when the thrusting stopped, the unpleasant hardness within 
her body remained there, paining her, Bnd her legs grew stiff Bnd 
tired from the uncomfortable, ewkw<ird position in which she had no 
alternative but to hold them; and then the thrusting had begun 
again, getting more Bnd more painful os her body was bruised more 
end more by the constant pressure. 
1'he pauses between his 8ssaul ts on her, during which he kissed 
and bit at her, slowly grow more prolonged; and at last he withdrew 
from her, and stood up. 
They looked at each other, aech eware that the other could not 
understand how thoy 8ach had felt. At lest, Spock said, qUietly, 
!'Your body was not r08dy to accept mine." 
She nodded silently, tsars in her eyes. 
He looked helplessly at har, trying to find something to say; 
but she spoko first. 
"Is it elwpys lik~ that?'! 
"I do not know. I would suspect that the first time always is, 
howuvGr." 
"But why? Surely ... " Her voice trailed into silence. 
llGo on." 
"Is that why there must be madness? Because it hurta so much?" 
"It did not hurt me," Spock replied slowly. "1 think it would 
not have hurt you, if your body had been mature enough." 
She sobbed, once, before regaining a rather precarious contrcl, 
end sew the distaste in his face. 
"Don't you feel anything, Spack? Ever'?" 
11]18817 You m88n emotion, T'Pring?" 
"Yes. Spack, you're hel.f Humeh. Does that meen nothing?" 
"I 8m Vulcen.1! 
"Your mother is Human! That's why ... I wes gled when you were 
chosen for me, I wes sure ... I can feel emotion, Spack. I wes sure 
you would understand, because of your Humen blood. But you don't! 
Sevel looks [It me with morE: kindness th8n you do!" 
I'I do not understand 0Inotion 1" he replied firmly, believing 
that he spoke tho truth. 
ShB stared at him. "Don't you feol sn,ything for your family? 
Your friends?" 
"dy f['milO'? I resp8ct m.Y aldol's. My friends? I h8ve none. 
I w8nt none. I r8spect those of ffi.Y colleE'gues who EIre worthy of 
respect. '.i1hose who, in rn,Y opinion, sru not, I 8void or ignore. 
How 0188 should onu re~ct?" 
"Isn't th8re c.ny2..£Q you like'?" 
"No," Spack repli8d quietly. The sadness Seval hed noticed 
show~~d in his eyes, but T'Pring wes inc8p8ble of recognising it. 
There wes noone ... Sersk hed been wrong. There wes not even T'Pring. 
Noone mentioned his absence, or thet of TIPring, 8ny more then 
they - or he - eVer mentioned a dey-long absence of Bny colleague, 
unless he spoke of it first, elthough Spack considered it oertain 
that everyone knew the reeson for it. At least this reticence made 
it E::8sier for .him to fClce thorn, embE'rrc1ssed 88 he felt sbout the 
whole episode. He plunged streight into his work next day, trying 
to meke up for the lost time. 
The d,'.Ys slipped pest, e,'ch one adding to the sum of their 
knowledge of the forces thet were b0ing unleeshed. QU8kes~ minor 
et first, were now [\ deily occurrence, eech one stronger than the 
one bafbre. It would soon be time to withdrew. 
On the pIerret below, vulcenism ~e8 increesing, although it was 
not certain how much of thet waS due to the basic instability of the 
terrain on it hed how much to the altering stability of the moon 
thet wes their baed. Then thu dey came when their previously 
gaolOgic811y st8ble world 81so threw up e volc8nci. 
lIn 0erthqueko 891i"t the ground open; from the creek welled 
lave, oozing up, ~~luggishly 8t first, from 8 reservoir of magm8 
deep, deep in the depths of the crust, oo~inB slowly ~s 1f unwilling 
to fece the light elld coolness OIL the surface. They observed from 
8 dist8nc8, w2rned by the continl1ing tremors not to venture too 
close. The lave formed e river, flowing down 8 slight slope towards 
the encempment. Spock watchod it, estimating its speed end 
direction, end ceme to the conclusion thBt even if the rete of flow 
increased 88 the new volc~no geined in height, the camp weB sefe; 
the leva river would not reech it for severel days, end then it 
would pess B little to onB side of it. The only reel denger would 
be if ~ new fissure opened, changing thu direction of flow. 
He assigned thrub of the scientists to wetch the new volcano, 
recordind' its development, [lfld tho others went b8Ck to their duties 
in cemp. Their eight wives were gethered thore, busily attending to 
their domestic chores. "pock glenced round the group of women, 
noting with approvel the celm wey most of them were beheving despit,e 
tho distent rumbling of the leve flow. His jew tightened 8S he 
noticed the one who was showing most signs of distress. T'Pring was 
definitely looking frightened. It wes no comfort to him to remember 
that members of other reces would not recognise that she was afraid; 
he did. And it was shaming to him. His immediete re2ction was to 
essign her some duty th,'t would remove her from the presence of , 
these other women, who would 81so recognise T'Pring's fear, if they 
hed not 21ready done so. 
"T'Pring!" he excleiined. 
She went over to him. "Yes, Husbend?" She fought to keep her 
voice steedy. 
It wes time to go, enywBy. He (lared not wBit much longer. 
"Go to the redio hut. Activete the recell signal." 
"Yes, Husband. 11 
She turned towBrds the hut; he could see the relief clea~ in 
her stence, in the wey she moved, Bnd wished it hed not been 
necessary to bring her. For a moment he considered the mating 
he bits of Rumens, SUCh es he knew of them. If he had inherited 
thet from his mother, it wOl11d heve been 8 useful attribute! To be 
8ble to me.te ';,:he,'1 he wented to, snd not, 88 on this occasion too 
recently experisllced, when his body deoreed he must; to be able 
to dispense with the presenoe of his mete on an occasion such as 
this."IDost useflll! 
He sighed imv21.'dly, and turned back to his work, putting the 
matter out of his mind. 
T'Pring, m8king her way towards the radio hut, fought for .8e1f-
control, her mind also a mess of warring emotions. Why did she find 
it so hard to control her feelings? she wondered. And why didn't 
Spock underst01nc'.'i He WE'S helf-Humen. But whatever he had inherited 
from his mother's rece, it seBmed that emotion hadn't been included. 
Why even Seval seemed to underst,llld; end. the other women ... they 
even admitted to sharing those fears she experienced - when their 
husbands weren't about. There hed been several discussions among 
the women ... private ones, during the hours when the men were busy; 
she had come to understend that she wasn't alone in feeling emotion; 
her uniqyeness l8,Y in being almost .uneble to control her emotions. 
She choked back e sob, the hebit of ettempting control restr-
aining her even though she was alone, end pushed open the door of 
the radio hut. It was 8 little stiff - had been since a fairly 
severe tremor hEld shanek the cElmp nesrly 8 wee.k ago. There W8S no 
~~Iy of looserling it, short of removing the door altogether; but 
they hed chosen not to do that, leavind it to protect the redio 
equipment fr.'om the wind-blown s8nd that could hElve d8maged it 
s0v8£ely. ~ot thet such S2lld-storms were frequent occurr8nces 1 
81thouah thby were incre2sing in frequency; but it was better to 
teke no chanoes. 
For pureJ.y person8l re8sons, T'Pring wad gl8d they h8d J.eft it. 
She pushed the door shut behind her, knowing that its sound as it 
opened would tell her in plenty time if she wes to be disturbed; 
and allowed herself to slump tiredly. 
Oh, well, soon they would be away from this benighted hole. 
At leest ono good thing would come of it; Spock. already known as 
a promising' young scientist, would be better-known once they €Sot 
beck. She would hevo sontG ho;nour 88 his wife. It was some compen-
sation for th;Jt 2Vlf~11 d.c'y ti1P't 'NF)S still too fresh in her memory. 
Why hadn't her mothe:c vwrned her it would be so dreadful? 
She went ov~r to ~he equipment; and flicked on the switch of 
the recall beacon. 
Almost as if' the beecon wes a" sig11>,l to it, the ground began 
to shake as soon as the switch was down. T'Pring turned and ran 
for thc" door, stpggering slightly as the ground trembled under her 
feet. She tugged tIt the door. It refused to budge. 
She screemed in sudden, uncontrollable terror, tugging in 
panic at the door with all her strength. What if the roof should 
f811 on her? She was still screaming when the floor of the hut 
split right open. The communications console with the recall beacon 
slid into the crack. 
She press ad herself desperately against the door as the ground 
shook again, a long tremor increasing in severity until she lost 
her balance Bnd fell, still screaming, clutching violently at the 
air, into the void. A moment later, even as half of the hut fell in 
too, the crack snapped shut again, and her ,scream was cut off short. 
This hed been the worst tremor yet. The other Vulcans, even 
though they knew it VIE'S T'Pring screeming from the communications 
hut, even though they knew she would not have screamed like that 
unless me"tters had been desper8te, could do nothing but lie still 
where the trG:llor had thrown them until the ground steedied again. 
Then they went towprds the radio hut to invBstigate. But of course, 
thero vas nothin~ they could do. 
They stood staring at the wreckage of the hut; at the one 
standing well, held up by the roof that lay with its other side 
balanced against th~ ground; at the plenks sticking up out of the 
ground; and thGy knew what had happened. 
Seval glanced at Spock. 
"We grieve with you, Chief Scientist," he s8id formally. 
"We will not long survive her," Spock replied calmly. "The 
recall be8con has beon destroyed. 11 
As they st8red 2t him, he added, "Even if T' Pring had time to 
ectiveto it, it cen only have been working for a few seconds. The 
chances of such 8 short s ign81 being picked up are .•. very poor," 
Thoy returned to their work. Even though it was highly 
unlikely th8t the rosul ts tlH<Y were now programming would ever 
rsech Vulcan, it kept ·their minds occupied. And if resCUe should 
coma - why, it would let the Galaxy SBB that Vulcans did not allow 
thu lack of any hope to defeat them. They would continue to work, 
regl."rdless. 
Seval felt thet he would give 8 groet d081 to know just what 
Spock wes thinking with regard to T'Pring's death. He knew that 
they had metod; fOl.'Elud th, .. final bond. But Spack's eyes, that so 
of ton showod s.;:;aness 1 v/urc viCJled now, showing nothing. 
~nd indowd, if dpock felt anything, it wes relief. Relief 
th8t it should hE'Vl; been his wifo who di0d, and not one of the 
others. 'rhuy hed the right to die with their men. Relief that 
she V/8B DO longer there, under those circumstenc8S, to shame him 
with her f08rs. HeliGf that she no longer needed to be efrEdd. 
And, in a twisted W8Y, relief "lhat his own life W8S soon to end. 
For when he cama to think of it, he really had very little that he 
valued that he might want to liv'" for. 'rhc) only thing he had ever 
wanted, he ruflected, weB the one tling he had rejected 811 his 
lifeo .. friendship. For h0 had never met anyone to whom he felt 
re211y drewn. And he weB not propered to eccept second best. 
There was no ,greet urgency ebout the Enterprise's mission to 
:iiJpsilon EC[uulei. 
It wes actuelly e thrsB-pert mission, the other two parts of 
which were buing cax'ried out b,Y the Exc81ibur snd the Kongo. Three 
trinsry star systems to be invGstigated, all possible d2ta coll-
ected, end passed beck to the boffins to be processed. A straight-
forwerd routine mission. 
Captain James T. Kirk set b2ck in his command chair and yawned. 
These routine reS08rch missions were certainly pG2ceful, restfuJ., 
even; but they did h,we c'- tend,mcy to become boring. HE) wes 
plsying with the ides of leaving Chokov in command - good practise 
for the led! - when McCoy, the Chief Medicsl Officer, cemo onto 
the bridgoo Kirk glenced round es he hoerd the elevetor door 
opening ,'no. grinnud 2 \'H)lcomeo 
"H8l10, Bones. How're things in your depert:aent?" 
*Quiet. You wouldn't liko to ffi8ke 8 detour to some plBnetery 
system som()whvre so thet I C0111d pick up some sm~ll animals or 
something to rCS02I'ch?" 
Ki .rk grinn\.:)d. liSa I'J.:.'y., Bones, II he chuckl Gd. "There f s nople ce 
suitrble slong the route - unless you'd like to drop off et L8mbd8 
Peg8si c'nd try yoelr luck Et finding something living in " chlorine-
methene mixture?!! 
McCo,Y looked thoughtful. IfBectGri8 might, If he beg8n. 
lIillhey'd be si"ill..-lll Gnough, E'rlywey - but if ,you go down there, 
you go yourself. I'm not gOlng anywhere neer the surfeca of e 
meth8ne plenet without direct orders from Sterfluot . .• t' 
McCoy chuck18d with Kirk. IfCow8rd! If he bog8n, but \V8S 
interrupted before he could sey enything more by LiE)uten8nt Uhur8. 
She turned from the comrnunicetions console. "Ceptein ... r just 
picked up 8 short si~lel on the omergoncy bend, but it cut off 
eftGr E' few suconds." 
!'Did you gut 2 fix on it, Lisllten8nt?11 
"Yes, sir. It soemed to be coming from direction 157 m8rk 4." 
First Officer Wood lookod up from his st8tion 8t the library 
computeT. "Thet's 8bout right for L8mbd8 Peges;, sir. 1J.'here's 
thst Vulc8n rosoerch station there we were told to lis·ten out for. 
Th0Y may w8nt plcked Up.11 
"If th~y do, why cut the signEtl oif?1t McCoy asked ressonabt,y. 
"l·."Ieybo ghi;;;y weT8 just t(~sting th(:.:ir beacon." 
rT\iiu'lJ. chec.i:c it Oi).t 8ny,".'cl ,Y," Kirr~ clGcid.0d. "If they .~ just 
testing, I'1.l. p~t 8 fleE' in SOi:IGOll0'S 82r for crying 'wolf', and 
theli put in an of1icial roport to Stcrf1eet, conlplaining. Mr. 
Sulu - incruese speud to WElrp f8ctor six.'1 
1T','ferp six, sir," the helms,m.?n 8ckno\,.11edged. 
The Enterprise spad on through space. 
Kirk, 'while concerned for the pos::::ible safety of the Vuluans of 
the research group - he wouldn't have cered, himself, to be one of 
them, sitting on 8 doomed p18natoid, not knowing whethor they 
would get off it before it exploded - did think it possible that 
McCoy 'lies right; one of the scientists, a species well-known 
for leck of comlilon sense, had very likely tried the beacon to see 
if it WBS working, forgetting that the signel .would be picked up. 
Even Vulc~n must have, its absent-minded professors, he thought 
cynicell,Y. Well, if it wes" false 818rm, they would be gr8tified 
to have rescue erriving so fest - even if it wasn't needed. And if 
it wes gonuine ... tho sudden cessation in the signel looked ominous. 
He tried not to think of that, fixing his mind r8ther on the fact 
that this did meke B breBk in tho monotony of the trip, which up 
to now hed been singularl.y uneventful. 
At lest they srrived - swung into orbit around the still-exten~ 
satellite. 
Wood looked up from his sensors. 
"Extreme instability indiceted, Cept.in," he seid. "All thet's 
holding it tog'ether is luck." 
"80 th~ beeoon W2sn't se~ off by accident.'t 
III ~~nlt think at, Bir.lt 
Kirk glencod round to'!!8rds the communications console. 
ItUhur8 ?II 
1'1 can't raise them, sir." 
Something W88 seriousl,Y wrong. 0 ."1\ny sign of life, Nr. Wood?" 
There was 8 short peuse. Then-
"Severel VulceD ruedings, sir. ~t leest some of the scientibts 
BTu still alive. 11 
"Give the co-ordin2tes to ttlG transporter room, Mr. Wood, then 
teku over I'm going down.'t 
Hb chose to go elone, although ~cCoy plcsded to bo ellowed to 
E'CCOi!lpc:ny him. 
1100, Bonus. I'm not riskillg anyone elso. 11 
wsiting petiently beside the control console. 
Kyle. " 
"Bnergising, sir." 
He glenced at Kyle, 
"Energise, Mr. 
HG ffiPterislisod 8JJlOll.g e sIDell cluster of huts •.. wooden huts? 
Now why hed the Vulcens used wood for their buildings? He g18nced 
round Bnd sew that tr()0s did figure promin8ntly in tho flore. He 
nodded to himself. They h8d simply usod the nesrest meterial 
eveilable in bulk. 
In the distence, he could SOG th8 glow of 8 volceno, and hear 
its muffled rumbling. Neerby, one of the huts had co118psed, 
end thu mRtcri81 of which it had been composed WPS piled neatly. 
He wplked forward, looking for the residents. 
As he wBlkod round ono of the huts, two Vulcen women eppe8red, 
coming towprds him. They stopped, stering wjth every eppearenee 
of sUrpl'iG8 - which ~1m8/:,ed Kirk? who had been led to believe th8t 
Vulcans never, UndGE any circumst8nces, showed their feelings. 
He could only essume thai;, having given up hops) this was their 
rU2c·tion to hope reborn. lie moved to meet them. 
"J2ffi0S T. Kirk, com:!t.?nding thl~) U.S.S. Enterprise," he 
introcluc8u himsulf. II~,:U pickl.;d uq 8 distress signal from hare." 
1I1i'h0 men ere ell in the 12bo1'2 tory, II one of the women sE1id. 
She glenc~d et ~10r COlfl:)8nioD. "If you go for the w8ter, T'Prell, 
I ~ill taka thu Ceptein to the Chiaf Scientist." 
T'Prell nodded end moved on, the other women gestureJ. 
"This way, Captain Kirk.'1 
lI'rh8nk .you, ;·iliss •.. ?" 
IHr'Par. i'iTy husbc:"no. is assistant botanist here." 
T'Per led him to e hut thet wes rether larger than the others, 
without westing words on further conversetion. Kirk reflected 
that all he had heard ebout VUlcen was undoubtedly true; 8 
Hum9n woman, under the seme circumstBnces, would heve been 
eha.l, ':;.ering unrestrainedly, asking for news ... except that Human 
scientists would heve been unlikely to have been eccomoanied by 
their wives. Why hed the Vulcens considered it necessary to 
take theirs, and risk their lives unnecesserily? 
She opened the hut door end he followed her in, weving aside 
her elmost instinctive hesitation, her apparent acceptance of the 
fect thBt he would expect to precede her. After ell, he wes the 
strenger, the guest, hene. 
The VulceDs inside were all male. None of them Boemed to 
possess enough curiosity to look up from their work, although they 
must have heard the door opening; T'Par led Kirk to where a tall 
Vulcan stood watching e seated one at work. 
"Chief Scientist," T'Par said softly, when it became clear 
that Kirk wes not going to speak first, nor the men look up from 
their v.'Ork. 
The standing man raised his heed, his face stern. For a moment 
it seemed to Kirk that the Vulcan weS intending to rebuke T'Par 
for her presumption in daring to interrupt; then he saw Kirk, and 
an eyebrow lifted. 
"This is Captain Kirk, Chief Scientist," T'Par said, She 
lowered her eyes a8 if to apologise for her presenoe, and turned 
to go. 
"Thank you," Kirk oalled after her, wondering at the Vuloans' 
laok of courtesy. They had treated her a8 if she barely existed. 
ItGeptain KirJ:e," the scientist said. "I am Chief Scientist 
Spock, le,?d.er of our group at this resec'rch station." 
"We received 8 distress call from here,'! Kirk said quietly. 
tilt Vi88 cut off sll.ort.; we wondered if' your beacon was being test.ed 1 
but decided thet wa d2re not ignore the possibility thet the call 
W1:1 s genuine." 
!'It. was indeed genuine,!! Spock replied, equelly quiet.ly. "The 
seismic indications ere ttlPt the setellite will commence to dis-
integrate wi·thin the [lext day or 80. But the beacon had only just 
been "put into operfltion when 8 queke destroyed the radio hut ... and 
kille,l the operator. I B III gratified to learn that the Signal, 
s!lort 23 it was, WE'S picked up." 
"'Ehank my Gommunic2,tions Officer for that," Kirk answered, 
smiling. "She's 8 very capable young' woman.1! It wouldn't do 8ny 
harm to lot the Vulcens kno\'1 thet Humans, et leBst, v8lued their 
womenfolk. He glanced round, and went on. !lyou certainly don't 
look like a group living under sentence of death." 
"There was no logic in behaving in 8ny other W8Y," Spack 
8.::"id. "Evon though our results were to die with us, we would at 
least heve hsd the 8etisfaction of knowing eX8ctly whet were the 
course of events ~receding 8ctu81 disintegration. As it is, now 
all FGder2·tion scientists will benefit." 
"Y88," Kirk s,'id, wondering 8S he did if he would heve had the 
guts to continue clS the Vulc8ns were dOing. They weren't even 
sho~ing e~citement over the prospect of rescue; not even the one 
whose work Spock flad been .•. checking? had peused, but tiad continued 
tebu12tillg his dete 88 if there waS no emergency. 
"'NeLi. j sir,I' :18 wont on, llif the setellite's destructio.n is 
88 cloS8 8S you say, don't you ·think it would be 8 good idea to get 
eV01:,Y0tl8 on boc:::cd the) .Sn-CoY."pri8e 88 soon B8 possibl(-3?" 
dlowly, olmost unwilliIlglY1 Spock nodded. "Yes 1 Captain, I 
think perhe)s you ere right. But there are still readings coming 
in from our j.nstruments here. The ones on Zaynol itself Bnd on the 
fllrther setellit8, are elsa being 8utometicel1y transmitted beck to 
Vulcen, but these 8T0 no't. It would be regrlJ~tBble if the finB1 
reedings were Bl1 lost." 
liThe Entorl!riG0 hes extremely good. sensors, II Kirk replied. 
"We - I mean, you - end your men cen use them to take the finBl 
rsp::.1ings." 
tlyou [-'Irs generous, C8 pt8 in, It Sp ock acknowl edged. He looked 
round at his men, end reised ~lis voice slightly. "It is time to 
go. G£1ther Elll your dBte, and come: TI 
He led the Way outside, Kirk at his heels, 8nd glBnced round 
egein 8S the other scientists joined thein, one by one. "Fetch 
your wives." 
1'he seven vihose wives still lived left the group; Spack 
looked 8t Seval. 
"Storl BIld Sm8ir are checking the lava floW," he seid. 
!II vlill get them, Cheif Jcientist. 1I Sevel left, wBIking 
re p:[ d.l.y • 
The other men began to reappear, accompanied by their wives. 
The women all walked s little way behind their husbands, Kirk 
noticed, and wondered why; T'Pau of Vulcen was a woman, admittedly 
B rather elderly one, yet she weB of considerable importance on her 
planet, and men obeyed her - and this was definitely at varibnce 
with the behaviour of the women he had seen so far here. But even 
as he wondered, he realised thet he was unlikely ever to find out 
the reason for this apparent paradox. 
He noticed his acquaintance T'Par arrive, and smiled at her 
in greeting; but he hed seen enough of these peculiarly unemotional 
Vulcans to be unsurprised when she feiled to smile in return, 
sl though t' slight inclination of her head seemed to indicate an 
acknowledgement of his courtesy. Just behind her CBme his other 
BcqusintEll1ce, T'Prell, but he didn't feel he knew her enough to 
make a gre6ting necessary. He pulled out his communic,'tor. 
"Kirk to Enterprise." 
"Enterp:cise. Wood here." 
"'rhe Vulcens here do r0(luire a piek-up, ~1r. Wood. Ready to 
stsrt beaming U~) in fivG minutes. Kirk out." 
HE? replc1ced his conul1unic8tor at his bel t, fully BW8re th8t he 
didn't need to spell out his crew's orders. His Fjrst Officer 
would 81reedy be 8rr2nging for qU8rters to be llede reedy for the 
unexpected passengers; Uhure would alreedy be nitifying Vulcan 
that their research personnel were being lifted. It was very 
pleasant to have B completely competent crew, he reflected; and 
for a fleeting moment he compared his present crew with the one he 
hed inherited on his first command, 8 small survey class vessel, 
and shuddered mentally at the comparison. Oh, he had licked them 
into shepe, but it had taken some months, and until he had donq so, 
he had had to specify every exact detail of what he wanted done. 
Though he still felt a certain sense of achievement at the way in 
which he hed eventually welded that crew together, and he still 
remembered with considerable satisfaction the first time 8 member 
of that crew hed meneged to fulfil an order in ell respects with-
out first having it detailed. 
He indiceted to the rulcans where they should stand. His 
first impulse had been the almost instinctive Human one to send 
the women up first; them he realised that it might be against 
Vulcen ethics to do so, Bnd insteed decided to send up three 
merriad couples. And it seemed, 8S the first six shimmered into 
invisibility, that he h8d made the right deciSion, for he could 
read no disapproval in the attitudes of the remaining Vulcens -
for v;h,,·t thrt WBS 'wrth. Thollgh hE; waS aware that he had indulged 
in 808e slight ft1vourit.i.sfn, for he h8d picked rrlPer 8nd T'Prell 
to go up in thu first conti.ngent. 
He indicated t~19t six more t2ke their places. As these 81so 
v8nisl10d, Sevel returned wit!l the other two men. There were now 
eight of them left on the s,.tellite; 8 married couple, four single 
men, the Chief Scientist and himself. He guessed that the Chief 
Scientist would expect to be left till last, and motioned the 
others into place. 
,\s they £,lso diseppeered, Spock seid qUietly, "Captain Kirk, 
would you be good enough to leave me 8 communicating device when 
you return to your vess-el? There 8:C8 one or two machines whose 
results CBnnot be picked up on your ship's sensors, excellent 
though I know them to be. I will remain and. communicate the 
readings to your ship, if you would add tb your goodness by 
permitting SevEd. to receive them.1t . 
Kirk stered at the Chi8f Scientist with respect mixed with B 
little irritation. 
"Sir, you are the leader of your group. That you are so 
81 though you are for from being the oldest member of the grou" 
tells me thElt you must be extremely capable. You must know thElt if 
you do this, you will probably die - hBve you thought wh8t a waste 
that would be? What a loss to VulcE'n science? This may be a thing 
that won't be repeated Eor millenia, but is it worth the loss to 
science of your brain? Your ab!lity?" 
Spock WElS silent for 8 moment. It seemed, almost, as if he 
was attempting to formulete his thoughts. 
"Ceptain ... I do not intend to oom",i t suicide. Such an act 
would indeed be illogical. But tho importance to science of this 
information is unmeesurable. As much of it as is at all possible 
must be collected. I will cell for ... rescue ... before it is too 
lete." 
The communicator bleeped. Kirk pulled it out. 
ItKi rk here. II 
"Standing by to beem you Bnd the lest scientist eboard, 
C8ptein." It WEIS Scott,Y' s voice. Kirk smiled affectionatel,Y to 
himself. 'rrust the Chief Engineer to t8ke chArge of this beam-up, 
88 if he didn't trust Kyle! 
"Continue st~:lIl(:1ing b,Y 1 Scotty." 
"l\ye, sir." 
Kirk returned his attention to the Vulcan. 
"Chief Scientist Spock. You will be busy. How will you know 
that the moment hes come to call for baem-up? Will you not be too 
engrossed in what ,you are doing?" 
"It ... is pOSSible," Spock conceded. 
"All right, then. I'll stay here with you. You monitor the 
reedings, Bnd signel them to the ship. I'll watch out for the signs 
that tell us when to go - you csn tell me wh8t they will be?" 
"Yes, I C8n tell you ... but Captain, it is too dangerous. You 
ere important to your vessel -" 
"No more dangerous for me than it is for you. And you arp as 
importBnt to Vulcen, and to science, 8S I em to the ship." He 
flicked open his communice1;or agein. "Kirk to Enterprise." 
"Enterprise. Scott here. 'T 
"Scotty, beam down e communicator. Get Lieutenant Uhure to 
relsy communications from the Chief Scientist to Scientist Seval, 
and allow one of the other scientists eccess to the bridge Sensors 
so thet they cen complete ss much BS possible 8dditionel fect-
finding before we leave. I'll have a communicator open as well; 
keep the trE1nSpoTter beems locked onto our signels 9 Bnd stend by to 
be8m us up the !fiOment I give 'the word; the Chief Scientist and I 
ere steying hGre to collect 8ddltional d9ta.'1 
I'Cppt2in - is ttlst wise? We don't know if the ship'll st8nd 
up to the eltered gr2vi"t2'ti.onal stresses as the satellite breaks 
up; we'd be better further 8way.11 
"Go out to maximum transporter r8nge; that'll help. And be 
reedy to veer 2wey 8S soon 88 we're eboard. t' 
1!But Ce.pt8in.o "eye, sir." 
1\ violent tremor shoo!( the stetion; Kirk steggered. 8nd ceught 
et " tE,ble to ste~'dv himself. Not long now, he thought; the 
tremors had been increasing in violence and. frequenc,Y over the 18 st 
three hours, since not long after Spock had begun his steady reed-
out. The Chief Scientist hed continued to relay the reedings 
regardless of these 88me tremors; but Kirk was beginning to feel 
that they dared not wait much longer. The only thing thet hed 
kept him from yelling for pick-up fully en hour ego was the 
Vulc,'n's calm - and the illogical desire to have Spock think well 
of hi",. He didn't want the Vulcan to think him a coward, he 
reflected, and wondered why. He listened to the quiet voice, 
B little hosrse now after talking non-stop for so long, snd found 
its deep tone soothing. Another tremor shook them; Spock glanced 
up, his ettention attrected et lest. 
"It"s getting livel,y," Kirk siodd. Somehow he ",'2n~ged to speak 
lightl,y, and wonderecl where his coursge was co,ning from - or his 
foolhardiness. Ever,y instinct bade him get out of here. 
Spock nodded. HI think we dere not remein for much longer,tt 
he agreed. 
'!How are the re2dirtgs. going?" 
"The,y also are ... getting livel,y," Spock said, and wondered at 
his choice of phrose. The Human's cOllrage was infectious 1 he 
reflected; if he hed remBined here b,y himself, he would have 
given up fully an hour 8g0~ with consequent loss of much valueble 
data. He did not consider himself cowardl,y, but as he had said, 
suicide ~ illogical. lInd he found himself wanting to survive. 
But he could not - would not - show himself as being less brave 
than this Starship Captain. It waS not logical, but he wanted to 
show himself worth,y of the Human's courage. He had alread,y 
realised that he would like to see more of Csptain Kirk once they 
were safel,y on bOard the ship - if the Captain could spare the time. 
He had little idea of the intensit,y of duties of such a position; 
and he reflected that it was the first time in his life that he 
had wiolllteq the compan,y of an,y one specific person. j\nd he found 
himself being distracted from his immediate work b,y wondering wh,y 
he should feel this wa,y. 
With 8 mental effort he returned to his monotonous resdout. 
ilnother tremor shook them; Kirk lost his balance and fell, while 
Spock onl,y saved himself b,y hanging onto the teble; then, seeing 
that Kirk had hit his head off so,nething as he fell and was 
bleeding, Spock moved to him, crawling because of the continuance 
of th8 tremors .. a long series of them, graduall,y getting stronger. 
Kirk touched his haad to his head and looked at the blood that 
steined his fingers as Spock reached him. 
"lIre ,you 811 right?" the Vulcan asked. Kirk nodded. 
!I~ g8sh - Ilothing serious.!' 
11~~Eld better go," Spock weu"t on. 
"Your datoS?" 
UNeell:' enough complete." He hEld to raise his voice. The 
rumbling from the ground WBS getting louder. "It's too dangerous 
to stay longer; ,you 8,'8 hurt alrs8d,y, next time might be fatal. 
It Vias aiC earthquake like this tha t killed T' Pring - the ground just 
opened and swallowed her along with half the radio hut. It might 
do the S8me to us if we weit longer. '1 
Kirk nodded. Couraze was one thing, he reflected; foolhardi-
ness quite ,mother - and he was alread,y guil t,Y of a degree of the 
latter. Wisdom hed dictsted a retreat quite some time ago. The 
Vulcan ~ brever than he, too;' often it showed greater courage to 
give up than to go on. He rElised the communicator. 
"Kirk to Enterprise. Beam us up." 
The beams caught them; the,y dematerialised, leaving the station 
eles ected. 
Tremors shook the station for several minutes after the,y left; 
then a split, similar to the one that had swallowed T'Pring opened 
to one side of the encampment, but it WaS 8 deeper fissure. Much 
deeper. Lava welled sluggishl,y from it; the huts nearest caught 
fire, the flemes leeping high. The wind, whioh had been riSing 
steE'dil,y even 81though the two men hed not been "ware of it - the 
sound, of the nBerb,y volcano Elnd the grinding of ii.he almost 
continuoLls oprthCfJ.E'kes h8d disguised the sound of it - c8ught 81t 
the fhlllles. Sp,"'ks flevi, igniting other of the huts. l\ herd of 
ts:t'rif'8d herbivores, ceught betwe8n forces they could not under-
st2nd, shied away from thej,r panic-stricken stampede close to the 
cemp as the,y tried to escBpe from the noise and the glare of the 
leva, edditionell,y frightened b,y the flames from the burning huts, 
and vanished into the distence. But there was no safet,y for them 
any where now. 
The tremors incro~sed in frequency, in strength; ttlen, with 8 
deefening report - heQ there been Gnyana to hS8r it - the satellite 
expolded into fr26ments, S08e f2irly lergs9 but mostly f2irly smBII. 
The ~·tnlosp!10re vellished j dissipe-ted immediately 8S the gravitational 
pull of the setellite decre2sed elinost illstanteneously; the f18Jnes 
went out, the leva cooled wi.th fTightening r2pidit,Y in the new, f1ir-
less conditions On some of the specks of rock that now littered 
the aree ley the bodies of eniQels, killed instantly by the shock; 
on others, plants still lived - for e· little while; lichens Bnd 
algae for the most pert. Trees end other large plants ley dying. 
It takes e long time for a treG to die. 
On thr:) pIe net below, eerthquBkes 81so shook the ground, but 
their effects were less noticeably spectacular. A great tidal wave 
deshod ecross the OCB8ns of liquid methene, flooding low-lying erees 
of the infent continents; but since there WBS no life there, the 
d0mege done W28 virtually negligible. The distant j lesser moon 
lurched in its orbit 8S the sttr8c"tion of the lerger satellite 
eltered so abruptly, but the pull from the pl8net was sufficient to 
keep it a prisoner even although its distance from its prim8r,y did 
incre8se. 
The two men nwteric'lised on the Enterprise; Kirk grinned Bt 
the Vulcen, ewer8 of 2 cert8in sense of triumph. 
"You should get your ship's doctor to see to your head, Captain, 
fOB soon I::~S possible,1l Spack murmured. 
"It'll be ell right,!1 Kirk protested.. 
"Csptein, I insist 9 " Spock s2id. 
Why should he, Kirk thought; then smiled to himself. This 
solicitude - 2nd on the pert of 8 Vulcen, too - weB strangely 
wslCOInr:; • 
"I'll toke you up to the bridge first," 
able to see the end of the setellite on the 
"et the final reedings on the sensors. Then 
he said. "You'll be 
view screen ss well 8S 
I'll go and get my head 
seen to." 
He turned to Scotty, stending at th8-gonfiol console. 
"l\re, .\'16 hl:?f1ded 8Wf:1,Y from Z8,ynol yet, Scotty?" 
" 
l'Aye, sir. Mr. Wood ordered the change of course 88 soon as he 
knew we had you fixed in the transporter beam." 
Kirk nodded. He hadn't really expected anything else. Wood 
wss a good second-in-command. It ViPS just a pity that, although 
they got on well enough together, they were not, and never could be, 
frien(ls. 
He shook of.f the momentary sense of desoletion and loneliness 
that 1'188 so familiar to him, and turned towards the door. 
"This w8y, sir." 
On the bridge, Sorel was bent over the sensor, his face 
strabgely tense for B Vulcen. Kirk glenced at the viewscreen. 
Under extreme magnificOltion, it wes possible to see the huge 
lave beds that now covered much of the doomed world. Spock moved to 
Sorel' s side~ hj_s underling iill?cle wes .cox' him. He stered, 
fpscineted, CIS t~18 r(;,;8Qin{:~s cenne in. 
!'Look at tl18t!'1 Sulu breathed. 
Jpock glenced round from the sensor. Everyone - even Sorel -
was st2ring at the screen. 
It showed the globe disintegrating. Greet lumps of matter 
seemed to be coming up at them like mi~siles determined to destroy 
them. 
The Enterprise tossed wildly, caught in the 81 tering 
gravitationBl pull. Kirk WaS sent flying again; Sorel landed 
beside him. Spack, at the library computer, grasped the edge of the 
console and managed to retain his position; Sulu, at the helm, 
struggled to regain control. Gradually, the ship steadied as the 
new gravitational stresses cons01idated. 
"In new orbit outside the asteroid belt, Capt8in," Sulu 
announced. 
Kirk scrambled to his feet, then realised that Sorel was still 
lying there. He bent over him; Bpock moved to his side. 
The hurt Vulci'n didn't move; Kirk g18nced at Uhura. 
"Lieutenant, call Dr. McCoy to the bridge." 
"lIye, sir." She swung round to her console. 
Spack scoid Cluietl,Y, "Sorel is deed, C8ptain. His neck is 
broken." 
Kirk stared at him. slightly shocked 8t the even qU81ity in 
the scientist's voice. This had been one of the,Chief Scientist's 
men; surely he cared about losing one of his men, even if he had 
not been perticulBtly friendly with the man? 
Spack gave no i~dicetion that he even noticed Kirk's scrutiny 
as he continued, "However, your doctor can now attend to your he8d, 
Ceptain. [is trip to the bridge will not be wasted." 
Kirk couldn't restrain himself. "Don't you ~ about your 
man, Chief Scientist?" 
"My solicitude, or lack of it, will not aid him now, Ceptain," 
Spack said evenly. 
Kirk frowned, honestly trying to understand the Vulcan's 
attitude. He h8c. enough non-Terran crewmen aboard to know that 
different cultures reacted in different ways to the same stimuli; 
but none of his crew showed the apparent cBllousness in the face of 
the deaht of someone they knew. Nor had he ever served with a 
Vulcan, 8lthough he had heard of their lack of emotional display, 
he still had no idea BS to whether this reaction WBS personal to 
the Chief Scientist or Vulcan in gener81. 
Something of his confusion must heve showed in his face, for 
Spack, rather to his surprise, sBid softly, "We VulcBns grieve for 
our deacl; but our grief is a personal tiling, Captain. We see nv 
good reason to inflict our sorrow on otherB." 
Spack hed spoken so quietly thet Kirk knew that noone else on 
the bridge could possibly heve heerd him. The realisation that the 
\Tulcc1ll hed ohosen to Hleke him the recipient. of 8 confidence wes 
flBttering; he replied equally quietly. 
"I unders ten'J, 8 ir. My IB s t ques tion wa s inpertinent; I 
epologise for it.'! 
tIlt is forgotten, CeptBin. 
from ig{lOl'8nce. II 
But I took no offence; you spoke 
'rhe elevator cloor sliding open to Bdmi t McCo,Y was something 
of a relief to Kirk, who was beginning to feel slightly embarrassed 
by the Vulcan's honesty - an honesty, he WBS sure, that was rarely 
shown to aliens. Kirk had" feeling thBt Spack would have left 
most men thinking th8t he W88 cellous, would have ignored the 
sho<,£ed reaction of outsiders 
McCoy moved streight to Sorel. 
and looked up at Spook. "He's dead, 
Spock nodded. "I knew, Dootor. 
his heed; it requires 8ttention." 
He moved his scanner over him 
I'm afraid," he seid. 
But Captein Kirk has injured 
McCoy frowned a little at Spack's calmacoeptance of the death 
138 he turned to Kirk. "Let me see, Jim." 
"It's nothing much, Bones. The Chief Scientist is being too _" 
"Too nothing, Jim. When did you do thiS?" 
"On the 88tell i te ~ just before we beemed up. 11 
'tHmm. Then why is it still bleeding?" 
Kirk hesit8ted, unsure of th~ 8nswer; Spock spoke, still 
quietly. "The Ceptain hurt his hspd again when he wes thrown off-
balance by the turbulence follwoing the satellite's diSintegration." 
"I see." .!'fleeOy gElve his 8ttention to the cut, edding;, "Have 
you 8 head8che, Jim?'! 
"Not re~'lly," Kirk replied off-handedly. 
"That means you do," McCoy commented dri.ly. He knew K:lrk's 
hatred of giving in to bodily discomfort. "Come on down to sickbay 
and I'll give you something for it." He glanced at Sorel's body. 
"Lieutenallt Uhurf', cell sickbay end get bhem to send up a stretcher 
for -" he hesitated 28 he realised he didn't know the victim's name, 
and finished "- our cesualty.'t 
tlYef3, Doctor." 
";-.l8Y I remain here to continue observations on the debris, 
Cap"tein?" Spock asked. 
"Yes, if you went," Kirk answered. "I'll be back shortly; 
when you're reedy to go to your quarters, just tell me." 
"I will, Captain." Spack bent over the sensors at the library 
computer, somehow looking completely at home as he did so. Wood 
moved from beside his station to the command chair as Kirk fOllowed 
McCoy out. 
Kirk. 
In the privauy of the elevator, McCoy looked quizzically at 
"He I S 8 queer fish, isn t the?" 
"Have you ever' known any Vulcans, Bones?" Kirk asked in reply. 
"No ... but I've heard B bit about them - and of course we had 
to learn a little about their basic biology before passing to 
practice space medicine. Some Vulcan psychology w,.s thrown in. 
They don't believe in emotion. I didn't quite believe it until now. 
O.K., so the deed man was just one of his men - not necessarily a 
friend. But all good leaders feel something when one of their men 
dies. Only that one didn't ... " 
"Maybe he did but had too much pride to let it show," Kirk 
suggested. It W2D the nearest he could come to defending the 
Vulcan withollt betraying Spock's confidence. 
hlcCoy g8ve 2 derisory grun't, then added, "But he did surprise 
me, just 'tile SE!me. After being so cold-blooded about his man dying, 
he Vi88 positivel.y soli('itous about .You.!! 
"I know," Kirk admitted. 
"And that doesn't match up with eny Vulcan behaviour pattern 
we were given." 
"Ylhat would?" Kirk 8s.ked curiously. 
"E'rom what we were told, they're quite liable to ignore Bny 
personal injuries; so I suppose they would tend to ignore injuries 
in anyone else toO.'1 
Kirk was conscious of another surge of pleasure, and wondered 
'why, even 88 he wondered CIt Spock' s concern~ 
"Perhaps he just thinks I'm important to the ship so I must get 
prop0r<tte2tment for even minor injuries," Kirk suggested. 
"Yes, that would be within the bounds of possibility for a 
Vulcan's reactions," dcCoy conceded. 
"You know, Bones, I like him," Kirk went on as the elevator 
door slid open to permit them access to the sorridor. 
McCoy sighed. "Well, you've seen a little more of him than I 
have, staying down there for so long. I don't know whether I like 
him or not. I do know that I didn't like his reaction to his man's 
dea tho" 
I'Sorel,'1 Kirk seide 
"Sorel, then. Now he's staying up there to keep on studYing 
the debris. And do you know something, Jim?" he added as they 
turned into sickb2,Y. "I got a list of the personnel on that research 
station so that I could check them 811 out - living down there these 
last few days must h6've been quite a 'str£lin even for Vulcans, and I 
wanted to get their normal readings - and there's one miSSing. One 
of the women •.• " 
"Yes, he said something about the redio oper8tor being killed 
when the beBcon was destroyed - fell down e< crack in the ground 
during an earthquake," Kirk remembered. 
"Well, do you know who that woman was?11 He wBitcd 8 moment, 
then went on when he received nb reply. "His wife, Jim. That's 
who it W8S. His wife. And he's up there recording dsta ss if ... 
28 if nothing hed h2ppened!" 
"He COLlld feel that her death Vlould be ... would be wasted if he 
fsLled to gether es much data as possible," Kirk offered. 
"Jim, could..Y..2.Q behave like that if it was .your wifw that had 
died like that?" 
Kirk considered. He thought over the two or three girls he 
had ever been attracted to; and grunted. "No, probably not," he 
admi tted. "But then, I'm not a Vulcan. Bones, you know different, 
races resct different ways -" 
"But all other known raoes show grief st the deeth of someone 
close." 
"Bones, you just told me thBt aooording to your lectures, 
Vulcans don't believe in emotion. You can't expect a Vulcan to 
react as we would.'1 
"Jim, the Chief Scientist is only half Vulcan. 
his medical record, his mother is Human. You can't 
hybrid to behave according to the normal pattern of 
According to 
expect a 
either of his 
parental races. II 
ll1ro have been 
he must be highly 
as being Vulcan. 
Vulcsn. " 
selected 8S head of this particular research, 
thought of on Vulcan. So he must be conSidered 
He certainly seems to think of himself as being 
"Nhat he thinks of himself eS being and wh8t he is erentt 
necesserj.ly the St'Jae thing.'! 
Kirk thought about the Chief Scientist for 2 moment. At last 
he sBid, 
"Bones ... Vlait until you've seen a little more of him before 
you judge him - plesse?" 
"I don't suppose I'll see enough of him to let me form a 
proper opinion; he won't be that long aboard, will he?" He 
reached into his medicel cabinet for the bottle of headsche pills. 
"But I'll try, Jim." 
"I've a feeling he might be aboard for longer than you think, 
Bones; unless we get orders to the contrary, we have to complete 
our assigned mission before we heed back to Vulcsn with the 
scientists - and there's no saying how long it'll take us. Even 
though it's supposed to be straightforward, a trinary system is 
bound to give us Some surprises. And if it should turn out to 
have planets ... " 
McCoy grimsced ss he hended Kirk a couple of pills. "It beats 
me why they don't give these jobs to the survey boys. After all, 
that sort of thing's meBnt to be their pigeon." 
"We do hsve more fBcilities, Bones. A survey ship just isn't 
big enough to cope with the gravitationsl stresses in such a 
system, anyw2.y. It has to be a Starship." He grinned. "Just 
th,'nk your luc;,y star that WE;' don't have to do the other two 
8yf~~~ems as v'/e11." He took t!~.e gless of weter i'iIcCoy offered him 
end swellowed tile )i119. 
"I do," "reCoy assured him fervently. 'rhen he chuckled 
suda,enly. II~Tim.n 
"Think how Vaz will react to having these Vulcan scientists 
on board .. " 
Kirk thought - snd shuddered. "Bones, that's not funny." 
"You think not? Personally, I'm going to enjoy wstching him 
trying to pick a quarrel with one of them." 
In spite of himself, Kirk grinned. It was true, it would be 
quite amusing seeing the Tellarite Science Officer, who was well-
known throughout the ship for the phenomenal shortness of his 
temper, fsiling to win sny res ponce from the Vulcans. But it 
would elso mske him aboloinsbly difficult to live with - more 
diffic~lt than usu81~ KirK corrected himself. Vez was never easy 
to live with. Kirk knew well that Vaz was the reason for the 
large turn-over in staff in the science section of the ship - the 
onl.y B8ctioll of thl':; ship Vii th much in the way of turn-over. iVlost 
of tho crGW \Ver" mor8 then happy to ramo·in on the Enterprise; it 
was e teu'l 8hip~ end 8 h8P9Y one - unlike one that Kirk hed served 
8boerd 88 [In Ji:n8ign; it heel been 8 tellt ship1 but 8 desper2tely 
unhclppy one. OCCE'SiOnE1ll,y Kirk toyed vlith the notion of reccomend-
ing VclZ for promotion thet would tf1ke him off the Enterprise - and 
at the 8ame time, meke him someone else's problem. But the 
TelleDi te weB an excellent ocience Officer. Kirk had no guarentee 
th8t e repl;:'cement would be half 8S efficient, or any eElsier to 
get on with. And it seemed too like giving up on the men, any-
way. Kirk hadn't lost hope of understanding what mBde ·the 
Tell?rite tick - not quite. But in his more pessimistic moments, 
he doubted if Vaz himself knew what made him tick. 
Chief Scientist Spock was 
Kirk returned to the bride;e. 
him back. 
still bent over the sensors when 
Wood began to get up, but Kirk waved 
IICarry on, ~r. Wood. 11 He crossed to stand beside SpoLk. 
The Vulcan - no, correct that, he thought, half-Vulc,'n -
seemed totally intent on what he wss studying. However, he looked 
round efter a moment, apparently becoming aware of the Captain's 
preBence. 
"Cept8j.n Kirk,l1 he s8id 9 acknowledging the Human. His g8ze 
drifted. to the dressing on Kirk's head. "How does your head feel?" 
"I think it'll stay on," Kirk replied lightly, then realised 
thet the Vulcefl probebly wouldn1t understend a fBcetious answer. 
"It I 8 fine, thcn~(s. How i::; your det8-collecting going?" 
tlExcellentl,y, C2?tain. Everything' eppeers to be sittling down 
steadily into the [leW grevitetioD81 pettern. ' ! 
IlThen unless you want to continue monitoring for 8 little 
longer, I suggest you let someone else take over end comB down to 
your quarters, get d meel and a rest. You've had 8 pretty busy 
d~)y. \I 
"You ar," considerate, Captain. However, we Vulcans do not 
feel fat',gue in the way tr18t you HumBns do. I am perfectly 
cE~p8ble of continuing' f r quite some time." 
It was like B slap in the face. "If you prefer to continue, 
sir, there is no more to be srid. When you are ready, I will have 
,you guided to you:r quarters. II 
Kirk couldn't understand why he felt so hurt. The Vulcan had 
made a perfectly polite stetement, a perfectly matter-of-fact 
stetemer.t. So why Ghould. he hElve t8ken it as sounding like a 
personsl insult? A brush-off? 
"I didn't say tha"t, Captain. I said I 8m capable of 
continuing, not ttwt I went to continue. I would be ... honoured 
if you would direct me to my quarters." 
WeG the VulcBn being tectful or Sincere, Kir~ wondered briefly 
(:~s Spock turned to 8CCOmpetl,Y him into the elev9tor. The Captain 
surveyecl the men on the b:rirlge, selected the navigator. 
"-~''Ir. Chekov, contLnue monitoJ.' iug the Lambda Pegasi system. 
If ?,l.ythini.') int(;]:Bst:i.n)~: d08s show up, cell the Chief Scientist." 
t'~ye, sir." 0hekov .noved 119 to the s~nsor, bent ovor it. 
t'He's 8 capl·ble officer," Kirk assured Spack as they entered 
tile elevetor. "If he reports no m8jor change, you oan be sure 
therG' ~ been none." 
"Thenk you, Capt8in. As I seid, you are indeed considerate. 't 
They fell silent a8 the elevator descended. It was one of 
those moments that could. be ver,Y embaI'X'Bssing, when neither of 
them could. think of anything to 8£'y; and they did not know each 
other well enough yet to be comfortable with a silence. 
Kirk broke the silence abruptly as the doors slid open. He 
didn't mean to sound intrusive, but even as he spoke he realised 
that his question must sound that way to the self-possessed 
Vulcan. And it must surely h,'ve been a difficult question for him 
to consider yet retain his self-control. 
"I heard - it wes your wife who diedi" It wes his tone thet 
made it 8 question. 
"Yes, CaptBil1." 
"l 'm ... sorr,Y." 
"These things happen." He hesitated 8S if considering enother 
confidence, but if that was in fact 0hst he wes debating, he 
ch8nged his mind. 8bout uttering it. Instead, he said simply, "Her 
death was quick, Captain. She did not suffer.'t 
II"What &lbout 0orel? VIas he Jl1srried"?" Apart from the two women, 
Kirk couldn' t J.\(~mGmber the fBces cleerly; he couldn't remembeJi'. 
which men h8d beon 8ccoApenied by woman when they beemed up. 
"No," Spoc:{ ruplied. nHe was one of the four who WBS not 
b ondod." 
Kirk s'topped et 8 door. "These are your quarters, sir." He 
led the way in, showed the scientist the reeding screen, the 
intercom and. how to operate them. "Would you rether eet here, or 
will I show you the wey to the mess?" he added. 
"Are you 8180 Belting, Captain?" 
"I think so," Kirk said. "I don't think I'll be needed on the 
bridge, but if I am, they'll call me." 
IIMay I join you, then?'! 
"Certainly, if you went. I'll be glad of your company." 
lis they went, Spock said, "Do many new crewmen get lost during 
their first (ls,YB aboard?" 
Kirk chuckled. "It hE'S been known to happen. Mostl,Y as a 
result of 8 new nl£ln being hEl zed, thoug'h, r8ther than by accident.." 
"Hezed?1I 
"Having his leg pulled by the old hands ..• " He ssw that Spock 
still didn't understand, and thought for a non-colloquial way of 
putting it. "Sometimes the old established ~rRwplay practical 
jokes on aew men. It's s way of seeing what they're like. 
Giving them wrong directions to get somewhere is a fairly common 
'!!8,Y of doing t:lst. We cell ti18t 'hazing' them. If they tBke it 
well - laugh it off, maybe try to pley some sort of trick back -
then they're accepted. If they get annoyed, they're quite likely 
to get jokei3 ple,y(:;!d on theJil ell the time, end they never re811y 
erG 2ccepted. ~ut men like thet don't often pass the psychological 
tests." 
"I see - I think." Spock sounded a little uncertain. 
"There are excoptions, of course. My Science Officer, for 
eX~lmp10. He's 8 Tellarite." 
"I have hesrd that Tellarites are best knOwn for their extreme 
rsedines8 to teke offence. '1 
"You could put it that way. Vaz is quick-tempered, even for a 
Tellerite. He is 8180 ve~v jealous of his position as Science 
Officer. j~v0n though you BI'O 811 civilians, he will inevitable see 
you as thrsets to his position. He will try to pick a quarrel with 
you - or if not you personally, with one or more of your Rt.ff. 
I've nevor worked. with" Vulcan, but I have heard a little about 
y OUi!: race. I'm not ,,[raid that you will take offence at whet Vaz 
says, or that you - any of you - would argue back. But ... if you 
would warn your poople ebout VBZ ... " 
The Chief Scientist's nolc>mn face seemed to lighten for 8 
moment; it looked elmost ss if he wes ebout to smile but had 
changeel his mino.. "I will tell them, Ceptain; but none of us 
will quarrel ... Cc1pt8in . .• 't 
"Y88?" 
"You 8(',Y he is jealous of his position. Jeelousy is foreign 
to Vulcans, but as I understend tho .nesrling of the word, I thought 
ODe would be jealous of another person~ not or on9 1£ wQrk ... You ere 
spe8king colloquiell,Y again?!! 
"Well. .. ,yes, I suppose I am. Wh8t I mean is, he's 8f:taid thet 
someone else will prove to be more efficient than he is at his work 
and replace him; or that someone will come elong who knows more 
then he does 8nd meke him look ignorant. In actual fact, he's an 
excellent Science Officer; one of the best in Starfleet. ! know 
that; so should he. But he doesn't seem able to believe it. 
Just why he should be so unsure of himself, I don't know, and I 
d.on't tl1inl< he does; there's nothing on his psychological profile 
to indicate why. UeCoy thinks th8t SOlneone might have played 8 
joke on him sometime thet nlisfired; he's very thin-skinned - I 
mssrl, i.t's very easy to offend or insult him without meaning to. 11 
"That must nwke him ver,Y difficult to live with," Spack 
suggested .• 
"Very. The ,junior officers find it worst -" Kirk broke, off, 
suddenl,y becoming 8were that he shouldn't be criticising one of his 
senior officers so freely in front of someone who W8S, to all 
intents, B stranger. Be comforted himself by telling himself 
that it WBS simply" returned confidence, to match the onc the 
Vulcan had made to him. 
"We will be careful, Captain. I would not like to make things 
difficult for you with any of your officers. That would be 8 poor 
return for s8vin(~' our .1 i ves . II He hes i t8 ted) then 8 deled, "I do not 
anticipate that we will be mixing much with your crew anyway. We 
still have work to finish, d8t8 to corelete ... 11 
"Sir, you may be with us for quite 8 while. We are on an 
assigned mission, I CCln't abEl.ndon it without direct orders. We 
heve reported picking you up; but unless we get orders to abort 
our mission and tc!ke you str[~ight to Vulc8n, I must continue to 
Epsilon Equulei, even though there is no urgency about our work 
there. I don't know how long we'll b e there; that. depends on wha t 
we find. You will heve processed all your data long before we 
1. ee.ve there. II 
"Gpsilon Equulei? Thrt j.8 8 trinary system, isn't it, 
C8ptc1 in?!I 
tr'.[lhet'c-:l right.1I 
"I wO.lld ap9I'8ciete the opportunity to make SOme stUdies 
there. " 
"That's exactly what I mean, sir. Mr. Vaz won't like it if 
you do. 011, he won't be able to stop you, he h8sn't the right. 
All he can do is protest, ond I won't uphold his objections. As 
far 88 I'm ooncerned, if you want to make soree studies, you're more 
then welcome to do so. However, he will'tr,y to m1'ke life diff:Lcul t 
for you." 
"But it cloesn't matter who m8kes scientific discoveries; the 
import8n t thing is the t the,Y e r8 rna de." 
I'Gen you understend w~nting the credit for discovering some-
thing?!! Kirk E's~-c.ed. 
The Vulc2ll reised e.n eyebrow, cons.idering. ItI can underst8nd 
smbiti0n," he replied et lent. 
"1; wond.er," Kirk s8id 2S they turned into the mess. Be showed 
the Vulcan the serving hetch 2nd waited while the galley computer 
producer 8 meo;l to suit Vulcan testes - " slightly long'er time than 
it took to produce his own, a cheese dish rather than a meat one 
out of deferenoe to WrH:'lt he remembered of VulcBn 88ting hElbi ts. 
As they went to a table, Kirk went on. "Define 8mbi tion." 
"~fhy, the desire to succeed to the limit of onels abilities,'f 
dpoc,k ansv/81'ed. 
Kirk shook his h8~~d. lINot to most r8088, II he SElid. "To most. 
1.'8088, ambition mOatLS to rise to 88 important a position 88 
possible, whether one is c8peble of holding it or not. For the 
power it gives. Oh, your definition isn't wholly wrong, many of 
us ~ tr,ying to succeed. to the limits of our abilit,Y - but 
altogether too many of us are simply wanting to be important, or to 
seem important. To have people thinking you're clever, efficient ... " 
Spock looked slightly shocked. Kirk went on. " ... ingenious, 
good et your work; to heve them Bsking for you adVice because they 
think you know everything ... " 
"But ... but that's ... thet's illogic8l." Spock was so startled 
at the bare possibility of such behaviour in a scientist that his 
speech showed hesitation that Kirk wes certain was completely 
unch8recteristic. 
Kirk snrugL,sd .. "You kno\;' it; I know it. But by far too meny 
people don't. Vaz ... I wouldn't say that Vez is so fantasticelly 
ambi tious; he doesn't seem to ,-{ant to be more' t.]sn Science Officer 
on B Ste rship ... bu t he does want to t'link the t ther 's nOone who 
knows more than he does ... " He sighed. "If you make your own 
studies of Epsilon Equulei, he'll be terrified that you find some-
thing he's missed." 
"He could just es 88sily find something J!!3.. miss." 
"In which cese, none of you will feel eggrieved ... and he will 
feel ... triumphant." 
Slowly, Spock shook his heed. "Try as I may, I cannot under-
stand such en attitude." 
Kirk grinned sympathetically. "To tell you the truth, neither 
can I. I can only appreciate that such an attitude exists." 
They ate for 8 few moments in silence, then Kirk went on. 
"'<dell, let's forget about it for the moment. You will want 
some recreational facilities for your men?'! 
"We had none On the se'tellite, Captain. We had our work; 
thBt W8S enough to occupy our time." 
"There, yes; but here, once you've finished sorting out your 
results, 'won't ,you need SOme .facilities'?" 
Spock thought about it for a second. t'Not really, Ceptain. 
Vulcens find it eESY to suuply theiuselvds with ... with whet you 
would cell ente:rt2inli;.ent. We meet to discuss things; we meditate. 
We C2il do t~lese thi~gs in our quarters. We do not require to be 
where we laight n10st your Mr. Vaz." 
"If he wants to meet you - and he will - he's quite capable of 
going to your quarters to do so - and pick 8 quarrel. You would 
find it more difficult to get away from him if he had esconced him-
self in your cebin.t' 
"Surel,Y he would not be so 'd.iscourteous." 
"Oh, yes, he would. Tellarites have very little notion of 
privacy, I've found. Or maybe it's just Vaz; he hes none. No, 
what I was thinking of ... do you play chess?" 
"Occasionally; when I heve the time and the opportunity." 
"I Vias chess champion at the Academy; no one on the ship plays 
up to my standard. So I never get a game. Would you care to have 
a game with me, once you have time? Though I should warn you, I 
suspect I'm a little out of practise. I might not be up to your 
stendard." 
I'Thank you, Ceptein. I would be honoured. 11 
"And the rest of your men. The rec Toom facilities are open 
to them, any time they went. There ere several chess sets avail-
able, and 81so " number of other games requiring skill rather than 
oh1':~nce.lI 
"I will tell them, Captain." 
"Hello; Jim - Chief Scientist~1I 
Kirk glel1ced rOi~nd. "Hello, Bones. 1I He looked beck at, Spock. 
"You haven"L h8d the ctlence to meet out Chief Medical Officer 
properly, sir, heve yoU?11 
"No, Captc1in." 
"This is Lieutenent-Commander Leonard McCoy; 
Scientist Spock." He looked inquiringly Bt Spock. 
don't know if you heve Bny other title." 
Bones, Chief 
"I'm sorry, I 
"l'To, Ceptein. The equivelen"G title on Earth might be profesGor; 
but since my qL181.:Lfi.c8tions ere ell VulceH ones, I 8m not re811y 
entitled to use thc."t term." 
Hceoy grinned at Spock. He hed come, Kirk realised, to make en 
attempt to follow his request to tr,Y for understending of the Vulcan. 
"Sir, I've checked out 811 your men, medically, I me8n. 'When 
you heve time, I'd like to check ,you 88 well." 
".:hr.t for, Doctor?" 
"Well, you must heve been subjected to considerable radietion, 
end there's no saying whet the changing stresses might heve done to 
upset your metsbolism ... Jim, I w~nt to check you, too; you had long 
enough down there, with thet volceno spouting away end the earth-
Quakes, to heve been 1,ffected too. All your men - and women - ere 
perfectly fit, sir," he told Spock. "I've no reason to suspect you 
won't be. I'm probebl,y worI',ying sbout nothing. But thet's m,y jub." 
"I Bee. Very well, Doctor; when I heve finished my meal, I 8ID 
at your dispos81." 
IIrrhank you, sir.1I .McCoy moved to the h8tch, Cf-1 me b8ck with 
coffee 2nd 2 SAndwich. "AtI8,Y I join ,you?" 
flBy 811 means, Doctor.11 
"Call me when you've finished with the Chief Scientist, Bones; 
I'll be on the bridge," Kirk put in. 
"Sure, J illl. " 
"C~pt8in, illey I est - how onerous ere your duties?'1 Spack 
inquired. 
"Mmm. It vpri8s. Just now - not very onerous. I'm on c811 all 
·the ·~ime, of course, but I don't need to be on the bridge muchi so 
it's p good chenoe for the other senior officers to get the 
experi enCE~ of being in the hot seet. Or even for some of the young 
men; Chekov hopas to go for Commend one dey - that's the one I left 
monitoring the Zaynol system for you. I sometimes leave him in 
cornffl8nd. It's good PI'E1ctise for him~ end if he finds the men won't 
obey him properly, well, now's as good e time es any for him to find 
out~ seve him trying for 8 commend he's not fit for. But he is 8 
good man. He'll be a good Captain one dey." 
III see. Pert of your job then is training others to do the 
88me job?" 
IIYes _ et le8~t, I see it thBt w8y. I've known Captains who 
didn't - ones who were jeelous of ·their positions toO. 11 
"You meen efrc'id to let someone else t8ke commend in cBse thet 
person was better et i·t then the C8ptein himself, especially since 
he wee less experienced?'1 
IIYes, Chief Scientist. IJ:h9t's 8x8ctly it." 
III fflil to under8t8nd~ however, hoY} 8 person with such fears 
could be promoted to C8pt8in in the first place. lt 
lilt's (;1n intt..::ceGting" ps,ycholog'icpl quirk found in some people, 
sir,!! McCoy put in. ItrJ1he,y leek self-co.nfidence. No metter ho'w much 
it is proved to them thst they are eble, they ere still afreid thet 
something will h8PPCll ·to prove otherwise. Some reces ere more 
vulnereble to t~lj.8 st2te then others. Medical science doesn't know 
VJhy.1I 
IITheb is not 8 logicrl attitude. '1 
"i'!" a , it isn't,1I Kirk cg:r.'(;H~d. 
A buried. memory stirred. 11Captein - isn't that one of the 
things St9rfleet tests when one applies to join - one's degree of 
seJ.f-con.fidence?11 
"Yes, you're right, Chief Scientist. McCoy could prob>'bly 
explain it better then I csn -" 
"It's difficult J:.£ explain," l,lcCo,y seid ss Spock looked et him. 
"With 80nte people, lECk of confidence only begins to show efte.E 
they've attained a c8rtein position. They're 811 right till they've 
got there - then they begin to wonder ... What h8ppens if I m8ke a 
misteke? They m8Y even hevs shown up 811 right on simuleted tests -
bec2use the pressur(~ 1. sn 't re81 t ~lore. There's even 8 term for it; 
we ilWy fiHJ til(l:rtvl.:') .ctt!:lGh{}.j the] .~. 1tJVi::1 of jnf,'f'J'1e<~ 
:i.elley; t~lf:] 1{}'[81 r:'.:~y()n.d v,"'}iGh "triC",Y ~J:('O .n() longer 
C},ipl;l;';l::;:; or OP':;J.'(':; t;iJ.'.t~:: PJ·(i~l!:;L'l.Y ~H 
,';'p()c:k looked. t,nou<,::,'ht,f'ut. "It, ir; JlL eM!. to 
accept B pO~ii'tion ()Ue j~~ ~n8b'12\ tu [i.Ll f)raI,ox-ly,r! 
(\$ slJid disapprovj.ll~(l'y. 
rlAh t hut they thtnk: t:h:...~:t Cf.1.(":. '" llt,:"i,51 the;yix'B .ifl 
1-[;1 11 };icGo;y :t'f.Jr:.ltecL Il~\nd th.!'::.! t,hc'i.t ,.H'ide vion 1 t l~:·t 
thom ad.mit they c.en.'t c~op(:: .. It..!;·:.; f!:;'L;,-i:':) PJ':ir.le ,'- you 
eould t:~V€U\ 81:!,y .Lth ;"'1 forEl (Jr' G()I,'i{i·f'd:Lci-.' -~ bu,t i.ttd 1;1 
powe:cfi.J.l {(IOt.lIJ1:',t.i.Xt,:',· 1.rtf·Lu,\~-:nc~,: L{) Cii:;X:t~:l:J..n .('i:iC:8;::','1 
HI begin to und,;j.n.; i.,,)ud, nu t"1 Cn i.a N. :";pocl":~ 
looked st K,1.1:k< ').- thu; d,';':<l H·Yt.: ·: . .nc·1.Lld.e ,Vi....,i).!.' 
~tr:~ Vaz'!ll 
f~,No. He jl;H:'lt W~':'nl::"3 I;~) en.'; :·i>. }",I:;' ;(:~·.~,"ii.-':; ev,:).t"/th:i.,l!:S' 
there is to know,'! Kirk s8id~ 
McCoy glsJiced at Ki.rk6 l'YOil WBrn8(i r1rft J:)Qul~ :i!11. V~~?tl 
Kirk n.odded. B net MoCo,Y Wt'n tor!. , 
"We think thf.\,~1a hJfJ~.~t;h~';·~ X'a;.0'·'Ofl fot :';i.,,~\ ',')>;::";'"-.",; !' i:!."ltt~\":Ci"j't he ;;U\·;' 
th.e Vulcan~ HBut WO CBn 1 't be Bu.r0~ i),':1.y(){JD.lO( . .;i(;,;.~,'l ;·,it!)d.i~·;:;,.' .f),'( '·l't.::llf'l.l.'i·i:(/~J 
are sparse, to say the least - oven l~p8£ser tharl OIl Vul(~!l~I,'l h0 ~!fljGd 
wryly. 
He finiahed. h'l.;J eO.:·,'foe on. ~·:~;8:1.n,'.·: t;,'1';lt LhL: ,")Lh,,!(·'.: ~>I~.'"l.·P ,~,lT't:,~", ·!:'·i~";"J!'1~;~C. 
t;nd w8Lt:ing for hi[:l. He PU3!1i;Jd h.L~j uup [:"','>":"{, !1Wu'! ,l.le" 3p{'ck ... 1'11..1.':. \"lG 
go end get th8t InBdic~l over withY!) 
Hlf .Y')U f(~~;l it 'i,;.") :r:!.~D1L.J (lGe{,,~~';~-~;;;:r.'.,'y') ."j~)ct.:Jc,!'~ 
"I wouldn't be !J.f!PP'y if I ::-,icipped "LL ... <; 
l'fIe In{:'j;;'l().g mj.fJued d.o.i.~l.~s it, :'31.1'1!1 ~{.Lr;'" ~:Ci'}(J~iL;:t.n,'J. 
Sponk 1 s face .ligbtiHHHd agn~.n fox' i' br':L,':;T :i.tl:JtDnt, '~r b(-.,l·; .. H'vu J: (1·1.d 
grasp the gist; of what ht? meel1t, CtJot1:"i..lrl, i.,;lf:l.1:"lk YOl.i:.)l he nd.'ilit,i:,ed~ It'J.1u.t T 
would. DpprociHte your co.nt1.ntd.ng to t.r.:'fl,,:;;"l..t,~t,8 Y()"U.l: Hni(:~'~'l 1)(ll..lVJ,UL~~:~1.DrnG t,) 
ma. H 
They began to move towerdc the door. rrtlBY W01'0 b['l'ely tl~lt'-wey 'th~re 
when it opened to admit a Tellarite 8flJ 8 }fumso. 
'rho Te118.1~.i.te took three paCI;i.)8 int() tri('! x'rIO:;'!" ~':(E(': :3t.{).~ .. [!(";d) nt:;':',i :tnrr: i::t 
Sponk& 
flAh, Mr~ Vvz," Kirk Bsid evenly, iiI:et jjlC irltr(lcil]0C Chief' ~:Qj.8f~tif{·t 
Spook, leader of the Vulcetl research grollp ~e ·to()~ off Lil'llbde P0g0Si. :3ir, 
this is Lieutenant~CoB1m(~nde.I' VS'Z, Hi.! 3ci.(.\i'ACO Orf:i.c~~~r, OWl L:i.cnt\',?r~Brlt 
Berkley, his chIef BfJOJilt8Ht," 
flI am nonou."ced to make ~rou.l' !~cquflln,t£l!"I.Gf;;, L'i.UD. t.c'ngn I;.",,(:omm-:::l ;1d(:'!1:', YG1.J.:t'H 
8180 9 Lieutenant.!' 
"Huh! 'I was Vaz's reply~ liT know YOilJ,' kind ~- inDll~uBtiog YOllTse:lf il1tC) 
the Captain'. good bOOkS already," 
Spook'e eyebrows shot upwards, alffio~!b 
d ise ppearing in to hie !w irl ina. J>e.dd B,Y tx·l. ed 
to intervene, throwj.ng Spock an apolog8tic 
look as ha did so. 
IjMr* Vaz, the G8~t8in is only beirlg 
cpurteous towards a visi'tor~!' 
"Read of tile reBe0~cl\ 8tBt.lofl OIl trlat 
mO-.ln thBt disintet.':;l'uted, Oh':'l1 \[[37., went On. 
"I could twve f'ol.1n.d out ;just i;i(:l !U'jlOtl. from .r 
standvrd orbit, if I'.d been gtvDn the 
chancat ll 
ItI have no doubt .'I()U wo:;;,ld llg"'rt: gf:)"i,;~1.-i:Jt'ed 
8 V~lst amount of (hJt(l 8nd. not'01ot;~ld it !TWfJt 
efficiently,· Spock agreed. 
Balked j Vaz went on on B slightly 
different taok~ "Captain, lid lik8 to k;lOW 
why the Vulcsns got th<) oppori;unI ty to f , '
observe the breBk-up on tho bridge sensors while I di.d not." 
":Mr. V8Z~ you've often said you prefeIi" your own sensors in the 
science depElrtment,1I McCoy snapped. "Can you bleme the C8ptein for 
'teking you at your word?" 
I'Sir, we cen compare the results the Chief Scientist obtained 
wi th the oneH WG did~ H Berkley put in. lilt would. ffi8ke 8 valuable 
comparison. II 
Not for tho fi.rst time, Kirk found himself admiring Berkley's 
self-control. He wes the only Bssistant Vaz had hed who had been 
8ble to stand him foI.' longer then he hed to; even though he seemed 
to spend a great deBl of his time celming Vaz down. He was 8 capable 
scientist too; even Vaz admitted it. Kirk sometimes wondered what 
81chemy BerkJ.ey possessed ttlst made Vaz 8ccept him. Logically, Vaz 
should 112ve seen J3erkley 8S 2 threet -to his position ... 
HI would be hElppy to shot: you our results," Spock answered. "I 
would be most interested to see how they compare with yours. 11 He 
hesiteted, but only briefly, before going on. I'You can elsa, if you 
wish, see the fin81 results we obt8ined from the machines on all 
three bodies during the fin8l hours preceding the disintegr8tion." 
III'm nob interested!" V8Z snapped. "Berkley, if you want to 
waste your time checking the Vulcans' re.1ults, you can - 8S long 8S 
your own work doesn't suffer!" He pushed rudely past them, heading 
for the hatch. 
Berkley hesitated, looking at the Vulcan. 
"Any time you went9 Lieutenant," Spock Bssured him. 
"Th!:1nk you, sir. II He glrlDced over et his superior officer. 
"lvIr. Vez is interested, rel.dly. He just likes to pretend he 
doesn't vere." He moved to join Vez. 
"ThBt is the one fiEln 8 board who C!:ln st8nd V8Z," McCoy murmured. 
"And he gets dog's abuse for it." 
Kirk glenced sidew8Y;'') at Spock, reed,Y to trenslste if necessE1ry, 
but Spack held up his hend. I'From Mr. Vaz's attitude, I gather the 
meening, C8p-tain. '1 He spoke as quietly 88 McCoy. 
The surgeon lOOked up from the notes he had been studying. 
"Well, sir, ,YOtI SI::;CHl to 'b(~ in perfect health," he s<?id. "Your 
currant TOBdings ()ompare ft'vourebly with the ones taken before you 
left Vulcpn. III fpot, I'd s~,y YOl1're in better health now than you 
wern then; youtve lo:::.:t 8 frElctiorl.1.:~l hormone imbelclnce you hed." 
Spock's eyebrows lifted. 
" .[e y I ,.(~·o now'? II 
"Yes ... ·think you can find your way back to your quarters?11 
"Vulcuns h(.~ve 8 perfect sense of direction, Dector. We do not 
rea~ily 'get lost' - although it can happen to someone who has 
suffered 8 heed injury. I understand, however, that it frequently 
happens to members of other races," 
"Well, most of the corridors look ewfully alike till you're 
used to them," McCoy s~·lid. 
"'fhere Bre subtle differences that 8 discerning Bye can detect. II 
"Well, you're never I ikei.¥" to fa 11 in to Va z 's .faul t, II ;\icCoy 
commented 0 "You're too sure of yourself for words t 11 
"It is not logical to refuse to accept the truth," Spock replied. 
lilt is 8 well.-known fact thet Vulcal1s _~'18ve the keenest and most 
discerning e,yesight of any race in the Federation." 
McCoy too~ 8 deep breeth, struggling for self-cor~trol. IISir, to 
you that st8teme!1"b may se8ill I.ike stating 8 fect; but to Humans, it 
makes you sound, .. " he triecl to find a word th8t 8vuided being in 
eny way colloqui81 '1 ••• conceited.'1 
"Concei t is an emot.ion, Doctor. Vulcans are not c8p8ble of 
1081i1.1.1:: conceit. n 
"I didnft o<?Y you weI'€-), I said tt mElde you sound it," McCoy 
retorted. "Sir,!! 
One o,yebrow lifted. "Interesting, Doctor. Do I understend 
thut you reject tho emotion of conceit es being undesirable?" 
iVIcCo,y stared et him. "Well •.. yes, I suppose I do. We - Humens 
th8t is - don't like conceited persons. '1 He regained control of 
his too-reedy temper. "We cell them big-heeded - or stuck-up. 
Neither term is complimentary." 
"My knowledge of rluman colloqui81isms is increasing repidly, 
Doctor. Thank you. And ... 1 believe there is hope for your race 
yet. " 
Before l:icCoy could reply, Spack turned tow8rds the door. 
McCoy w.tchedhim go, then flicked on the intercom. 
"~\'IcCo'y to bridge ... Jim, ,you. cen come for your check-up any 
time," 
"O.K .. , Bones; on my VI8Y." 
Kirk also cheoke-i out perfectl,y normal; he pulled his shirt 
back on as McCoy finished logging the fBct. 
"I still think Spock's 8 queer fish, Jim," he seid abruptly. 
Kirk looked e little surprised. "I thought you were sterting 
to get on fine with him." 
"I didn't 88y I wasn't. But I csme neer to losing m,Y temper 
with him just now - end it wasn't really his fault." 
\;Oh?1I 
"It's 8 metter of different ... values, I suppose. What he calls 
a stBtement of fact ebout Vulcans, I'd c811 big-heeded. He's ... " 
he hesi tated. 
"Chauvenisticell,Y orientated towards Vulcan?" 
"\Yell .. • ,yes." 
"I suppose most of us tend to be orientated towerds the values 
of our oVJn race. It's l1StUTfd." 
III know it is. 11hc1"b's what I meant - it wasn't his feult he 
8nnoy"d me. He just did. Even though - basically - I don't 
dislike him. Just Ilis ettitude.
" 
n ,tIhere i.8 he now? II 
!II o.on't krLhv. Gone to his querte:r:s, probably. Or mBybe gone 
to see how his ITIen ero s8'Ltlj.nd in. I esked if he knew the wey 
beck to hj.s o8bin, end he seid he did. '1 
Spock hed indeed found his WBy beck to his cabin, without any 
difficulty. He g12Dced round it, seeing it properly this time. 
It w,'s e bare, not very welcoming little room; but to Spock, the 
bareness was not discouraging. Indeed, it was S11110St preferable 
to the clutter of hengings T'Pring hed thought necessary - no, 
correct th.t, he thought ch8ritebly. The clutter of hangings she 
h8d been t8Ug~lt were necesspry, either to rest the eye or stimulate 
the mind. It weB not T'Pring's fault that her mother was so lacking 
in mental resourCes th(;,t she essumed everyone else W88 too; it was 
not T' Pring's fBul t tlu,t she hed been teugh t to Bssume it too. It 
W8S, perh8ps, her fettler's 'f8ult, 8 little, that he had not 
interfered to help his daughter ... er wes he content with his wife? 
Car·tainly it would hElve been against custom for him to have 
interfered; on Vulcen, e son Vias his fBther's child, a glrl, her 
mother's, to be t2ught the Wi:;lYS of their people. He made his way 
through to the sJ. aa.ping 8 reel, looking round a pprovingl,y. Every-
t.hing that \1188 needed wes there:; but there were no unnecess8ry 
trimmings. Pr~ctic81. 
He sllivered. This weB one thing he had noticed about the 
shl.p - the teillper2·ture weB re'ther lower than he wes 8ccustomed to. 
It w8St1't unbe"l','bly chilly - but here, in his Quarters, he would 
prefor t[let one comfort. ITo noticed 8 thermos tet on the IV811. 
Yes, he .£2...uld reise tho temper2ture. He did so. 
How were his men settling in? Perhaps he hed better go snd 
see ... H8 h"siteted to bother the Ceptein with so slight en inquiry 
28 to their whereabouts, but ... The intercom! 
He flicked it aDo After all, surely the Captain wouldn't have 
shown him its operation, simple 88 it weB, unless he meant him to 
use it? 
I'This is Chief dciolltist Spock. Will my men report their 
whereabouts to me.'1 
Eo had onl,Y (:1 f0W s(;::conds to i~.Ie:i.t9 then the voices oems, giving 
their roo~;1.. num"beTs. .hll on the 8 .... :':;,<':; level 88 this one, he noted. 
He swi"bchGd off, 8ud w8nt to see his men. 
lie found Sevel first. His 8ssistent weB alreedy - or still -
buried deep in colculetions, but reised his heed when Spock knocked 
Clnd ontered. The room 'NE'S comfortebly \'n~I'm; it seemed that Seval 
elso hed mode use of the thermost8t. 
"How is it going?" Spook asked. 
"We hpve date on prclctically everything. INe lost only a few 
moments betw80n the time you celllS on boerd and the 8ctuel disint-
egration, and what happened then can be extrapolated. There is 
still a vest amount of wor~ to be done on the data; it will be 
many yeers before everything is fully integrated _'t 
"dur primary cluty is to tE1bulate everything, corelated wl18re. 
possible; we are not required to do anything more than thDt. 
That is someone else's privilege." 
"Of course, Chief Scientist. I Bm permitting myself to be 
carried away with the intoxication of our discoveries." 
"Understandable. Has Bny fresh data been rel8yed from the 
bridge?" 
"No, Chief Scientist." 
~'In tl12t CElSe, I imagine there will be no more. '1 
"Bu·t who is monitoring? I understooCl Sorel died, and the 
remainder of our men 8ra occupied here, in their quarters. '1 
ilOna of the ~nt0rprise's junior officers, Seval. CElptflinKirk 
assures 018, a competent observer." 
Sevel looked 8 little doubtful. 
"Sevel, do you believe that only 
"Why, no~ Chlef SciE:-3ntist." 
Spock studied him gravely. 
Vulcens are competent?'1 
"Why then do you appear to <listrust this young man's efficiency?" 
"I would heve thought, " senior officer, for something of this 
importance ... II 
"Sevel, to Ceptein Kirk, this event is undoubtedly of little 
more than passing interest, import,'nt though it m8Y be to science. 
He h8s other things to think sbout; other duties to attend to. 
It was generous of 11im to think of taking any officer, even a 
junior one, from his other work to continue monitoring just in case 
there might be any change while we ere still in 8Cl.mner range of 
28 ynol ." 
"Yes, Chief Scientist." 
"The assistant to the Science Officer on the Enterprise is 
wanting ,to compare 'the date his department compiled in the final 
hours with ours. It could be e valuable study. Who is most easily 
spared from his work to assist with this comparison? I do want one 
of our men there." 
Beval frowned thoughtfully for 8 moment. "SiSB1, Chief Sc ient-
ist. He had no further date to collect once the satellite broke 
up, since ell :Life OIl it ceased instantly on disintegration." 
"81[3(;11, th811." 
"Chi.8f Scientist.!! 
nYos'?tf 
IIThu assistant to the Science Officer? Not the Science Officer 
hirnself?1l 
'IThat is correct, Sevsl. The Science Officer is a Tellerite, 
and most unoo-operative. The Captain essures me that Mr. Vaz will 
attempt to pick 2 quarrel with our men, for no re28on. I hElve met 
Mr. Vaz, and I am convinced that the Captain is correct. He tried 
to quarrel with me; when I failed to respond, he turned on the 
Captain with 8 petty complaint, easily refuted. But his assistant, 
" Human - Li"utenant Berkle,Y - told me that he is interested in our 
work, he just refuses to admit he is. It se8ms illogical, but who 
expects logic from a Tellerite? I believe that if we co-operate 
with Hir. Berkley, ;Vir. 1)8Z will not remolin aloof. From what C,'ptain 
Kirk said, Mr. Vaz does not readily Bccept the fect of someone 
knowing' more about El subj ect than he <'toes. So his pride will not 
allow him to continue to feign uninterest. He will surely want to 
learn 8S much as he can. 11 
"I am not certain that I understand, Chief Scientist." 
"What do ,you not understand, Sevel? The faot, or the motiv-
stion?1! 
"His motivation, Chief Scientist." 
"Nor do I, Seval; and Bccording to 0aptain Kirk, neither does 
Mr. Vaz himself, illogical thoug'h that ma,Y sound. I have promised 
Captein Kirk that we will avoid quarrelling with Mr. Vaz - all you 
have to remG",ber is that when he sees you, he will in all probability 
begin to insult you." 
"For no reBBon?" 
l1J!'or no obvious reBBon. 'We reply courteously.lI 
l'Of course, Chief Scientist. 11 
"One other thing. Ceptain Kirk has made us free of the 
recreational fBcilities on the ship. Apparently there are chess 
sets 8veileble, some other games of skill in addition, and he seys 
we Bra ~elcome ,to use -thenL." 
1'0i].1 we h2ve the time?'! 
t1Apparently we will. The ship is on course for Epsilon 
Bquul(;i _" 
lIii tl'irla1.'Y 8,ystem! II SaVEll breL:othed. 
"- enel failing orelers to retc-rn to Vulcan with us, he is con-
tinuing on his wey there. 11 
"Will we be permitted to meke studies?" 
"Yes. 1I 
I'How long will we be there?" 
"It seems that that depends on what is found. Again, Mr. Vaz 
apparently will not like uS making independent investigations, but 
Captein Kirk hes already seid that he will not uphold Mr. Vez's 
objections. We will be free to follow whatever line of investigation 
we choose." 
Spack turneel and left, leaving Sevel staring efter him with en 
expression of as neeT joy BS 8 Vulcan could ever come, end made his 
way to the next room. 
When he hail seen ell his men, and given Sis81 his inst::cuctions 
for working with Berkley, as well as warning them all ebout Vsz end 
passing on the invitation for them to use the recreational facilities, 
he made his way back to his own quarters. 
He set down, allowing his mind to sink into the state of half-
awareness that, for B Vulcan, frequently took the place of sleep. 
In this stete, it waS possible for him to think about something that 
normally he would hp·~e brushed Bside 88 being irrelevant; end he 
often found thBt hil~ thoughts dllring this time achieved 8 relevance 
he had not expec"ted. Now, in priv8cy for the first time since 
le8ving Zeynol's setellite - n0 1 for the first time since leaving 
Vulc8n~ T'Pring's presence had not been intrusive, exactly, but he 
hed been unable to forget that she wes there - he had peace to allow 
his mind to consider ..• whatever it chose to consider. It was not 
meditation, but something that WBS at the same time both more than 
meditation and less. One thing he had leE'rned long ago; it was e,n 
ebility personal to himself. Full-blooded Vulcans lacked it. It 
was a benefit of his Human blood; the only ban~fit, he sometimes 
thought, remembering schoolda,Y mockery. But it had been responsible 
for severel of the results he hpd 8chieved; the results that had 
resulted in his prOiilotion, at 3uch ell eerly age, to Chief Scientist. 
He w8s grateful for it ... 
An interesting ffic1rl, Ceptpin Kirk ... why hed he offered to stey 
with him? i\nd Ylhy weS he being so helpful? Thet VIPS not the norm81 
beheviour pattern he lwd been told to expect from Humens •.. Why wss 
he, himself, intending to 8ccept the offer of a geme of chess, and 
elreedy enticipBting seeing the Captein again? Could it be that he 
felt ... friendship ... towerds him? Friendship. It weS something he 
had never known. He hed neVer felt the need for another person's 
presence; indeed, he hed often regerded the presence of another 
person - even T'Pring, even his parents - 88 an intrusion on his 
privacy. He hoped he would give 8 good account of himself in the 
chess geme - normelly he played only against 8 computer, 8 completely 
d.ifferent thing to h,'ving 8 live opponent. It WRS not necessary to 
win, of course; it wes only necessery to pley well. Strenge •.• when 
the Ceptain hed given the invitation, although he had accepted, he 
hed reelly plBnned to m8ke pressure of work fln excuse for avoiding 
a mstch. Now he knew that, without realising it, he had changed 
his mind. Or had he? Had he really meant, sll along, to accept the 
C8ptain' s ... friendship? And why had hG Bsked to accompany the Captain 
2 t his meal? He hed enjoyed the conversation ... 'flas this friendship? 
~nd the lloctor ... he had been ... not insulting, exactly, but ... 
obliQ.ue1y uncomplimontary. Yet he had not given the S8me offense 
that V2Z hed done~ Yes, ho would like to see more of the Doctor 8S 
well ... 
V{hat of Voz'f l:/e11, V8Z wes en enigm8. :li8 people were beyond 
the cOlnprehension of any Vulcen. His fether h8d met one or two 
fllellerite 2mbE!sDea.ors ... Gav, wesn't it ... short-tempered, c1nd not one 
to forget 8 defGet ... all they could do was try to ignore Vaz's 
insults, reply politely, helpfully if possible, and keep out of his 
wry E'S much 88 they could. 
Would Vulcan permit the Enterprise to continue on her present 
course? The Vulcan High Council was ver,Y important in the ]cederetion 
... perhaps they should send their tabulatod results off as quickly 
88 possible, keep nothing 8bout Zeynol's moon here to work on; then 
there would be no excuse for tho High Council to recall them, 
especially as they would be able to make further studies if they 
went on ... it would be interesting to study a trinary system, with its 
complicated interplay of gravitational forces •.. it would be pleasant 
to have the extra time to see more of the Captain ... 
The ship was not recalled. 
'rhe VulcClns quickly settled down to life on board. They 
frequently mixed wi til the crew in the rec rooms, end several of them, 
following the eiample of their Chief 3cientist, challenged Humans at 
chess; 8nd before long, 8 Human-Vulcan ch8ss match was in progress; 
one th8-t geve overy indication of beillg long-drawn-out, with ten men 
on each side, eech playing the best of three gemes 8geinst e8ch of 
the members of the o-thar tesJn. 
Spock end Kirk watched the fraternisation contentedly. They 
themselves took no part in this competition, but their own personal 
competition had become" nightly ".ffair, with games often lasting 
two or three nights. lind sfterw8rds, they developed the habit of 
sitting talking after most of the crew hed gone, late hto the ship's 
nigh t. Oft en ivlcCo,Y joined them. Th eir converse tions rc\llged far and 
wide; they spok" of Earth, of Vulcan; of other planets they h8d 
seen Bpock felt at • disadvantage there, for he had been so seldom 
off Vulcan; but he soon found he enjoyed listening, hearing about 
the planets the others hed visited. They spoke of their beliefs and 
philosophies, Bpock with B cendour that surprised himself; they 
discussed the philosophies found on other worlds. And occasionally, 
when ?,!cCo,y wasn't there, Kirk and Spack would sit quietly as it grew 
Ie te, strangely unwilling to separate, in a comfortable silence. 
'I'his JiBS friendship, Spoci.( decided after one of these evenings, 
end wondered that, of all the people he had ever known, the one he 
should be drawn to should be a Human that he was never likely to see 
again. No, two Humans, for he liked McCoy's company too, and he wes 
fairly sure that McCoy liked his - or why come and join them? He 
knew that Kirk end McCoy were friends, and McCoy seemed to treat him, 
Spook, in much the same WBY thet he did Kirk ... A Human saying he had 
hr-lBrd onoe OBme back into his mind, unbidden. 'Detter to heve loved 
end lost then neve~ to have loved at ell.' At the time, it had 
struck him esstupid; now, he understood. It would heve been 
terrible to hevs missed the experience of friendship, even though 
they would, too soon, have to bid each other farewell. And he feced 
unflinchingly the thought of the loneliness that would then, egain, 
be his. 
For his pert, Kirk managed to put Ollt of his mind the fect 
that eventuel.ly the Vulcan would return to his own environment. lIt 
first he hedn't been too sure of how Spock felt towards him; but 
now he was certein thet, little as it showed, the Chief Soientist 
thought of hi,', ['S a friend. Bones, too; even though Bones often 
argued with Spack's point of view, it wes mostly to keep 8 disoussion 
going, end he weB pretty sure Spook re.lised that too ... 
'rhe grE'vitet'i.onBl pull of the triple system of Epsilon Equulei 
made itself felt while the ship was still well 8wey from it. 
Kirk celled for a long r8nge sensor scan. Wood examined the 
sensors for some minutes before he looked up. 
"Ceptain, I think you should call Mr. Vaz to cheok thiS," he 
said. "There 8ppear to be planets. u 
Vaz, summoned, stamped angrily onto the bridge, brushing past 
Spook who, BS the leading Vuloen scientist aboard, had also ~een 
oalled to the bridge. Dy his attitude, VBZ mede it clear that he 
oonsidered it an insult to him that the Vul08n should be there at 
all; Bnd Kirk reflected how right Spack hed been when he refused 
Kirk's invi tetion to spend as much time [e8 he liked on the bridge, on 
tho grounds thBt it wes disoourteous to Vez. At least they - or et 
laBst, Berkley - could try to plecate Vaz with the perfectly correct 
information that this was the first time dpook hed been on the bridge 
sinoe they left ZBynol. Spack ignored the incident. 
Vaz Gstlme ted tl18t th,)re were twenty-seven planets orbiting 
Epsilon, as well PS an uncountable number of tiny planetoids too 
smell to be considered anything but a nuissnoe to navigation, 
r8nging 88 they did in size from severel miles eorass to small 
pebbles. They did not form en asteroid belt, but were interspersed 
throughout the entire eres controlled by Epsilon's three suns, tow 
of which orbited 89Ch other in 8 period recorded 88 about a century, 
while the tllird moved around both very, very slowly, its period of 
orbit unrecorded, unmeasured by any rece. The plsnets orbited all 
three apart from two w'lose orbits were inside that of the third sun. 
They were soorohed oinders. The other two dozen planets also hed 
very, ver,y long years; it seemed unlikely that life oould exist on 
8-ny of them except in primitive form; for summe.r would be when 811 
three suns were showing, and winter was undoubtedly when one of the 
suns eol i psed the other two - or even, jus t one of them. Wh en the t 
happened, tl;te ohenge in radiation must surely be lethal to any 
advenoed. life form that had begun to d..evelop. 
Th," Enterprise crept slowly oloser to the s.ystem, deflector 
shields at maximum intensity.· If one of the larger 8steroids 
approBohed, they would have to destroy it with phaser fire; but 
Kirk hoped that they would not heve to do this, even though it would 
be good practise for the pheser room orew as well as for Sulu or 
Chekov,whichever hS'ppened to be on duty pt the time. He hoped the 
asteroids would all stay fer enough away from the ship not to 
endanger her at all. 
Severel' of the planets were on t"e far side of the system, too 
fer eway for anything ebout them but their presence to be registered; 
bu t there W8S no re8 s on to think the't ,'n,Y of t [18m would be any 
different to the ones on their side of the triple suns. 
The outer ones were too f<'r from their mul tiple primary to be 
anything other than lumps of frozen rock; several were gas giants. 
Then C8me the ones that could be seid to be within the ecosphere, 
two or three of them showin;~~' signs of h~4ving we t er - or 8 t 1 e8S t 
weter-vepour - in their atmosp ileres. Closer 8§;ain were the ones too 
hot ror Bny life to be possible. 
The ship crept closer to the triple suns. V8Z stationed him-
self imlilov2bl,y et the sunsors on the brid.ge; Kirk knew that Lt. 
Berkley would heve orders to monitor everything from the Science 
Dep8rtment's sensOrs. There WclS no wPy that the Vulc8ns could ffieke 
eny contribution, Bnd Kirk fumed on Spock's behalf. This was Vaz Ed; 
his most petty, he oonsidered; but Vaz was Science Officer, end in 
these circumst2nces, even Kirk could not override wh,'t Va z considered 
necessery to his gathering of detB. He often did use eV81Y eveilable 
sensor, even though he claimed frequently that he preferred the ones 
in the Science Depertment for 8ccur8cy - Kirk couldn't even suggest 
to him thet it wes the first time he hed done such 8 thing, so why 
not give the Vulc8ns 9ccess to one of the sensors? It must be 
gelling for Spock; not that the Chief Scientist showed any irritat-
ion, but Kirk felt he VIE'S beginning to understpnd him, Bnd he WEl8 
certain th2t Spock must be feeling frustration. 
"We must investigate the fifteenth plenet!" Vaz exclaimed 
suddenly. "I am getting life form readings from there. Primitive 
ones ..• cold-blooded species ... qui te extensive. The fifteenth planet, 
Captain! " 
Kirk glenced at Sulu. '''rake us there, :Mr. Sulu." 
II llY e, sir. tI 
Vazchose Barkley to accompany him, two others of his junior 
steff Bnd accepted two security guerds with ill-concealed ilnpetience. 
Not for the first timu, Kirk found himself wondering just why Vaz 
S8eJlldd to trust BerKley when hG soc-::med to trust noone else. He had 
never included his chief 2ssistent in lending eprties prior to 
}3erkl(~.)" 8 Elppointment~ nover' e;iven them 8ny chance to show their 
80ili ty ~ .• no wondnr so many of them be,d applied for trc1nsfer. Even 
his junior staff got little chance to prove themselves ... 
Once VBZ y!8~) 8sfely 8VWY, Kirk turned to Spock. "I'm sorr.y, 
Chief Scientist. lIe was just being awkward. If your men care to use 
the sensors until he re"turns, they're more than welcome to do so." 
"Thank you, CE1ptein." He glanced at Uhurs. "Lieuten8nt, will 
you ask Sevsl to come up here, and -" he looked at Kirk. "The 
sensors in the Soience Dopartment, toO?I' 
Kirk nodclod. He turned back to Uhura. "- Stron and Selar t,o 
the Science laboretory." 
"Yes, sir." 
Spock turned his attention back to Kirk. "Will we get thG 
opportunity to lend, Ceptain?" 
"1 think so, sir. Once i\lr. Vez reports back, other landing 
parties can go down. There'S no rUBson why one of these parties 
shouldn't be composed of your men." 
There was no report from Vez. 
When his time for X'oporting in was five minutes past, Kirk 
swung' rOllnd to Uhure. 
"CEllI thu L':1nding pc'rt,Y, Lieutenant. ';lhclt(.;;ver they've found, 
it's no OXCUG8 for iilissirlg e report." 
11jly8 1 s:L:c. 0 •• :;j.r, there's no reply to their call-sign." 
"Heve you tried others in the »arty?" 
"1\11 of them, sir. No response." 
Spock raised an e,yebrow. "Trouble, Captain?" 
"Probably," He moved towards the elevator. "Lieutenant 
Uhura, tell a security detail to m8et me in the transporter room 
at once. I'm going down. Take over, Mr. Wood.!1 
"Aye, sir." The First Officer assumed the command chair. 
Spock moved into the elevator with Kirk, as smoothl,y as if he 
had been doing it for Y8ars. "Captain, may I accompany you?" 
Kirk though't about it for B moment while the elevator finished 
its downward trip. As the doors opened, 
"I'd like to telc8 you," he admitted. "But it will be 
dangerous - and 18m responsible for your safety while you are on 
my ship. If you were hurt - 1.'d be blamed, and rightly so •. " 
"Even if I left a message to say that I accompanied ,you of my 
own chOice?" 
"Don't tempt me, Spock! It's impossible!" 
"You did sey we could go -" 
"Once the first landing part,y reported in, 
and we can't raise them. So something's wrong. 
it is, I can't let you go down." 
But they haven't, 
Until I know what 
Spock moved to join Kyle at the transporter console, a 
disappointed droop that he was unable to contain to his shoulders. 
Seeing it, Kirk suddenly reslised how much it would meen to the 
Vulcan to be allowed to accompany him. In a wsy, it would be repay-
ment for the wsy that Kirk hsd stayed with him •.. 
"Chief Scientist -" 
IIYes, C8 pta in?" 
"I shouldn't do it, but - come on!" 
Spack crossed quickly to take one of the two empty stations 
in the transporter chamber. Kirk looked back et Kyle. 
"Energise! " 
It wes a pr.Lmevel forest. GreElt tree-ferns overshadowed them; 
giant horse-tails w2ved their fronds in the gentle breeze. Creepers 
rEn along the ground, twined their way up the stems of teller plants, 
strfngled them so that their tops wilted while off-shoots sprouted 
up from below the point of restriction, where there WEIS still ssp to 
nourish them. Underfoot wss a mass of rotting vegetation; SpaCk 
bent to pick up " handful of the rich humus, and worm-like creatur'3s 
dropped from it 8S he lift~d it. They quickly burrowed their way 
back into the mould, out of the glare of the triple sun. 
There was no sign of any other life forms; no sign of the 
first landing party. 
"V8Z!" Kirk shouted 
There WBS no sound, not even an echo. His call fsded into 
deadness. 
"Is it wise to make a sound, Captain?" Spock asked. "'1'hi8 
type of environment sometimes gives rise to unple.sent cernivores; 
sound would ettrsck these." 
"Yes, you're right, sir," Kirk admitted, more quietly. He 
turned his attention to the three security men. "Spread out; be 
as quiet 8S possible. Keep your phesers set to kill, and your 
communicators handy. It necess. ry, have yourselves beElIned back to 
the ship; you c"n rejoin us by be8ming b"ck to slightly different 
coorclinat(os. We're looking for any Sign, 8ny sign 8t ell, of the 
first landing party. Chief Scientist, you stey with me." 
Spack followed him obediently as the party scattered. They 
moved through U,8 forer;t, pushing their way through the tengle of 
fellen pleats. It would hevG been impossible if the plents hadn't 
benn soft-stemm(~d 2nd hE'lf-rotten. Underfoot was wet, unple8s8nt. 
Kirk's communicetor bleeped. 
"Kirk here." 
"Lenoir, sir. I've founcl something." He sounded slightl,Y 
sick. "Someone's leg, sir. And 8 lot of blood." 
Kirk grin18ced. liOn my V/8Y, Le:J.oir.!I He s\vallowed .. 
HUnplei;ls8nt, II Spock commsnted evenly. 
They heeded beck tile way they hed come, tracking the signal 
from Lenoir's co!omunice-tor. 
Irhc-y found Lonoir eDCi. 0118 of the 0 ther gU8rds in 8, kind of 
c182ring thet lool:ed enythinJ but lleturel. All the pIenta th8t were 
down were re,yed Ollt from [' 00:llil10n centre; .8 gre8t sW8the hEld been 
mowed through the forest, .widening at this one point into 8 greet 
circle. 
Slightly off-centre of the circle were the remAins Lenoir had 
mentioned. The blood W8S only recognis2ble 88 such by the smell, 
strong enough to overcome the ever-present stench of d.ecey, end by 
its registered presence on the tricorder; the leg, still clad, 
still booted, ley bent, e8 if its owner hed been running when he had 
been ceught by ... whc,tever hed cAught him. A flap of cloth mercifully 
hid the raw flesh where it had been torn from the body. 
Spock surveyed the scene. He noticed an indentetion in the 
mould, Bnd walked over to it. 
"Captain! " 
Kirk crossed to join him. He WBS staring at a large depression 
in the ground. 
~IWh8t -?" 
"ilhis eppears to be 8 footprint9 Captain." 
Kirk studied the indentation. It was severel inches deep; 
water lay shellowly in the bottom of it. It had the approximate 
shapt.) of e footprint, right enough - but whc1t kind of creature could 
have a foot large enough to leave B print fully thirty inches long, 
and almost as wide? A groat three-toed foot ... the beest must have 
been very lergo, very heavy. 
Spock Inov~d slowly forward. He went at least five yards before 
ho stopped again. 
"i·.;:ere .is th8 next one, 08 pt8.in." 
Kirk shive:J:ed daspi to the clE'mmy heat. 
"Whet kind of - of monstrosity could loave a trail of foot-
prints like that?" ho asked. 
"On Vulcen, before there was any trece of sapient life, there 
was 8 creature that we call a do-matya. We know it from fossil 
renl2ins. It was large enough to leave footprints simil8r to these 
on8S~ I believe thure were similar creatures on your Earth -
tyrBnnos8urus~ allosaurus, gorgosaurus ... These creatures lived when 
evolution attained the level that would be indicated by the flora 
here. It 
"How many years of evolution would be neoded to give rise to 
such horrors?" 
Spock shook his he8d slowly. "Who can se,Y? On Earth, perhaps 
a milliun ,ye8rs. On Vulcen - perhaps three-quarters of a million, 
since our ye8rs eIre long,··~r than yours. Here - how long is a year? 
These creatures cen only heve evolved since the planet entered its 
summer; when winter comes again, they will surely die, as all such 
creBtures have done on all planets when the climste changed." He 
sounded almost regretful. 
Kirk thought he understood why. The death of an entire species 
... even of 8 species as unlovable 8S this ... He searched for some 
comment thBt might reconcile the Vulcan. 
n11here is one thing - if the ye!.~r is so long, they might have 
time to adapt, he suggested. 
Spock shook his head. "The,Y are probabl,Y too well-edapted to 
their present conditions to be Able to re-adapt," he replied. "The 
ones that wil-.1. be 8ble to survive clre the smell ones. It is always 
so. II 
Kirk decided to abandon the subject. He glanced over at the 
three guards. The third one, who had arrived last at the scene of 
deeth, was still looking pale and shaken; a young man, on his first 
assignment, he had not ,yet hacl time to get used to the sometimes 
unple,'sant nature of lend:i.ng party duties. J3ut even so, Kirk noted 
with approval that he was 8G alert 88 the other two', All three~ 
slightl,y fanned Ollt, were watching both directions of the 'path' that 
the giant c~e8ture had left. 
"An,Y trace of a large life form near?" he asked. He was rather 
relieved when the reply was negative. In these footprints, he had 
already seen as much of the monster as he wanted. 
"I think we'd better return to the ship," he said. "We've 
found what happened to the first landing party; I'd hate us to 
disappear in the 88me way." 
"Captain, the beast is nowhere near," Spack replied. "Will 
you permit me to remain a little longer to make some studies? 
Although this is not my main interest, there is a strange fascination 
in actually seeing B primeval forest such as this, and being able ~o 
observe the creatures end see what they actually look like, instead 
of having to depenel on reconstructions. The knowledge will help me 
to advise on such reconstructions when I return to Vulcan; as a 
Chief Scientist, I have duties to all branches of science." 
Kirk looked at him in some frustretion. He had come to respect 
this men's intellect; yet here, it seemed thet he was as stupid and 
lacking in common sense 8S all Earth professors were reputed to be. 
The only sensible thing to do wss to leave here and continue their 
investigations b.y ffl.8PllS of s~~nsors. He s8id so. 
1'1 reEllise the d8nger, Cept2in. I do not ask anyone else to 
St8,Y. !I 
"Don't be silly - sir. I can't leave you here slone. It's 
more th2.l1 my job's worth. If something h8ppened to you, I'd be out 
On my oar almost before the court martial could convene. I shouldn'~ 
even have let you come down with me." 
"I had not realised that the consequences of an accident would 
be so serious for you," Spock admitted. "I would not care to see you 
in trouble because of me. Very well, Captain, I withdraw my request." 
But oddly, now that he had Spock's capitulation, Kirk chose to 
be con traelictory. Th e look he gsve Spock was slmos t mis chicvous • 
"We'll take a chance on it. Half an hour - no more." He 
glanced round his men. "Keep a double sharp lookout. And remember -
here, an,ything could be dangerous." 
'rhey began to move forward. slo'Nly, leBving the dismembered leg 
where it lay. There WBS no point in showing the rest of the crew the 
harrowing detail of what had happened to their Drewmates. They foll-
owed the path beaten down by the great saurian. A huge insect 
whirred past; hovered for a moment as if examining them, then went 
on. Its wing spen was fully B yard across. 
"Larger than the biggest insect fossil so far found on Vulcan," 
Spock comment eel. "Anel also, I think, a little larger than the 
largest Barth fOdSil insect. The creatures here do appear to be all 
larger than their counterparts on either of our home worlds, Captain." 
He scooped up another iwnelful of the abundant humus. !.lore worms 
wrig"leel out end fell beck to the ground, to bury themselves again as 
r8pidly 88 the otllers h8d done. I'See, even the- worms are larger. 
Jlnel these grubs." The pallid grubs wriggled obscenel,y, trying to get 
awa,Y from the light; over an inch long, they were like something out 
of a nightmare. Spock WEIS welcome to pick them up if he wanted to, 
Kirk thought; nothing would persuade him to touch theimll 
The,Y went on. 
The 'trees' were thinning out now, giving way to conditions 
that were remarkably arid, considering how wet it was underfoot in 
the forest. 
"We are rather higher than we were," Spock commented. "The 
forest must be sitting in a basin with poor drainage; all the rain 
water probably runs into it." 
The great footprints had petered out now as they ceme onto drier, 
ha rder terrain. They looked round. 
It was possible to see for quite a long way across the 'tree' 
tops; not so possible to see far in eny other direction. Something 
flew up above the 'trees' for e moment as they watched, then plunged 
beck into the sea of yellowish-green, a see tinged with red highlights. 
"What \,112S that?" Kirk asked. 
Spook shook his he2d. lilt V'l8S like nothing I hav'e ever seen 
before," he seid quietly. "I would speculate that it w~s some kind 
of primitive bird, possibly one lacking in true flight ability but 
able to 'fly' by meens of spasmodic efforts in order to escape from 
denger, much 88 your Terren 'flying fish' do." 
Kirk moVed 8 few yards eW8Y from the 'others to ex~~ine -what 
lool<:ed like £-1 treil of slime such 88 8 sne1il might le8ve, 2\ trail 
that 1'le8 descending 8 slight, but noticeable gredient. 
"Would you sey this is :? sl18il's treck?" -he 8sked, turning b9Ck 
towerds Spock. j\8 he did 80, one fao"t 08me down on the gle8ming line. 
Immediately. his foot slid from under him; his balance gone, he fell 
siclev.Ji:\Ys onto the alLne 811(1 b86'811 to slip clov1nhill on it, un8ble to 
stop himself. 
Spock moved before any of the guards hed time to recover from 
their surprise. He ran, not towards Kirk but to e point below him; 
8nd cE'Llght at his arm 2·S he slid pest. He pulled, end Kirk slid off 
the slime 88 reedily 88 he h8d been going down it. Below them, som8-
tilill&, d,'rk moved, then subsided egein. Kirk noticed the movement 
out of the corner of his eye. 
"It's definitely not B sneil's treil," he 8nswered his own 
question. "It's 8 trap of some sort. Victims must slide right into 
8 peir of jews just weiting for them." 
Spock turned pnd sterad downhill. "Yes, Ceptein. It is 
difficult to see it properly; it is sitting too still, and blends in 
well with its surroundings. But I think it is p spider type. 
Unple8ssnt .11 
Kirk shuddered. "I thi.nk you just seved my life, Chief 
Scientist. Thank you." 
They climbed b8ck up the slope, both wondering at the speed 
at which Kirk hed slid down it; it certeinly wesn't ell that steep. 
I'The slime mU8t be extremely slippery," Spock 8eid. 
lilt is," Kirk 811swered grimly. 
~rhey rejoj.ned the gU2rets, J,vho were fill st2ring down 8t them, 
forgetti.ng tn8 den.g'ers thBt ebounded .in their worl',Y f1bout the 
C2ptpin. Kirk gpve thorn sm8ll· th8nks for their concern~ however; 
he g18red et thenl, pOlntedly, \Jithout spying 8 word. One by one 
they returned to their duty, checking' the 18ndsc8pe. 
"\48 hEld better go b2Ck. to the Enterprise~tI Spock suggested. 
"I VJ:;?S wrong, C8ot8in; I 2dmit it. I simpl,Y did. not expect all the 
species here to be carnivores; logically, there should be meny harm-
less herbivores, with the creatures like the do-metya, end thet 
spider type, relptively r8re. 11 
"Maybe the,y are; meybe we've just been unlucky," Kirk 
commented. "We have more idea of what we're up ag8inst now; let's 
weit e little longer. I s8id half an hour; we haven't had that 
yet. " 
"No, Ceptain; there ere still seven minutes left." 
"We m8Y find some of your herbivores emong the 'trees'1 if we 
get 8wey from the trail the monster left," Kirk went on. "It's bound 
to h8ve scared them aW8y.ll 
Spock nodded. "Of course. It is remarkably Besy to forget 
that creatures 8S stupid 8S t'leS8 must have been, with their tiny 
brains, 0re qui.te likely to heve 8 strong fS8r reflex.'1 
The p8rty moved b8ck into the forest. They pushed their way 
through the jumble of fellen vegetation, shrinking from touching the 
slimy, dying stems of the f81len plents. More insects whirred eW2Y 
from their path. Some bore e slight resemblence to speoies found on 
E8rth or Vulcen, but most did not. None were brightly ooloured; at 
first Kirk wondered 8bout the't, remembering the brightly-ooloured 
butterflies of Earth's jungles, but he hesitated to ask Spook in 
cese the answer S110uld be too obvious; end 8ventu811y he reached his 
own oonol usi on. Bright oolours would have b elm very oonspicuous 
here, in this forest of muted green, yellow-green and brownish red, 
8 forest in which there were no flowering plents. 
Spook drew a little ahe8d of tho others in his anxiety to see 
8S muoh es possible in the short while left. Slightly to one side 
of him, he SBW an insect-like h08d; he turned towards it, w8tching 
it intently. It remeined unmoving, appBrently unBwere of his 
presenoe. Kirk wetched curiously, wondering what hed ceught the 
Vulcen's 8ttention; then he elso noticed the heed. 
"Spoc k!1I 
The Chief Soientist stopped et the a18rm in Kirk's voioe, 
looking' beoi(. 
tlv/hE't is it, 
"Come beck. 
"-Sut _II 
Cel pt1.:=ti.n?H 
Now!" His voioe wes sherp with urgenoy. 
I'Come b8Ck!" The insect was beginning to move, to SW8Y 
slightly forw8rd. "Hurr.y!" 
Puzzl.ed, Spook obeyed; Bnd the lightning fast lunge by the 
insect barely missc)d him. Kirk let out hi.s breeth in " long sigh of 
relief. 
Spock's eyebrow lifted. "F8Scin8ting," he breethed. "C8ptein, 
may I psk how you knew the creature wes ebout to att£1Gk me?" 
"lIn eduosted guess, Chief Scientist. I take it you have no 
cernive~ous insects on Vulcen?" 
Spock shook his heed. "I h~ve heprd of such, but no, we heve 
none. IT 
"Thet one resembles 8 f"irly well-known Earth speoies - so 
well-known the.t even I oould identify it. J\ mentis. Men·tises have 
vorecious appetites, Bnd once they cetoh something - well, they 
don't let go." 
"I see." He studied the insect, but from where he was 
stending. Its hOE,d wes full.y 88 lerge 8S his own; and while most 
of the rost of it wps hidden by the vegetetion in which it lived, its 
size could. be deduoed from its heed. It wes fully big enough to 
consume him. III do not believe thet I would C8re to m8ke its closer 
8cquf'intenC8 t Cepte:i.n. II 
"Neither would 1. Let's get beck to the Enterprise." 
Aboard the Enterprise, the Vulcens h8d been meking good use .of 
the sensors. 
They hed plrs8dy 8ccumu18ted 8n emezing mess of d8te about the 
plenet end h8d even m8118ged to gether some fects 8bout its neprest 
neighbours; though how they had men8ged to 8ocomplish all thet in 
the short time they hed hed, Kirk couldn't begin to guess. 
"We pssumed that we hed only until you returned, Ceptain," 
Sevel explained. 
Kirk looked at him, then turned to Spook. 
"Chief Scientist, ~r. Vez is deed. So elso is his eecond in 
commend. The only soientists I heve left on bop.rd ar" young end 
inexperienoed. None of them is oompetent. yet to direct 8. scientific 
exploretion of this system - end thet's why we're he~e. Could I 
prev8il upon you to teke i1r. Vez's plpce for the time being? That 
W8Y, we'd both b~nefit; you'd get the plepsure of oollecting the 
det8, plus P full record of it, end Sterfleat would get its report." 
l'lS Spock hesit8ted, he went on, "Your men hElve 81re£~dy m2de an 
extremely good stert. ilnd it won't be so very different from the 
work you wore doing beck there on Zeynol. " 
"I ... do reelise th8t, CeptE'in. "My hesit8,tion W8S for ... quite 
2 different reeson." 
To be 8 Science Officer - 8cting Science Officer - d8red he? 
During the ye8rs th8t h9d p8ssed sinco he hpd abendoned thet dream, 
he hed learned contentment. Whet if, by doing this, he should waken 
the drEc:C'ffi 8gfl.in? 
Kirk wes still w,;li ting for his enswer. Wh8t should he sey? 
Kirk wc~s speeking egcin. 
l'If YOII prefer not to t2ke on tho pdditionel work, Chief 
Scientist, I ~on't press you. I reelies th8t you cen heve very 
little ti~e to tpke Otl extr2 responsibiJ.ities." 
tiThe 8xtrE-1 wor_k: is nothing, Ceptein; ind()ed, I feel quite 
8shemed 0t how IlttJ.G I hcvo bGon doing recently. I find your offer 
extromoly tempting. hley I 8sk - wh2t will StArflest say ebout your 
choice of ecting Science Officer? I em 8 civilien, efter all. Would 
your superior officers not consider thet the position should be 
given to the most senior of the surviving steff on b08rd?" 
"Is .ihet ell thet's worrying you? I don't think they'll mind; 
you.£E£ the most cepflble mE1n pV8i12ble. Some ships do C8rr'y 
civilien edvisers, you kno'w. l\nywey, none of the surviving 
scientific st2ffhes enough seniority to be eppointed. This 
first trip for £11together too meny of them. You'll heve to 
on your own men for e lot of your reseerch, I would think. 
you do it?" 
"Yes, Cept2in." 
is the 
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"Thenk you, sir. I Vlould prefer .it if you didn't sc"nd down 
any more lendint~r perties - though if you think it 2bsolutely 
necess2ry, I'll egree. I will meke 8 shuttlecr8ft 8vaileble for 
your UB e, ho~vever. It 
Spock nodded, his mins 81reedy occuJied in considering how he 
should cerry out thuse new end seductively 8ppseling duties. 
"I hf'V0 no p<'rticuler desire to E18ke the closer 8cqu8intElnce 
of the doniz(-;ns of thee plE'net,11 ho spid. He looked directl,Y FIt 
Sevel. "I went to 8X81'i.ind the 1.'83u1 ts ,you h2v8 obtElined, II he went 
on. "Unc8 I hev(j don'.) ttlet, I cen lTI8ku 8- decision 88 to whether or 
not ,-.) Cl.OSGJ? in:;;t)c:ction~ nsin2, e etluttlecr8ft, is necess8ry. I tend 
to the opinion, however, th8t it will be; I assume that Sis81 and 
SpeiJ will corwider it eElsential to get close enough to observe the 
enim8ls end plants perGon£1lly, end we c8nnot do that without using a 
shuttlecreft." 
Sev,'l lookecl from one to the other. "NI8Y I ask why 8 landing 
is undesirable?" he asked. 
IJrllhe creatures we encolJ.ntered were 811 carnivores," Spack 
explained ~uietly. "There was evidence to indic£1te that the first 
l,~nding party met its end et the teeth of 8 creature resembling 8 
dO-lllEltY8." 
1\ momentary expression of horror showed On Sevsl' s f8ce - an 
expression instantly supressed. Spock went on. 
IIIn 8dJition, there was at least one species I did not 
recognise, but which is similar to 9. species of Terrsn predstor. 
i\pflrt from [I few worms end grubs - end we c8nnot even be cert2in 
about them - the indicBtions Bre tl18t 811 life forms ere preying on 
fl11 othe); life forms. For enother lending p8rt,y to go clown would be 
unnecess~lrily hezerdous. I' 
Kirk wetched Spock le2ve with SevRl, ~lre£1dy beginning to 
compose the report on the Chief Scientist that he would heve to put 
in to stprfleat. Despite his certpinty that Sterfleat would rather 
have P highly experienced civili8n 8S acting SCience Officer than an 
inexnerienced junior, he knew he would be reprimended at lsest if 
his choice proved. to he injudicio~s. And there wes 8 world of 
difference between resBerch in the leborptory, which W8S whet Spock 
wes used to, find 1'8S8i:'rch in the fiE:~ld. The VulcElns' experience on 
Z8ynol would be useful to them; Bnd certainly Spcck had begun well, 
going off to study the senscr reports before coming to any further 
decision. Kirk crossed his mental fingers, sucking absently at B 
small cut on his hand that was beginning to nip. He had no idea of 
where he had cut himself, unless it was during his involuntary 
slide downhill. He looked at it, wondering if it was wortl.' bothering 
McCoy 8bout such pn insignificcHlt scretch; then, remembering the 
bloodthirsty nature of the creatures living down there, he decided 
thpt mpybe he'd better see ebout it. It WEIS cert2inl,y ni~)ping f8r 
more "then such 8 tiny cut should. He g19nced fit Wood. 
11rl'2Ke over 9 i:lr. l#ooeJ." He heeded for the elevetor. 
He was hl11fm·,y to sickba,Y vlhen he WBS stopped by the intercom. 
"Bridge to CaDtl"in Kirk." 
He strode to the nearest intercom, punched it. 
"Kirk ·here ," 
"'·;Ir. Scott would like to see you in Engineering, Captain," 
Uhurf\ releyed. 
liOn my W1JY, Lieuten8nt." 
]'orgetting about his prob"bl.y unnecessary visit to sickb"y, 
Kirk went straight on to Engineering, wondering what the problem 
was. Scotty had a poor view of his Bbility in the Engineering line 
- not altogether justified, although Kirk was not, snd could never 
be, the e~ual of the mechanically-minded Scot. For Scotty to call 
Kirk down must indicate quite an emergency. 
He turned into Engineering. "What is it, Scotty?" 
"~ell, sir, it's nothing replly serious - yet. But it'll get 
worse the longer we stay here." 
IISO -whet is it?" 
"The ship's structure wps pretty bedly str~ined beck et Zeynol, 
CSQtein," Scotty rs!uinded him. 
"I thought ,you hed rep8iI's well under VlS,Y?" 
1!1\ye, sir, I diu. But I coulel only repeir whet I knew 8bout. 
The grFvit~tionrl stresses here ere causing new str~ins. Severel 
fpults I didn't know about heve mede en appeerance. One in 
perticuler is pretty severe. There's not much I cen do about it. 
It needs the fpcilities of 0 Sterb8se. It could be fixed thers in 
p metter of hours. But ell I cen do is pstch it up, reduce the 
strein 28 much es possible." 
I'Scotty, you heve to fix it. We've been sent here specific-
811y to gather ps much informption 8S possible on this system. 
Bec0use there ere p18nets, it's going to be 8 longer job than it 
might hpve been. Jlnd it has to be done, Scotty. You know how long 
it took us to get heI's; we cen't abandon the mission lightly. I'll 
bet the Vulcens tried ell they could to get the mission postponed so 
that they could get their scientists beck; if they couldn't m8nege 
it, StErfleet must consider it highly imeJort8nt for us to finish it." 
"Aye, sir. I'll do whet I cpn. But et best, it'll only be a 
temporery job. It'll still need to be re-done when we get beck 
before we go 8nywhere else. 11 
"WOl'll have to go beck to Vulc2n with the scientists," Kirk 
said.. "We'll geG it done there. We'll have to wait there for a 
new Science Officer, snywey.,t 
Scotty st2red 8t him. !Iii new Science Officer, sir?ll 
"I thought the gr8pevine would heve hed it 811 over the ship 
by now. Vez heG been killed. ;Ind Be:ckley. JIll tho first land.ing 
p8 rt,Y. " 
"I've been too busy down here to hesr pnything,'t Scotty 
exp12ined. Itffil~t h8ppened, sir?" 
Kirk told him, 88 concisely as possible, 8dding. "The Vulcens 
h2V8 meds s good st8rt to compiling det8; they're fest workers. 
Meyba we won't be 88 long getting the information ps we might have 
been .. " 
"The quicker the better, sir." 
On consideretion, Kirk pessed the information ebout the 
condition of the ship to Spock. He hEd to know they were working 
egeinst time, in order to utilise thet time to the best edvElUt8ge. 
Spock considered the metter for e few moments. 
"C8pt8in, I suggest th8t we le<~ve this plenet, 2t least 
temporerily, end cerry out 8 survey of the rest of the system. 
There is still 2 grept deal we can discover here, but we have 81rs8dy 
completed the preliminery investigations - thet is, my colle8gues 
heve done so, augmenting thE> dete thet Mr. V8Z hed elreedy compiled. 
It would be e pity if no more were discovered ebout this world, but 
it would not be disestrous. We can efford to leave it for the 
moment. ~rhen, if the repElirs prove adequ8te, we can return once we 
heve completed the compiletion of dete for the remeinder of the 
sustern. II 
Kirk drew e deep, relieved breeth. "Chief Scientist, you've 
taken 8 weight off my mind. I wes efreid you would insist thet 
inves tigc"1 t ing here wa s the mos t importen t thing to do. Va z would 
have done so. You've 81r08dy proved yourself 8 better Science 
Officer ·t~12n he wes, just by ffieking that decision. lt 
One eyebrovl lifted, in 8 W2,Y th8t ·wes alreedy famili8r to Kirk. 
The Ceptein went on. 
"Where do you suggest we go next?" 
"The most logical 'VEl.Y to go about out tElsk would be to study 
the next inner planet on this side of the sun first; then the next, 
Bnd so on until we ere too near the triple suns to continue in that 
manner. Then we take solar rS8dings 1 and work outwards again on the 
other sid.e of the suns, plenet by planet, terminating by returnir..g 
here if it is possible." 
Kirk nodded. "Vaz wouldn't have thought that fElr ahead, either 
- or et least, he wouldn't heve told anyone his plans for that far 
ahead," he commented. "Ee was just being awkward, of course - it was 
one of the things thet made him so difficult to work with." 
"I do not enticipate that any of the other planets will be 8S 
intere;3tin~s- 88 this one," Spock Clclded. 
The Entsrprlse swung inwards towards the triple sun, faeling 
her way from planet to plenet. They moved in to the fourteenth 
planet ... orb ited it briefly. It W~l s $. lif(~less, stmosphereless 
globe, pitted by meteors, simileI' to so mony .orl·la in so meny solar 
systems. The thirteenth planet was on the far side of the system; 
it would be explored lilter. They moved in on the twelfth. 
It h8d e thick cerbon dioxide etmosphere. Greet clouds 
covered its sphere, hidin~ it from the viewing screen though not 
from the sensors. 
"There 8"ppec1rs to be no WElter or w8ter VB pour present," Seval 
reported from the bridge s~nsors 
Spock, trying to corslete severel items of deta, nodded es he 
wetched the viewscreen like e hewk, intent on observing every 
current of eir that moved the unbroken curtain of cloud. 
"j\ny indication of life forms?1t he Bsked. 
"None, Chiuf Scientist. '1 
Spock nodded. 
"You didn't expect there to be Bny, did 'you?" Kirk esked, in 
some surprise. He raised his hend to his .mouth again, sucking at 
the tine cut that was now getting e little inflemed. 
"No, Ceptain, I would h,·ve been most surprised if there hed 
be~n. But 2 scientist cennot overlook tho possibility of life 
existing, in even such e hostile environment 88 that appears to be, 
to our G.Ves. One ds.y, we might find 8 species to whom an oxygen 
atmosph~ru is deadly poisonous, but which regards the conditions 
down there E1S being most inviting." 
They moved on towards the eleventh planet, then the 
eighth, fifth. All were lumps of airless, meteor-pitted 
none of them even showing indications of metal depcsits. 
clserly 8 metal-light systum. Kirk mentioned it idly. 
tenth, 
rock, 
This was 
"l\greed, C8ptein," Spock s8id. "The indic8tions ere that the 
three suns contein the major pert of the metallic elements of the 
s,ystem." 
"How much closer do you want to go?" 
"The next planet should be close enough, Capt2lin. Closer than 
that, end the gravitationsl PQll of the suns might make it quite 
difficult for us to break ~W8Y age in." 
'rhe fourth planet WBS like its predecessors, Bnd Kirk swung 
the Enterprise into en orbit round the triple suns that was ver:; 
close to thet of tho fourth plenet. Thay orbited the suns several 
times before Spack .nnoQnced that thay hed compiled BS much date as 
they were likely to; 8nd thon bagen the slow heul out again. 
The sixth planet was the expected pirless bell. So wes the 
s~venth. }3ut the ninth I'I"S diffurellt. It had en ox,ygen-hydrogen 
atmosphere 8nd 8U extenS1VG ere~! of OC08n. 
"Life forms, Sev81?" Spack eSked. 
"Plant life only, Chief Scientist," Sevel replied. "There are 
indicetions of low-gr8de Bnimal life in tho water, but no sign of 
8epient life - or even of pre-s8pient life.'1 
Spock glanced at Kirk. ";,I8,y 8 landing party go down?" he 
esked. 
Kirk nodded. "I don't see why not," he replied. "Take a 
couple of sBcurit.y guerds, though, find wetch out for the 
unexpected." 
"Thank you, C8ptein. You do not intend to 8ccompany us?" 
Kirk shook his he.d. "Perh8ps li'ter, Chief Scientist." He 
resumed sucking the cut. It wes beginning to feel quite p8inful, 
2nd remembering his 8[lrliEJI' decision to tpke it to McCoy, he W8S 
beginning to regret being side-tracked. No, he would not go dOVin 
just yet, tempting though the prospect wes. He would go first end 
get McCoy to heV8 8 look at this intrusive little scr8tch. He could 
go down leter, especielly if they mede e second lending ... 
Spock took Spail, tho botanist, but loft Sis81, the zoologist, 
on the ship along with the Bssistents of both. Storl and Smeir, 
both geologists~ m8de up the scientific complement. 
Kirk w8ited till they hed beemed down, then heeded for sick-
bey. This time he :nELde it without being intercepted. 
nYes, Jim. Whet cen I do for ,you?" 
"It's proilebl,y nothing, Bones, but I've 2 cut on my hend thet's 
getting pretty sorH." 
McCoy held out his hpnd. "Let's see it. I'll deCide if it's 
nothing." 
He checked the cut. "It's infected, all 
"You should hFve brough"t it here 8 while 8g0. 
"1 don't know. At 8 guess, while we were 
planot." 
!I.And how long h26 it been bothering ,you?" 
right," he said. 
When did you do it?" 
Clown onthe first 
"Severel hours," Kirk admitted. I'I wes coming to see you, but 
I got sidetracked, 2nd then I forgot about it. It started bothering 
me again about helf en hour ego; thet's when I decided to comB 
Bnd see ~bout it.'t 
HcCoy grunted. The sound said 'Liar!', and Kirk grinned to 
himself. KcCoy knew him too well, and invariably multiplied by 
at lesst four the symptoms that Kirk would admit to ... and Kirk, 
knowing this, equally invariably divided the symptoms by at least 
six, even thoug'h he knew he couldn't fool.his friend ... 
McCoy dusted the cut with 8n all-purpose antibiotic, then gave 
Kirk an injection. "That should hold it," he s8id. "But I want you 
to take it f8irly easy, just the same. No landing party det.il for 
you while tha.t cut's still open. Captain. That'8 a medical order." 
Kirk mede <3 face. "I WE'S thinking of going clown end joining 
the party investig8ting this p18net," he complained. 
"No, Jim. 1I 
"But I'll he-ve to put in a report on Spack and how he's doing 
his work. I can't do that if I don' t .§..~ him at work. I very 
nearly went down with them, but ... " 
"I'm g18d you had the sense not to. No, Jim," he added, as 
Kirk opened his mouth a~ain. "I realise you'll have to make 8 
report, but if yOQ feel that you must include landing party work, 
get Wood to go. He's perfectly c8pable of assessing Spock's 
performance in the field. 11 
"I wish I could be S'lre of that." 
l!Jim~ I know you don't like Wood p8rticularly _It 
"No, Bones, it's not th8t. Personalities h8ve nothing to do 
with this. The man knows his job, he's perfectly competent at 
doing it. I admit that freely. But I'm not convinced th8t he is 
able to judge a man's performanue impprtially. I think he's too 
likely to be influenced by whether or not he likes the man. Now 
that would operate to Spock's benefit, I admit. Wood quite likes 
him. lInd that's the trouble. I would never know if Wood's report 
on Spock was good because Spook was good, or if it was good beoause 
Wood hpppens to like Spook. Whereas, much as I like Spack, I must 
be sure that the report on him is 8n honest one. And anyway, how 
can I put in B report if it isn't all mine?" 
"You saw him beck on that other planet." 
"That was a resoue p8rty, not a scientifio landing party." 
"Is there thet much ilifference?" 
"The-re's eno'J.gh differ-enc e. Besides, I wa s in oommand there. 
Here, he's in command. Look, Bones, if I can keep the cut covered, 
surely it's B 11 right?" 
"No! Jll1d don't tell me I'm being insubordinate, either. On 
medic8l met"'·.· ters, l..~ in cODlmand." 
"Bones _" 
"Jim, have some sense! Look, if it had been someone else that 
got this cut, End I'd 8eld 'no' to lending party duties, would you 
have sent th8"t rn~ln on 9 lending perty?" 
"./.\11 right, Bones, you've ffi9cle your point," Kirk said 
disgustedl.Y. i\lcCoy grinned at him. 
"Never mind, Jim, you can estimate his ability in the field by 
the results he gets.!! 
Kirk soowled at him for a moment, then grinned back. 
The landing party matorialised among sparse vegetation growing 
on sandy soil. The plants showed certain similarities to the ones 
Spock had .lrsady S8en on the other planet; tree ferns and horse-
tail types, but smaller, muoh smaller, due, undoubtedly, to the 
dryness of the land. Small plants hugged the ground, creeping along 
it by rn88ns of runners, putting down roots every so often and 
sending up leaves to form 8 new plant. Rosettes of oddly-shaped 
leaves grew up hera and there, but 8S on the other world, there were 
no flowers 2nd "the le8ves were all green or yellowish greRn, some 
of them tipped with red. There were a few barrel-shaped plents 
with smooth shiny stems, eech with B oluster of leRves topping it 
like 8 strange, ill-fitting hat. Hills rose in front of them, 
tinted green by the veget.tion on their slopes; behind them, the 
S88 rippled gently against 8 c08st-line composed of the S8me sand 
that formed the soil, e few rocks stBnding out starkly to provide 
8 growing ere? for smelll weeds. In El11 , it was 8 ver,Y beautiful 
world, oontr.sting sh8rply with the ewe-full end depraved beauty 
of the other one. Spock found himself wishing th8t Kirk hed come 
down to sh8re this bseuty, 8nd pulled himself up sherply. Such 
though ts were not only ill ogic81, the,Y sm8 cked of the very emotion 
he h8d so deplored in T'Pring. 
They spread out to explore. 
The plants were all very primitive types, even elthough some 
of them 8ppe8red quite high up the Bvolutionery sC81e. Some were 
simply alg88, plthough they were remarkably complicated-looking 
colonies that closely resembled 8 single plant in 8ppe8rance until 
they were examined by tricorder. Most were vascular cryptograms. 
A few of these made botanist Sp8il react in neer excitement. 
"Do ,you. know whet these Bre, Chief Scientist? PSilophytes! 
See, no leaves, and spore reservoirs 8t the top. Vulcen must send 
a botpnical expedition here. These plants ere represent8tive of 
species that have been extinct on all inhabited worlds for millenia. 
Even the handful of primeval worlds that have been investigeted 
heve not reveeled psilophytes. This planet is a botanical treasure 
house!" 
"We cannot aSsume that Vulcan will be willing to go to the 
expense of sending an expedition here, no matter how strongly we 
urge it," Spock commented. "I suggest that you record as much deta 
8S you can on these plants. It will provide you with evidence to 
press you.r case, elso." 
He turned to the geologists, privately surprised thet eny 
Vulcan, even a botanist, should become so excited over a few plants. 
Certainly it was interesting thet these plents, extinct on all 
known planets, should be, not only extant, but apperently abundant, 
here, but surely it should be possible to record all the necessary 
data about them in the time they had. 
Storl and Smeil were bu.sily checKing over the composition of 
the rocks on the shore - ~he only pIece near them where rocks were 
in evidence. The a Il-perveding send covered the bedrock deeply 
ever.ywhere els8. 
"No·~hing very interesting, Chief Scientist," Storl reported. 
II st TEl igh tfor,,:,,' I'd igneous 1'ock 1 eroded to form the s8nd. Fe. irl,Y 
fine-gr8ined rock; it must h8ve cooled quite rapidly. No veins of 
rnything. The rocks themselves have probebly been eroded off s 
cliff pnd washed here b.y the Elction of the V/8ves. n 
Spock nodded, and turned his ettention to the sea. 
The water glinted in the sunlight, the tip of each wavelet, 
shining. 'rhe light danced over the water 8S the weves rippled in, 
orange end green Bnd silver white es they ceught the colour of the 
triple sters. He gazed entranced, wondering at his own epprecietion 
of this beauty. There hed been e time - not so very long ego, 
either - when he would have observed this only to catalogue it and 
its possible causes in the depths of his mind. And, he wondered, 
why did he heve this irrational urge to shere this beauty with the 
Human Captain of the Enterprise? 
He pulled his unwilling attention back to the job in hand. 
Kirk hed more sense than he, he reflected; Kirk hed known there 
W8S nothing he could do down here, so he had sensibly refrained 
from coming. He was getting on with his own work up there on the 
Enterprise; it was time and more then time thet Spock started 
doing the same, insteed of day-dre8ming. 
Resolutely, he put the idea of beauty out of his mind. He was 
faced with a stretch of weter. Whet could he learn ebout it?" 
The presence of p marked line of vegeteble debris indicated 
clearly that it wes tidal - something Spock had already surmised 
it would be~ since the p18uc"t hed three smell moons. The tides 
must 8il0W £I 11:-1rge vt1 ri8tion , depending on the comp8retive posi tions 
of the three s"tellites, he thought, and wished that the Enterprise. 
could rEmain long enough to let him investigate the exact tidel 
progression, even though he knew he could. extrepolate it from the 
study of the orbits of the three moone. 
He checked the water with his tricorder. Fresh. Of course. 
There probBbly hadn't been enough time, geologically speaking, for 
erosion to wash the selts into the SBe that would eventually 
s8linBte it. 'rhere were indications of life forms, but only 
indicetio118. ~rhel'e we8 obviou.sl,Y nothing' lclgre living there. He~ 
glenced beck 8t the vegetet.ion . 
. i\p~~rt from the dryness of the terre in, the p18nts geve every 
indication of belonging ·to the geologicel era known on Vulc8n 89 
Mady8r end on Terre 28 Devonien. An erA when fish were lords of 
creation. If VulcBn and gBrth were an,Y guide, there should be some 
large fish out there; but the tricorder gave no sign of an,Y. No 
indication that in the waters of this world there was anything 
larger than small creeping wormlike creatures. 
He moved nearer to the sea, his eyes fixed on the tricorder, 
as if by going a few feet nearer he could somehow produc~ the fish 
that so many other worlds had evolved. 
He wes so intent on the tricorder that it was some T'linutes 
before he realised that his feet were getting wet. He glanced down. 
He had sunk into the sand, which now covered his ankles. He 
tried to turn, to move beck, Bnd found that he could not. He was 
immovably stuck. One eyebrow raised as he considered this. This 
world slso had its dangers, it seemed. 
He called to the others. Storl, who was rAasonably near, 
reached him first. 
"Don't come too near," Spock warned him. "I have no way of 
knowing how far from the w"ter's edge this 'luioksand stretche". Is 
there anything yOQ can use to try to pull me out?" 
Storl looked round blankly a8 Bmair reached them. 
"We could tr,Y the tricorder straps," Smair suggested. 
Spock nodded. "It does seem to be the only thing available." 
Keeping hold of the tricorders themselves, Storl and Smair 
threw the loose ends to Spock. He gripped them firmly, and the two 
VUlOBllS began to pull. 
In vain. 
The sand clung lovingly to Spack's feet and 8nkles, and now to 
the lower part of his legs. He would soon be knee-deep. And even 
the combined strength of the two Vulcans was insufficient to defeat 
the suction the sand produced. It was 'lui te clear to them that 
even with Speil end the two guards, ell of whom were some distance 
away and would take several minutes to get to them, to help, the 
'luicksand was still too powerful for them. His men looked 
helplessly 8 t Spock. 
It took Spock some seconds longer to think of a possible 
solution. He pulled out the communicator he hed been given. 
"Spock to Enter9rise.1l 
l!j~nterprise. Uhura here. 1I 
"I em caught in 8 'luicksand. Would the transporter be able to 
remOve me from it?" 
"Spock." It WBS Kirk's voice. "Keep your communicEltor open 
so that we can get B fix on you. How deep are you ceught?" There 
wes tension in the Human's voice, Spock noted. Could it be the 
emotion caller 'worry'? 
"~lmost knee deep. Starl and 3mair have tried to pull me out, 
but the su.otion is too g:C8[?t. 1I 
'·,:ftclllC. b.y, f:lir. .8ne:cgising now .. It 
He felt the transporter beem catch him, 2nd moments later found 
himself standinG the the gnterprise's transporter room. He looked 
over to the control console. 
"Thank you, Lieutenant," he said, as the door onened, Bnd Kirk 
ceme in. 
Kirk ceme streight to him. "jlre ,you all right, Chief 
Scientist?" 
"Perfectl,Y, thank you. I must remember not to go too near the 
water eg'sin.!J 
W'ilhat exe.ctl,\, happened?" Kirk ('sked. 
Spock explail1ed quickly? ttlen added, III must go b8Ck now. 
There is still work to be done. However, I do not anticipate that 
we wi,ll be too lang." He hesi tateel, then went on, "Would you have 
time to come down with me? It is a fascinating world. I think you 
would find it interesting." 
cut, 
till 
"I'd like to," Kirk admitted. "But I can't. Doctor's orders." 
Spock looked at him inquiringly. He held up his hand. "~ tiny 
but it was infeoted. McCoy's forbidden me to leave the ship 
it's he£!led." 
"Oh. That is a pity. I think you would have liked it down 
there." He glanced over to Kyle, waiting patiently at the control 
console, as Kirk moved out of the transporter chamber. "Energise, 
Lieutenant." 
When he rejoined the landing party, Storl and Smair had already 
made a check on the extent of the quicksand. It appeared to stretch 
the entire length of the beach, and to extend for about a yard 
inland from the w~lter' sedge. 
They watched as the tide crept in. The belt of quicksand 
moved with it, 8 natural part of the planet's goelogy. 
"If the tide hed been going out, I would have been in no 
danger," Spock commented, as he recorded the phenomenon. "I would 
simply have found myself buried up to the knees in dry sand, and i~ 
would have been e8sy to dig me out. Interesting." 
"I cennot understand the presence of boulders on the sand," 
Smair said. "They should sink hto it." 
"fhe presence of the quicksE'Ud in undoubtedly the reason why 
there ere not mare stones on the beach," Spock agreed. He looked 
Over to one of the boulders, now very near to the water's edge. 
"Let us watch. It should prove quite instructive." 
Slowly, the water lapped closer to the greet boulder. It was 
now well within the belt of affected sand, but showed,so sign of 
sinking. !rhe water ree-ched it. 
Spook glanced down at his feet and moved beck a little way. 
It would be not only illogicBl, but foolish, for him to be trapped 
again. Storl and Smair followed him. 
"Opinions, scientists." Spock looked from one to the other. 
"The boulder must be resting on bedrock," Starl said. Spack 
nodded. 
"I agree." He aimed the tricorder at the sand again, and shook 
his head. "The tricorder gives no indication of how deep the sand 
is. Perhaps if we were to dig round the bese of one of the boulders 
once the tide has gone out again ... " 
He glanced inland, aware that it was some time since he had 
heard anything from Spail. "Continue checking this," he ordered, 
and turned away from the sea. 
There waS no need for him to go far. Spail was working happily 
among the psilophytes, gc1thering specimins, tsking readings, making 
notes. Spack left him to it, remembering that Spail WBS not the 
onl.y otheI' member of the lancling part,Y. He looked round for the 
gU8rds. 
Only one of them was in sight. Spack went over to him. 
"Have you anything to report, Ensign?" 
"No, sir. Everything's quiet." 
"~ihBt of your friend?" 
"Shacter? He's over there." The guard painted to where a 
flash of red showed. Spock nodded, and went over. 
He stood for a moment, looking down at the guard. Shacter was 
sitting leaning against Brock - and he was fast asleep. 
Spack felt an unaccustomed surge of anger. This was an 
appar.ntly uninhabited world, one whera the presence of the security 
guards WBG merely for the look of things - Spock was <J.uite sure that 
Kirk would not heve bothered with B security contingent if the 
landing party had not been composed of civilian scientists - but 
even so, there was no excuse for the man being asleep on dut.y. 
Spack controlled his rage by the application of some Vulcan 
mentel discipline, then, once he was certain he was in full control 
of himself, he bent and shook the guard awake. 
Shacter looked up at him, his face paling. He scrambled to his 
feet. Spock waited silently. Shacter shuffled his feet uncertainly. 
At last, Spack said, <J.uietly, "Have you a reason for being asleep 
on duty, Ensign?" 
His very <J.uietness was unnerving. From being pale, Shecter 
flushed fiery red. 
HNo, sir." 
"What would happen if I were to report you to CeptElin Kirk?" 
"I would be put on a charge, sir." 
It .i~nd,? If 
"I would probably be assigned extra duties, sir, as well as 
having the offence noted on my record." 
Spack nocl.ded. "Nhat kind of duties, Ensign?" His voice was 
8 till <J.uiet. 
'lirhere 8re 8 number of unplee.sent duties that are usually 
reserved for men on report, sir, It would be one of those." 
"Do you think you deserve such punishment?" 
G'n.8.cter swellowed. "Yes, sir.1! 
~)ock hesitated. He didn't really went to bother Kirk with 
this ... what would" real Scienoe Offioer do in such e si tuetion? 
And fascinating a8 the plenet wes to himself and his men, he must 
remember that to " security gU8rd, a duty such 8S this one must be 
incredibly boring. 
"Ver,Y wel1 7 Ensign. You f1re honest, 8t le8st. For this once, 
let the incident be between ourselves. I will not report it." 
Sh8c~er stered at him. "You ... thank you, sir. It won't happen 
8g8in, I promise you." 
Spock reised an eyebrow. "Ensign, can you reall.y guarantee 
that you won't be so bor&d egrin that you won't feel sleepy?" 
It took the guard " moment to realise that Spock was actually 
me king 8 joke. He grinned. "No, sir, I oan't guarantee that, but. 
I cen guarantee that if I do, I'll do something to keep myself 
8W8ket" 
Sh8cter wetched the Vuloan as he turned aW8Y. jlny landing 
party the Chiaf Scientist was going on from now on, especially if 
it waB likely to be dangerous, be decided, he WBS going to volunteer 
to go along, even if it did me8n extra duty. Even if he ~ a 
Vulc8n, he wes a reel leeder, not like that Tellerite Vaz. Vaz 
would heve hed him on report <J.uicker then it took to get word to 
the C8vt;:·in. 
They moved round the pIerret" little way, and B second landing 
party went down, but the results they obtained were almost 
identical with those found at the first site. If Spock W8S a 
little surprised thst the guard Sh<1cter wes 8gain 8ssigned to the 
l8nding perty he geve no sign of it. 
On their return to the Enterprise, Spock sought out Ki:ck. 
"There is no roeson to remain here Bny longer," he reported. 
"We have complied sufficient date on this pll1net." 
The Sllip moved on outwards. At lest, ell the plpnets had 
belen surveyed. None other of them showed en.y signs of life. 
That night, over their custom8r,y geme of chess, Spock asked, 
"C"ptain, will we be "ble to return to that first planet to 
make further investigptions?" 
Kirk moved 11 knight, leeving his <J.ueen exposed. "Yes. The 
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When Spock re8ched the henger deck he W£lS surprised to find Ensign 
Shacter witing beside the shuttle. 
".LI~nsign?lI he Bsked. 
"I'm your pilot, sir. It should have been one of the engineers, 
but they"re all" working flat out just now, so I volunteered to go 
instead." 
"Indeed r? " 
He was prevented from saying anything more by the arrival of 
the rest of the investigating part"Y. The two Vulcans came first; 
behind them, the Humans, three ensigns, Orris, Raffin and Stacey, 
all gratified at being chosen to go on this trip, all still a little 
startled that the scting Science Officer should, after all, have 
included Humans in his team, each one hoping that he would perform 
adequatel,Y. It was the fj"rst chance any of them had had since 
joining the Enterprise to show their ability; Vaz had been very 
impatient of inexperience, forgetting that even he had had to 
learn. 
The"Y boarded the Copernicus; the hangar depressurised; the 
doors opened, and the shuttle took off. 
The Copernicus dropped smoothl"Y through the atmosphere towards 
the planet's surface. There was little the scientists could do as 
yet; Spack monitored the sensors while Shacter maintained contact 
with the Enterprise, letting the mother ship know where they were. 
They swooped low over the surface, not much more than skimming 
tho 'trees'. The great swathe of downed vegetation loft by the 
do-metys showed below them, new plsnts already springing up along 
the COQrse cf it, finslly disappearing at the edge of the forest. 
A little beyond that were the first animals of the great herds 
that had shcwed up on the sensors. 
"Cut Gpeed, Ensign," Spock ordered. "Take it 8S slowly 88 
posfJible." 
ItAye, sir," Shacter 8cknowledged. 
The greet bessts barely looked up 88 the Copernicus swooped 
over their heads. Obviously they were unaware thst danger could 
exist sbove them. It wes another item to be added to the store 
of kn0wledge they were gathering. 
The six scientists w8tched avidly. 
1'hese bessts were quite clearl,Y herbivores. They were he8ded 
for the forest across whet was virtu,'l desert. Every now and then, 
one of them lowered its head to snatch 8 mouthful of the sparse 
veget~tion as it went. There were severel different species of 
beFst, mostly large, but there were also a number of smaller ones, 
some ovbiously the young of the large species, but others cle8rly 
of smaller races altogether. 
Spack glanced round at his men. 
"Identify ,1S msny as possible to the nearest Esrth or Vulc,m 
species, II he ssid. It.8nsign, circle the herd. Will the sensors 
rE-:Gord this?" 
"Yes, 3:i:C. 1I 3h8cter fl8cked [1 switch. "Recording now, sir." 
As the siluttlecr£lft beg8n turning 8 wide circle 9 Spock begen 
oounting tha different species 8S bost he oould. How m8ny species 
were there living in apperent emity together? 
It wps the pilot who noticed the appropching enemy, since his 
attention was being given to more than the immediate herd. 
"Chief Scientist!" he exclaimed. "Look!" 
Spock glenced to where Sh8cter was pointing. 
11 greet upright shspe W8S approaching the herd on huge legs. 
Its movemonts were clums"Y, 8S if its weight were too great for its 
legs to be,'r, though :for all that it moved surprisingl"Y quickly; 
yet it geve tho immodiete impression that if it fell, it would be 
uneble to ris8 8g,dn. Even at this distance, they could see its 
long, sh8rp teeth clearly. 
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d8rk, multi-legged shepe materio,lised and moved to the f811en 
creature. It crouched beside it, 8nd began to feed. Spock shivered 
involuntarily. 'fhat was the creature that hE'd so nearly c8ught the 
Capt8in ... 
The do-maty8 seemed to heve selected its prey at last. It W8S 
close tu one of the herb i vores, another b e8S t tha t, 1 ike the do-mEl tya 
itself, moved on its hind legs, its front legs etrophied to elmost 
nothing. The fleeing animal seemed to know th8t the huge c8rnivore 
was close, even although it h8d not turned its head. Fear seemed to 
overwhelm it; it faltered, looking' round as if uncertain of the W8Y 
to go. The moment8r.y hesit8tion W8S fetel; the do-m8tye pounced, if 
such e word W8S applicable to such a clumsy, lumbering brute. Its 
teeth c18shed together on its victim's neck; the unfortunilte 
herbivore went limp, one leg continuing to twitch es if still being 
urged to Bction by the de2d br['in. lIfter 8 moment, the leg elsa wes 
still. The grBPt reptile began to f80)d, tearing huge hunks of flesh 
from its prey 2nd 8w811owing them whole. 
The rest of the herbivores continued their med rush for 8 fe';" 
minutes. Most of them were well into the forest by now; they slowed 
down anel stopped, looking round; then they beg'1ll to move together 
8g::dn. 
"Surely such e huge herd is too big to be pr8ctic81, sir?" Orris 
SElid, sounding puzzled. 
"'rhet is 8 shrewd point, EnSign," Spock seid. Orris flushed with 
pleasure 8t the compliment. "Perhaps they onl.y form into these lerge 
mixed herds to travel, and heve not reached their destinetion 8S yet." 
They continued to wetch. 
Sure enough, the major pert of the herd h,wing gathered together 
8gein, it continued on its W8,Y. Str8gg1ers were :ignored, 88 if they 
didn't exist. One or two of the stregglsrs jOined together, to form 
8 smell independent herd thet mede its wes 8fter the mBin herd; 
others aeemed uneble to find any others end blundered round in 
circl.s, eppsrently looking for their herd-metes; efter 8 while 8 
few of these begen to make en individual WBy following the main herd. 
)1 h8ndful were left that were epperently unwilling or unable to tekG 
eny initietive 8t Bll. 
The do-mety8 by this time had 8eten pert of the C8rcese lying in 
front of it. It seemed unwilling to bend down too far, a circumst"nce 
th8t seemed to confirm the Sllspicion th8t, once on the ground, it 
would be uneble to regain its fect. It beg8n to move 8fter the herd, 
ignoring the reme LHlel.' of the 1811 en 08 re8 S (;. One of the s tr2gg1 ers 
blundered into ita pFth; it snetched et the be8st, its huge teeth 
crusiling tilis new victim's thropt. It promptly beg8n eating egein. 
"Look, sir," 3tpCBY seid. He pointed to the fi.rst victim. 
}\ nUi:1ber of GlTIFlll .reptiles WG1'e t-;llrepd,Y gethering round i c. 
These elsa were of mixed species; some resembled the do-mety8 9 Bnd 
werB probably young ones. Very young ones. Others were of completely 
different types, mostly two-legged, but one species, th8t seemed to 
be strongly represented, was e four-legged beest. These small 
sC8v2n~ers eppe8red to live in reesonpble emity; they were, it 
seemed, quite willing to share this bounty, left them by the adult 
dO-ffietye ..• 2s lsest while it l~sted. 
'l'here war() so meny of them th8t the meat the do-matya had left, 
pl8nty thOLlgh it W8S, very rapidly disappeared. Once it was finished, 
the tiny ~redptorG began to snep et 8ech other. 
"I?£~scineting,tt Spock murmured 88 he w8tched. 
He pulled himself from his abstraotion. There was a greet deal 
more to see here, 2nd not so very long to SGe it in. 
"Mr. SiH\cter - seu if you cen take uS bf'ck along the way the herd 
ceJne. I would like to see where it cerne from - end if possible, why.I' 
1I1\ye, sir. II 
Shpcter turned the shuttle, following thE; tr8il the huge beasts 
hpd 18ft. IVher" one do-mety8 h8d not left enough trail to see, 8 
herd of the size of the onG they hed just seen ill leave 8 well-
merked treil; much bettor-mprked then Spack would hove considered 
possible. It went on 2nd on. 
After 8 while, they C2me to enother forest. A wide tr8ck weB 
beatGn down through it. The herd hed come through here without 
peusing. Every now and then, p pile of bones showed where one of 
the herd had met 8 violent end et tho teeth of one of the greet 
predators - hed it been the S8me one, following the herd all the 
W8Y? They h0d certainly seen no more ... 
The forest went on and on, end so did the treck, and they went 
on, following it. 
Kirk glsnced b8Ck et UhurE'. 
"i\ny report fJ'O{£i th0 Copernicus, Lil";utGfl8nt?" 
"Yes, sir. 'l'hey founei the herd they went to look for. Now they 
ere beck-trc1C~i!lg' it. rrhe,.y've covered over [l hundred miles Bnd the 
treck is still unchenged. They're now over enother forest, which 
S8ems to go on for quite 8 long WE'y. Reception isn't very cle8r, 
sir - there's quite e lot of static." 
I'Has the stetic been const8nt?" 
"No, sir, it's been fluctuating. At the moment, it's quite bad." 
lIM:r. Wood - sensor report!" There W8S f1 note of a18rm in Kirk's 
voice . 
Wood bent over the sensor. "i!I8gnetic storm, sir. CoordinEltes, 
15863, 24496." 
Uhure looked round shElrpl,Y. 
'tCeptein, thetis where the Copernicus is!11 
IIRecall, Lieutenent." 
""ye, sir ... Ceptain, I can't get t'1rough to them. The static is 
drowning out everything." 
Kirk's h"nd tightened on the arm of his chair. He could only 
hope that the pilot, the volunteer security guard, hed enough 
skill to lift the shuttlecreft abovd the storm. 
The first indication the crew of the Copernicus hed that anything 
wes wrong was the first flash of lightning thpt forked down past the 
front of the craft, which was promptly thrown off course by the rush 
of disp12ced 0ir. Sheeter struggled for control 88 more lightning 
forked davin. 
Spock glenced sidew9YS 2t him. 
"I'll tr,Y to lift "bove this, sir," he shouted over the rumble 
of thunder thet temporprily deafened them. 
But Hlthough Shecter wes e competent pilot, he lacked the 
consumm8'te skill that en engineer lik<o Scotty had. Every time he 
managed to life the shuttle, it was thrown down again by the 
violence of the storm. 
"No use, sir!" he shouted. "We'll heve to try going down." 
Spack nodd.ed. Ki rk he dn' t want ad them to lE'nd - but its eemed 
th<lt they hed little el te:rnative. The shuttle began to descend. 
They were ver,y low when a streak of lightning hit them. 
The force of it threw them sideweys. Sh8cter struggled to ,reg8in 
control, and in pert succeeded; the Copernicus wes et leest the 
right way up when it hit the ground. 
It bounced, end hit egein, this time sliding through the mpshed-
up vegetntion thet cushioned the impact. The oCOupl1nts were thrown 
forw8rd; Spock end Sheeter, in the forwerd seets, coming off best. 
The shuttlecreft slid to 8 standstill; the crew picked themselves, 
up off the floor. The rattle of rain on tho roof wps like 8 death-
knell. 
']'herE) W,lS nothing thuy could do but weit. Wait for the storm 
to pess. Vlait for the 8nterprise to find them. 
ShElcter looked E't ~1pock. "lim sorry, sir.1t 
"I consider you did extremely well, Mr. Sh8cter," Spock replied. 
"You could not have foretold the storm, end you h8ve £It le8st 
managed to lend us intect, end with a vehicle th8t is still wster-
tight. I (10 not think thst enhone else could heve done better." 
"'l'hsnk ,you, sir." Sh8cte:c still sounded subdued. 
If He's right~ Deve," St8cey put in. I'I couldn't have kept us in 
one piece, end I don't think CIBus or Pierre could either." 
Shpcter shook his hard, still looking far from heppy. 
The storm continued unebeted for some hours, during which time 
the scientists discussed their obse:cv8tions. Shecter listened, once 
or twice 8dding a comment regarding something he had noticed. Spock 
spprecieted the pilot's interest, noting thet his comments were elwsys 
sensible end to the point. 
The time pessed slowly, however; they were /;Ill gled when the 
rettle of rein Besed off, Bnd the flsshssof lightning diminished in 
quantity, end the thunder faded ewey into the distencs. 
Shecter turned to the control psnel, flicking switches, st first 
Bsgerly, then desperetely. 
"Cen we tske off, Mr. Shecter?" Spock esked. 
"No, sir. We must hpva been worse dsnsged then I thougllt when 
we hit the ground. Communic8tions EIre out too, sir." 
"It could heve been the lightning thet struck us th8t did the 
d8mage," Spack pointed out. 
"Whichever it wps, isr, we're stuck here till. the ship finds us." 
Shpcter W8S blunt. There wes no point in ellowing the scientists to 
be fplsel,Y optlmistic. "It might tpke hours." 
"When were you lest in contect with the Enterprise?" Spock £lsked. 
"Just before we ren into the storm, sir." 
"Then the CpptEin will hElve some idee cf where to look for us. 
liiieenwhile," he lool(ed round his men, lithe CBptrdn wes unwilling to 
risk 2ny of us on the surfece. Through no f2ult of our own, we pre 
here. I know th,'t yOi.l E're pll wpnting to go outside, to investigElte 
whet ,you might find. But I egree with CEl ptElin Kirk. It would be 
foolhElrdy to iSo out onto the surfpce. We wi:~l remein inside the 
shuttlecreft." 
"It Se8ms e pity," Sispl spid. 
"I know," Spock pgresd. "I 81so 8m tempted. But I heve seen, es 
you hElve not, som', of the dElngers thE.t lurk here. Although we ere 
probpbl,y too smell to be endpngered by the do-metys, unless perheps 8 
young one, there ere other species that will be dangerous to us. Some 
of them 8r<l ones th8t we will not recognise 88 being d8ngerous. ~'he 
Humens mEl y recognis e t,ypes 1 ikely to be e dsnger th8 t the Vulcens do 
not; the VulcEns me,y see p ch8nce resemblsnce to something they know 
to be deedly thpt the HumElns do noil;. Even working in pElirs, tlle risk 
is greeter then I consider 8cceptpble,. since there must be meny species 
thet neither of Ollr rpces would find fE'milier. We will not teke the 
chence. II 
The clouds disE'ppe8red; the triple suns shone in the sky. Soon, 
8 new, unforseon dE'nger m8~e its eppeprence. 
Tho Humens wor" the first to notice it. The VulcE'ns, netive to 8 
planet with 8 much lligher temper8ture, were still considering the 
tempereture plec.'spntly werm when R8ffin seid blu_ltly, 
"dr. Spock -·we'll heve to go outside. If we don't, we'll die 
from the heet in here. 11 
Spock 100k0d round thu four Humens. l\ll were sllowing signs of 
d:Lstr(~sG • 
He frowned. "I hE'd not considered thet. For us, it is still 
tol"rpble; but yes, tIle temperf'ture is decidedly high8r then it was. 
Go outside, then, but remfdn in the shede of the Cop<lrnicus. Don't 
mOVd pwey from it." 
Within helf en hour, the Vulcpns hE'd joihed the Humens. 
It wE'sn't 0xpctl,Y comforteblu outside eith~r. Irhe 8ir weB humid, 
unple~s8ntly so for the Vulcens, end very werm - much W8rmer then it 
hed buen when Spock heel been on the surf8ce before. Certeinly, they 
were E' hundred miles or so noprer the equptor, but th8t shouldn't h8ve 
mede so much diff"rence. Perh8ps it hed be8n the effect of the storm. 
The Hum811s were penting' for breeth. It W8S11't so much th8t· they 
were short of eir, Spack decided, it wps probetily more the psycholog-
icel effect of the heet. But for ell thet, the symptoms were none-
the-less re81. 
"It might be cool,·)r under the' trees'," he suggested. "I think we 
C811 risk going so fer. Keep 8 good look-out for BnimBls, insects -
8ny kind of life - ("nd 8ssume it's hostile." 
They moved under th" c8nopy of the forest, knowing th8t the seerch 
would pick up the shuttlecr8ft. It wes d.pmp underfoot - demper then 
it hed been 8t the other landing Site, Spack noticed, though th8t wes 
probebly just the effect of the rein. He looked round cerefully. 
"Vie might 8S well n18ke the best use of our time 8S possible," he 
spid. I1S e8 whet you cen find - but remember, be c8reful! It 
Shpeter loosened his ph8ser, then, on second thoughts, drew it. 
He couldn't depend on these scientists - with the possible exception 
of the Ohief Scientist - to keep e proper watch; he would have to do 
th8t. His sc;nses dart, his eprs streined to pick up the slightest 
strE'nge noise, he stood guerd. 
Spack mov0d from sciontist to scientist checking on their discov-
eries, stubbornly resisting the urge to m8ke his own invGstig9tion, 
just 8S he hed resisted it on Zaynol, accepting it 8S the price he 
must pp.y for being in commpnd. 
Suddenly, Si;'21 let out a surprised, involunt?r.y yelp. The perty 
swung round to stere et him, even the Humans st2rtled at the 
unexpectedness of 8 Vulcen crying out in pein. They werB in time to 
see him knock e derk reddish-brown, long-bodied, multi-legged creature 
off his leg. It resembled a centipede rether closel,Y, except for its 
forked tongue that flicked in end out in 8 very sn8ke-like fashion. 
The fell did not discourege it. It began to wind its W8Y up his leg 
8 g'e in. 
Spack darted in. He c8ught the creature a~d pulled it free with 
B quick jerk; and threw it as far from them as he could. It promptly 
begpn to wriggle beck towerds them. 
Shacter lifted his ph8ser, took cpreful aim, Bnd fired. The 
crcBture writhed, rupring high on its tail and the last few peirs of 
18GS, then fell. Spock 8ppropch8d it, hie tricorder, 80 far unused, 
reedy. 
"DGed," h8 scid. He sounded v8guely regretful. 
I'I hed to kill it, sir," Shscter spid epologeticelly. 
III know," ~pock egrsud. lIlt hed selected its victim, and W8B not 
l.':.:;pd~v to be cliscQul't.lgecl. ~for8 you bitton or stung, Sisel?tt 
"Bitten," Sisel replied. "I did not kllow it WEIS there until it 
bit me." He yawned. "I'el sirry, Chief Scientist - suddenly I feul 
vc;ry sI8'-'py." His 8yeli(ls drooped. He forced them open; they 
dreopud 8sein - end then he full. Spack bent over him. 
"Unconscious,1t he s2id. 
lIThe bite?" OrriS 8sked. 
Spock nodded. "I pssume so. Mr. Sh8cter - if you see 8ny more 
of those cre.tures, kill them at once." 
"Yes, sir. Sir ... " 
HyuS?" 
"It wes ph8sar resistent, Chief Scientist. It should have been 
killed inBt8utly, but it wBsn't." 
"l\re you stlggesting th8t pll the cr82tures on this plenet m8Y be 
pheser reSistant?" 
"I'm not sure, sir." Sh?cter sounded uncertain. "But if one 
is ... II 
"You ere keeping 8 look-out?" 
"Yes, sir.1t 
"Yes, of course; you elreedy h8d your pheser out. Well, pheser 
resist2nt o~ not, we know th8t these things cpn be killed. Prosum8bly 
enything th8t size or smeller cpn 8lso be killed. But if pnything 
lerger shoVJS up - -wern us in time to lot us get bElck into the shuttle 
c re ft. " 
I'Yes~ sir. Nh2~ will we do 8bout Scientist Si.s~l, sir?" 
"\1<:) cen I t do f'nytl1in(; for him, since none of us heve medic81 
tr8ining. He m8Y be 8 ble to throw off the effects of the bite by 
himself. But for his own sefuty, it might be better to cerry him to 
the door of the shuttlecreft 8nd le8ve him there." 
Spock swung th'" unconscious Vulcen up in his erms, end ·took him 
to the Copernicus. He put Sis8l down just inside the door, 8nd went 
bpck to supervising the others. 
Stecey hed found. his W8,Y to the de8d ce,,,tipede, end wes cerefully 
8xpmining it. He looked up. 
"Sir - I think I've found out something 8bout this creeture. It's 
8 femele, end.,prrying eggs. 'rhe young are just about ready to hatch. 
I think the creature's bite parelyses its victim, then she lays her 
eggs in or on his body, end the young have a ready supply of food when 
they hetch." 
Spock's face took on an expression of dist8ste. "You have a vivid 
imagination, Mr. Stacey." 
"No, sir, there are some Earth species that do that. Insects. 
They usually prey on things like caterpillars." 
"In that case, you had better take a sample of the creature's 
saliv8, so that Dr. lIicCoy will have something to work on." 
"Yes, sir." 
Spock moved on. 
A movement cpught Shecter's eye. Something small wes moving 
towerds Spock. The gUBrd reised his phBser and fired. 
Nothing happened to the tiny creature. ~s he fir-d eg8in, Shacter 
shouted, "Behind you, Mr. Spock!" 
Spock swung round, his eyes se8rching. The creeture wes so small 
that it took him a moment to see it. 
It waS" creb-like crepture th8t scuttled along, waving miniature 
clews. Spock picked up a fallGn stem, one thet was rather less 
decayed than most of them, that must have been a casuel.ty from the 
recent storm. He USGd it to poke at the beast. 
The little crab promptly grabbed the stem in its tiny pincers. 
They cut through it easily. It scuttled on. Spock moved out of its 
way. It made no attempt to come after him, but moved on past, and 
venished into the 'undergrowth'. 
Spock's eyebrow lifted. "Interesting," he commented. 
Of nee ess i ty, the Jlla j or part of their inves tiga tions invol ifed the 
small, soft-bodied life that existed in the leaf mould; but even it 
producecl surprises. Orris dropped onB worm he picked up, with a 
muttered curse; Spock, moving over to join him, stared in some 
dismay at the blistering of his hand, blistering that had come up in 
seconds 8fter Orris touched thE; v;orm. 
tilts skin must secrete 1::"1 poisQn,fI Spock s8id. "Mr. Orris, W8S 
there el1ythin2, to distinguish that particulsr species from the others?" 
Orris shook his heed. !'None that I saw, sir. But I didn't have 
time to notj.ca muoh." His lips were white, his face drawn with pain. 
"'l'he:cG ,;light be .sodot'ling in the first-eid kit to eBse your hand," 
Spock 88id. He climbed into the wrecked Copernicus. The heat hit 
him like p blow. He took a deep breath of the cooler air outSide, 
end plunged into the shuttle, holding his breath. He found the first-
8id leit, end hurried out agc1in, his lungs straining for 8ir~ but he 
dared not take a breath of the over-hot eir inside. He paused to 
check Sisal, lying just inside the door, his heed in the doorway. 
The Vulcan was still deeply unconscious, but, to his untrsinod e,ye, 
at least no worse. He rejoined Orris. 
The blistering was cl1rsed,y spreading up his arm. Spock searched 
the kit hurriedl,:l, wi thout immedi8 to success. 1\ t last he found 8 
pein-killer, and injected Orris with it; some of the agony left the 
Humen's facH. But there se~med to be nothing else that would help. 
Spock could only watch helplessly while th~ blistering spread onto 
Orris's neck Bnd over his facBI and then the Human's face twisted 
again in momentary agony, and he collapsed. Spock bent over him. 
There was nothing. he could do; the Human was dead. Dead. Killed by 
a worm. Spack raised his head. 
"Scientists!" 
Nons of them had baen aware of Orris's accident! now, eS they 
turned to look at hirr, , Spack beckoned them over. 
"Stop all investigation except by tricorder. Even the wOrms here 
can kill." 
Storl nodded impessively. Reffin and Stacey stared stupidly at; 
their colleague's body, horrified. 
Shacter elone had not joined SpaCk; he stood a little Was away, 
staring along the route the migrating herd had taken. There was 
something moving 810ng there - something that hugged the ground and 
was coming along slowly but inexorably. He moved forward cautiously 
a few steps. Then he saw. He turned and ran. 
"Mr. Spock! Vie're in the path of an army of ants! That must be 
what moved the enililels - the 8nts ere following the trail the herd 
left. They're hQge, sir - fQlly six inches long. They're not moving 
very quickly, but even so, they'll be here soon. Sir, I've seen whet 
an ermy of ents cen do. They eet everything orgenic in their p8th. 
lInd it might teke de.ys for them all to pass!" 
Spock reised his eyebrow. "Interesting. We could retreat in 
front of them, or try to move out of their way -" 
Shecter shook his heed. "No, sir. Once they smell us, they'll 
speed up end come after us. We'll heve to shelter inside the shuttle 
craft." 
Spock shook his heed. "It's too hot in there," he seid. "And 
even if it wasn't, the hull is no longer wholly intect. There 8re 
gaps 8n ent - even a six-inch one - could get through." 
"Sir, it's our only ch8nce. '1 
Spock indicated the shuttlecraft. "See for yourself, Mr. 
;3h~cter." 
Shecter went quickly over to the shuttlecraft, and stopped at 
the door es the heet hit him. He turned and looked at Spock, despair 
in his eyes. 
On the Enterprise, Kirk 1'i8:Lted impatiently for the storm to 
cleer. It did so very slowly, revolving in circles round the erea 
where th8 Copernicus hed been lest reported, end even when it 
finell,Y mcved ewe y, diminishing" in violence, the static continued 
unpb8ted for 8 long time end the electl.'ic8l disturbance m8de the 
sunsors inoperet:Lv0 <'?t worst end untrustworthy 8t best. The only 
thing they COQld be cG.tein of wes thet the Copernicus W88 down, 
somewhere ralptively noer its lest roported position - he hoped. His 
lips sut griib,y s3 h" r8mcmbered the type of creeture that lived on 
thet prim~ev81 pIerret. 
It took considerebla will-powar to wpit 
ing th.t his crew were doing 811 they could 
cr8ft - they were B good crew, wuren't they? 
worked with. 30 why frot this time? 
without fussing, pccept-
to trace the shuttle 
The best he'd ever 
But he knew why. This time, some of the missing men were 
civilians, for ,all he hed .sked them, end they hed willingly egreed, 
to do crewman's work; important Vulcen scientists. If they were 
killed, h8 could be in trouble ... No, be honest. He was worried about 
Spock. He didn't want Spock to be killed •.. or hurt. He didn't went 
to lose the Vulcan's compen,\, before he had to. But why - why should 
he feel like thet? He had plenty friends. Why should this alien's 
company mean 30 much to him? He didn't know. 
He looked towards Wood, who was bent intently over the sensors. 
Itls the interference cleering yet, Mr. Wood?" 
"No, sir. Results are still undependable." 
One fist clenched in frustration. What was happening down there? 
Standing veside the wrecked Copernicus, Spack watched the 
advancing ,arn,Y for a few seconds. 
"We have no alternative but to attempt flight," he commented. He 
He bent and lifted Sisal, slinging his body over one shoulder. "We 
must leave Mr. Orris, I'm afraid, if we are to have the best chance 
to escape. Come." 
Without a backward glance, he set off along the beaten trail, 
away from the advancing'ants, as quickly as he could without actually 
running. Storl followed him; the two surviving Human scientists 
hesitated, looking at Orris's body. Shaeter grabbed their arms. 
"He's right," Shecter said abruptl,Y. "Carrying Pierre's body 
will just slow us. lind inv<lstigating it might slow the ants, 
heartless a8 it sounds to say it. We have to be practical." 
Reluctantly, the two scientists followed Shacter, who set a good 
pace until they had caught up with the Vulcans. 
It was not easy to keep up any sort of speed; the fallen under-
growth, be8t.en flat though it was, was deep, wet end soft, Clnd in many 
places new growth was already beginning to make lts appearance. 
Occasionally one or other of them tripped; and eBch time, the delay, 
slight though it was, meant that the insect army CBme a little 
ne2rer. 
Suddenly Raffin let out e yell. The others looked round. 
One of the gre2t, six-inch long ants had drawn level with them. 
Raffin stopped, Bnd brought his foot down hard on its head. He 
raised his foot again; the ant lifted itself from the soft leaf 
mould into which he h8d pushed it without harming it. Its heed 
came up, end" stre8m of formic acid squirted at Raffin. It hit his 
trouser leg end he yelped again, this time in pain, as the acid 
soaked through the cloth end burned him as it reached the skin. 
Sh8cter fired his ph2ser, without much hope; Clnd sure enough, 
the insect scut-t18d b8Ck tow8rds the mBin army. 
Within moments, the leeding 8nts hsd speeded up end were hurrying 
tow8rds tile fleeing lnen. rphere was nothing they could do but keep on 
going, u801ess 88 it seemed. The leeding ants were level with them 
now. 
"I've got som<lGhing," ''flood reported. "Metallic - it could be the 
shuttlecl'aft. But there are confused life form readings ell round 
it - PS if there wero millions of living creetures down there. Not 
intelligent." 
IISc2n round 8bout. Any other repdings?" 
" .•. yos. nbout a mile from the wreck, just on the edge,of the 
confused reeding. HumAn. oo8nd Vulc8n." 
"Give the coordin8tas to tho transporter room." He punched his 
chair intercom. "Bridge to trensporter room; energise as soon 28 
you've locked onto the coordin8tes Mr. Wood gives you.'! 
He got up, turned tOWC'l'ds the elevator. "Take over, lVIr. Wood." 
He entered the transporter room just as the shapes in the ch8mber 
were beginning to solidify. Three Humans 8nd two Vulcens, with 
Spock c8rr.ying e sixth man. Kirk went to them 8S Sh8cter st8mped on 
e lerge insect th8t heel materialised with them. 
'I~re you 211 right, Chief Scientist?" 
Spock begen to 088e 8i881 to the floor; Kirk re8ched out to 
help him. III regret thet one of the Rumen scientists was killed, 
C8pt8il1,I' he reported. "Jisel end ~Ir. Reffin require medicel 
8ttenti.on." 
lUrk nodded to Kyle, who put through 8 cell for liIcCo.y. "Wh,lt 
heppened, Chief Scientist?" he 8sked. "Why didn't you stay with 
the shuttlecreft?" 
Briefl,Y, Spock oxplained tho seQuence of events. He hadn't 
finished when McCoy errived. 
McCoy bent Over ~ispl while Spock told him whet Stacey hed 
surmised, then streightened. 
"I'll do whet I can," he seid, "but I don't know if I'll be ",ble 
to help him." 
"Did you g'ut 2 8~n1t?lu of the SE!livp, "lr. Stecey?" Spock flsked. 
dtecey W8S elrGPdy fe81ing in his pouch. tlYes, sir." 
He pulled out 8 smell semple bottle, pert filled with e sticky-
looking subs~ence, end geve it to !!lcCoy. The surgeon examined it, 
not looking much happier. "Well, it should help," he said. He 
loeded Sis81 onto the stretcher and g~anced at Raffin. 
ItVlhElt's wrong with you?" 
"Not much," R"ffin seid. He indicated the sQu8shed insect on the 
floor of the tr8nsporter chember. "One of these ents sQuirted acid 
ai me. It burned my leg." 
"O~K.1 come on Bnd I'll heve 8 look 8t it.11 
They went out behind the orderly pushing the s·~retcher trolley. 
Spock looked et thH remeining men. 
"Captein, I should like to commend your men," he s8id. "They 
performed extremely well in whet must heva been 2 very difficult 
situetion for them; Mr. Shacter in p8rticular." 
"That's good haering," Kirk said. He g12nced et the men, and 
nodded dismiss8l. 
As the men, end Storl with them, left, Kirk turned beck to Spock. 
"If you will come with me, sir, I'll need a full report on whet 
heppened for the log." 
"Yes, of course." 
The,Y ca2ds their wcy <llong the corridor towards Kirk's quarters. 
Spock seid, hesitentl,Y, "Capt8in, Iknow you did not went 8nyone t.o 
set foot on the" world e(;,2in, 2nd events proved you right; but we 
h8d no rc,pl elt,n,netive. The: mist.ke I m8de wes in permitting -
no, encQuI'P6'ing - my men to cerry out [< field survey. It I h8d 
insisted thet wa remai.n beside the shuttle, ignoring the lure of 
firthor reseerch, Sis81 would not be in denger of d,ying, nor Mr. 
Orris dsp d. 11 
"lwer,yene me.ke8 mistekes occc)sion811,y, II Kirk s2id reElssuringly. 
"I don't bleme you for w8nting to find out 8S much as you could; 
th8t's 2 Science Officer's job." 
III heve lS8rned from my error, however," Spock went on. "I 8m 
not prepered to risk 8ny more lives trying to discover more about 
this plenet. We elreedy h8ve sufficient d8t8 to provide 8 gre8t 
deel of inform.tion ebout it. To run further risks is unneoessary 
end illogic81." 
"Youtr~ the Science Offi.cer," Kirk seid. 'lIt's your decision. I 
think it's the correct one.'1 
They turned into Kirk's. cabin. 
The Enterprise left orbit end began her long journey back towards 
Vulcan. The Vulcans, aiiied - not entirel,y efficiently - by the 
inexperienced Human scientists, beg8n to process the information 
they had gethered about the Epsilon E(lUulei system. But Spock was 
patient with inexperience, and Seval was always reedy to advise, 
the other Vulcens reedy to explain, and the Humans found themselves 
leprnin~ more tnfn ~11BY would have thought possible a few short deys 
ago. It was getting let" when Kirk went down to the lab in search 
of Spock. 
"'ihen I 8sked you to take on this job, I didn't mean you to kill 
yourself with overwork," he seid. "You haven't stopped since you 
got back, and that's hours ago." 
"Ceptain, I assure you, I am not tired," Spock protested. 
Ilfher~ia nothing to do tllSt 
round the t.·;ci$utJats6 Ev~}n trh1 
hardly Burprising; it waD the 
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"Well, while you're weiting, come and have a brandy with us," Kirk 
suggested. 
McCo,y went over for 8 glass, and helped himself; but although he 
sat back, and seemed to relax, JOlning in the casual conversation, 
he didn't delay long, excusing himself after ten minutes and leaving 
to return to sickbay. 
"If anyone can cure your man, McCoy can," Kirk said Cluietly when 
the surgeon had gone. 
Spock nodded. "18m Cluite sure of it, Gapta.in." 
Sisol recovered. He regained consciousness within twenty-four 
hours, although it was OVer a week before McCoy discherged him from 
sickbay. 
The processing of the dEta progressed.. Wi thin", fortnight, 
ever,ything was t21:lUleted, ready for delivery to St8rfleet's 
scientific department, with a second set of tapes for delivery to 
Vulcan's SCience Aceiemy. 
The night they finished work on it, Spack commented, "I expect I 
will be given charge of the team handling this data. at the Science 
Academy. " 
"Looking forwa.rd to it?" Kirl, asked. 
Spock considered, aware of a sinking feeling in his belly. Once, 
he would have thought it a real challenge; now-
"It will be interesting," he said. He le8ned back comfortably, 
picking up his glass; a new habit had established itself since the 
night the,y left Epsilon ECluulei. Instead of meeting in the rec room, 
he nad Kirk ",ow sat in Kirk's Clue rters, and a nightly glass of 
brandy had become habitual. "It's your move." 
"I k",ow." Kirk spared the chess set a Cluick glence, then pushed 
it carefully ewey. "I don't re8l1y feel like p18ying chess tonight, 
Spock. Let's just talk." 
"Certeinly, Jim. What do you want to talk 8bout?" 
"Would you ... tell me something ebout yourself?" 
"There isn't mLtch to tell," Spock replied. "lily fether wes Vulcan 
emb3ssedor to Ee.rth for some yeers; while he WElS there, he met end 
m8rri8Q 111.1 mother, who WE'S the d8ughter of one of his Hum8n 
colleagues. The,y returned. to Vulc8n just before I was born. 
up on VLtlcpn, joined the Science Academy es soon es I was old 
This is my first time off-world; end it will probably be the 
he 8dded, elmost to himself. 
"H9ve .you en,y brothers or Sisters?" 
I grew 
enough. 
If'st," 
"No. The Vulcan-Hum8n genetic cross m8kes offspring rare, for 
the two types are not re811y compatible ... " His voice trailed off 
8S he 8 s9in remembered his unborn brother. Kirk looked sympatheti-
cally .t him, divining the presence of some deep grief that the 
Vulca.n would not express. 
III h2ve 8 brother," he seide 
I'd be 88 well not to h2ve one.'1 
"But for 28 much 88 I ever see him, 
"Vlh8t wes it like when you were a boy - having 8 brother?" 
"Vlell - S8m WE'S qui to t, bit older th8n me. We weren't reel1,)" all 
that close. We didn't get to know each other until I W8S well into 
my teens. I used to resent him 8 bit - he thought he could boss me 
about becBuse he Vies older. Eventu8lly, I was old enough to st8nd 
up for myself. It wes efter that that we got to know e8ch other." 
"Oh." It was a new thought. Would his unborn brother heve 
resented him because of the six yeers between them? "Jim - tell me 
8boLtt growing up on Etl rth." 
They set long thet night, end the gleBs of brandy became two, 
then three, while 88ch gained 8 neVi insight into the other's WE',y of 
life end the differences between their home p18nets. 
The days p"ssed Cluickly - too quickl,y. They were ne2r Vulcan 
now, to Scotty's undisguised relief. He W8S getting progressively 
worried ebout the repairs holding out. Kirk, while not exactly heppy 
about the state of his ship, W8S less worried th8n Scotty - he had 
every faith in his Chief Engineer. 
Kirk greeted Spock one night with e quiet, 
"We'll rHE'ch Vulc8n tomorro·w." 
Spock noddcod. 
"'Ne'll miss you," Kirk went on. 
"How long will you atey et Vulcan?'1 
"I'm not sure. We heve to get the repeir done properly, but that 
won't teke long. ~{hclt will CI:1USe p d81ey is Wfliting for 8 rep18ce-
ment Science Officer. I'v~ elr82dy sent in 8 request for one, of 
course, but there's no word of one being 2veilable. ~nd we can't 
r0811y le@vu on enother mission without at le8st one Gxperienced 
scientist pboprd. " 
"\1il1 .you get shore IGc1ve?1I 
"'~ could. I don't expect thet meny of the crew will went it, 
though; VulcenUs grpvit,Y and 8tmosphero don't suit Humens." 
"I know, My mother still hesn't quite adapted to it. But if you 
think you could beer it for e few hours, I would be honoured if you 
would visit my home." 
"Then!, you, Spock. I would like that." 
"'\nd Jim - do you think Dr. McCoy would care to come as well?" 
"I'm sure he would.,t 
ThG visit wps quito surprisingly successful, even though both 
Humens found the increesed grevity and hot, dry, thin atmosphere too 
tiring for complete relf3xetion. They were mede very welcome by 
Spock's family, snd thoroughly enjoyed the hospitality. After the 
me81, where m8ny of the dishes were cleerly med" up to suit Earth 
tastes, Spock took them out into the g8rden. 
r.[lhey set pmid pn E1m8zing err8Y of flowering bushes t81king 
quietly, ell very conscious of the imminent p8rting. It ceme 
quicker than they hed anticipated. 
!.IcCoy's communic8tor bleeped; he flicked it open. 
"ificCoy hl.:..'re." 
"~orry to distu~b you, Doctor, but thore's 8n emergency C8se in 
sickbey. Nurse Chepel diegnosos poritonitus." 
"I'll bo right up. Give me two minutes." 
'iii thout bothering to close the communicator, he turned to Spock, 
snd held out his hend. "Goodbye, sir. It's been nice knowing you. 
Th8nks for tho meel >1nd everything, snd give my apologies to your 
peronts for rushing SW8Y without seeing them." 
Spock nodd.ed. "They will understand." He gripped McCoy's hand 
briefly. 
ilS McCoy stepped S\V8.Y from them, Kirk said, "Yiarn the transporte", 
roo)" to stend b,Y, Bonos; I won't be long behind you." 
McCoy nodd.ed And reiseel his communicetor. "Energise." He 
shimmereo. 8way. 
Kirk turned to Spock. "I don't want to go yet, Spock, but I'm 
faeling the effects of the grevity Bnd atmosphero." 
Spock nodded 8ge in. "I unders tand, Jim." 
"I ... I'vo enjoyed h8ving you aboard, Spack - I'll miss you." 
"I enJoY0d being on the Enterprise." 
Thera W<OS nothing else they could say. Kirk held out his hand; 
Spock took it in " long, firm grip. 
Kirk BY/ellowad 8 lump in his throat. It was 8n effort to S8Y, 
".tIt leest 1. cen sey goodbye to your p£lrents." 
'fheir hends f811 8pe"t. Spock turned to leed the way back to 
the house. 
Kirk gPV0 UcCo.y' s ~·lpologi8S for his hest.y deperture, then mE1de his 
own thenks end pul18d out his communicator to go. 
flKirl( to l~~nt0rpriso. He9d,y to beem Up." 
"Stending by, sir." 
He looked str8ight et Spock. "Goodbye, Spock." 
"Live long, end prosper, Jim." 
He reised the comrnunic8tor 8g8in. "Energise. 11 
The visitor gone, Berek turned to Spack. "They eppeered to be 
sensible men." 
"10u ono,:; told ill,:) th8t oven the most tolerent of Hum8ns Wf'l8 ewrre 
the ~ we ware of ,'n 81 icon re Ctc. Do you think the t of Kirk 8nd McCo y?" 
"I must edmit thuy gevu me no rursan to think it of them.1t 
"Thu'y hevc be01l like thet since the dey 'lihey ceme in 8nswer to 
our distress signEll. lt 
"You heve b88n fortun2t8 9 m(~eting Humens with such fln 8ttitude." 
"It is typicel of the 8ttitude 8b08rd the Enterprise. Even one of 
the crewmen expressed regret th8t I wes leeving. lind my men end the 
HumDns mixed very emicebl,Y. I sew no indicetion of reciel intolorence 
et eny time - with the possible Bxcaption of the Tellerite Science 
Officer." 
"Tellerites ere 81weys the most difficult rece to reeson with. 
They hevs no understending of logic." 
The rspeirs were, indsad, soon effected, end Kirk settled down 
to eweit his replecement Science Officer. The St8rb8so on Vulcen 
wes not encoureging, however, nor WEIS the messsge they reoeived from 
he8dquElrters. There just w8sn't one officer Elvsilsble who hed the 
experience of the; seniority to permit him to be promoted to full 
Soienoe Officer. Kirk suspeoted thet pert of the trouble wes the 
heevy turnover in soientific personnel ab08rd the Enterprise over the 
lest few yoers. Experienoed soianoe orew just wouldn't went to 
know, for meny of them would believe thet the trouble in the Enter-
prise's scienoe lebs wss due to more than s bad-tempered and 
impEltient Soience Offioer. It began to look as if the ship would 
hElve to go on without a Soience Offioer. It wss pOSSible, but he 
shuddered to think of some of the problems that might 8rise ... 
They were given s fortnight's bre8k while he,;dqusrters continued 
to check the records of the v8rious 8ssiatElnt Science Offioers in 
the hope thst one of them would prove suitsble for premsture pro-
motion. Kirk interpreted thet as meaning, to see if we oan persuade 
someone to transfer to a ship with ss bad s reputation in the scienca 
depsrtment 8S yours has. It didn't help his depression. 
He wandered round the ship, unable to settle his mind to enything. 
lIe couldn't remember ever feeling so depressed before in his entire 
life. 
MoCoy ceme to him one evening ss he SElt in his querters not 
reEl ding the book thBt he had put into the viewer. 
McCoy glenced 8 t the ohessboard, sitting there with 8 half-
finished geme still laid out on it. "How about 8 drink, Jim?" 
Kirk waved 8 languid hElnd. "HelD yourself." 
"How about you?" 
Kirk shook his heed. "I don't really feel like one." 
"Yes ,you do." McCoy poured two, and gsve one to Kirk. 
The Captain took it, Sipped it absently. "I'm beginning to wish 
they'd just let us go," he sBid abruptly. "This hanging about - it's 
getting me down. They Bren't going to come up with a Scienoe 
Officer for us, so why WElste time?" 
"Thet isn't 10lle only thing, is it? Jim, we're all missing the 
VulcBns. Bvoryone's fe"ling depressed. 13ut it won't be quite so 
bed if you Bdmit thst thet's ~hat's wrong." 
"B0l1(:;!8 - yes: you're right. Il'h8t is what's wrong. I don't even 
know why I liked him so much. I just know there's 8 great big empty 
hole where he was. 11 
McCoy nodded agreement. "Me, too. lInd I didn't see nearly as 
much of him as you did. Tell you something else - I'm missing Sisal 
almost 88 much. The men Y~ho were involved in the chess competition. 
ara all pretty bad, too, and the scientists, Bnd one of the security 
men - Shacter. Thcy're all worse then the others. Not one of them 
cen give 8 resson why he's missing the Vulcans - they just do. And 
thE1t'S something else that's odd. Until now, I've never met 8nyone 
who'd met 8 Vulcan who would admit to liking them at all." 
"'Nhe.t's that sClpposed to mean?" It was only 8 flicker of interest. 
"Vulc8ns are mildl,Y telepathic, sren't they? Under normal 
circumstances, they don't care whet you think about them, 8nd they 
manage to make it pretty obvious. But these ones - we s8ved their 
1 i ves . They were gr£' teful. Th ey wouldn't express it openly - they 
reject emotion, remember - but they must heve r8di8ted that 
gratitude on " telepathic level. We couldn't 8ctu8lly pick it up -
but it did create a link between us, most strongly shown where there 
was a fairly close cont8ct. Like working with them, playing wi t.h 
them ... " 
"Yes, I suppose that's possible. It would make us like them, and 
they would then respond to that liking in a continuing process. I 
did get the feeling that they were, .. very reedy to respond to 
friendship. " He finished his drink. "13u t friendly or not, they've 
gone now. WeIll ~et over this once we're 8wey from Vulcan. lt 
"Will yoU?" 
Kirk looked at him1 his eyes sad, 2nd made no response. 
Uhur8 glclllced round from her console. "1,1esS8ge from Vulcan 
Starbase, Captein. " 
Ilput it on audio, Lieuten2nt." 
The f8ce of th0 base commander appeared on the screen. He looked 
worn and tir8d, 2 s indc",d he mus t be, 1 i ving on B p18net of such 
difficult conditions Kirk thought of the few hours he hed spent 
on the surface, end s,ymp8thised. No wonder the Vulci'n St8rb8se had 
such 8 high turnover of commenders. You'd think Sterfleet would heve 
the sense to find 8 Vulcan for the pOSition, passed unbidden through 
his mind. 
"'de heve a tempor8ry Science Officer for you, Captain," Commodore 
Ludovic Beid. "He is only 8 Lieutenant, 8nd while he is experienced, 
he hes no seniority. If you 8re s8tisfied with him, however, we 
will review his appointment in six months with a view to making the 
posi tion pern18nent. If ,you are not sBtisfied with his performance, 
you will be Bssigned the first 8v8ilable Science Officer, and this 
man will become his assist8nt. Is that satisf8ctory?" 
It would h8ve to do. "Yes, sir." 
"Thera will be three othor experienced scientists coming 8b08rd 
as well. That also should e8se your st8ffing difficulties in the 
science department. 11 
"Thenk you, sir. '1 
"The men will be bef1ming up immediately. St8rbase out." The 
screen went blank. 
Urr8kc) over, Mr. Wood." Kirk h88ded for the elev8"tor. 
He reached the transporter room BS the four blue-c18d shapes 
were just bugillning to shimm",r into visibility. They solidifieil, 
"nd began to l8ave the tnmsport8r ch8mber, while Kirk - 8nd Kyle -
stood staring at thG pointiCl Vulc8n 8a1'S, the s18nting Vulcan 
eyebrows. Kirk took 8 doep breath 8S the leEding Vulc8n reached 
him. 
"Spock." Fie re8ched out to gr8sp the other's srms. "You Bre 
our Science Officer?" 
"Yes, Ceptain." His f8ee h8d lightened into its almost-smile. 
"\!elcome eb08rd, Spook. Welcome home." With 8n effort, he turned 
his attention to the other three. He was somehow not surprised to 
recognise them, PS well. Seval stcod there. fInd Storl. And 
Sm8ir. The other three unmarried. Vulcalls. He smiled ~1t them. 
"1\11 of you. lI 
Th0Y wor8 given ardors to lUE'vH first thing tho noxt morning. 
';1i th onu l2Bt night thet h8 could reg,'rd ps le('ve before deperture, 
Kirk left 'ilood in cor:m8nd while he relexed in his qU8rters with 
Spack. McCo,Y, bus,Y ch"cking 8 late consignment of medical supplies 
might join them later, depending on how long the check took. The 
.. ther Vulcens were elreedy being involved in 8 new chess competition. 
"You have given up ever,ything you've worked for," Kirk said 
quietly. 
"Not re8lly," Spack replied. "As 8 child, I wanted to join 
Starfleet, become ~ Science Officer. I accepted my father's wish 
that I join the Vulcan Science Academy inste8d. But once I h8d 
experienced life on a Starship, 8S a Science Officer ... I knew as 
soon as I went back to the Science Academy that I would never be able 
to settle to life there again. So I went to the Starbase, 8nd 
aGked if there Vias 8 Science Officer avail8ble for you. When they 
s8id no - I volunteered. They were .•. s little uncertain at first; 
eventu8lly they decided to 8ppoint me on a temporery b8sis. The 
other three decided independently of me and of each other that they 
also wanted to return to the Enterprise. Our qualifications m8Y be 
civilian ones, Jim, but they are good. I think - I hope - that you 
will be satisfied with us." 
"~\nd your p8 ren ts?" 
"I think my mother was not surprised. M,Y f8ther ... does not like 
it, but thet is only to be expected. He does understand that I 
found 8 challenge at Epsilon Equulei, and look to find further 
chellenges elsewhere. They know that I tried the way of life that 
the.y wen ted for me, end found it lacking. They are prepared -
albeit unwillingly - to permit me to try the way of life that I 
want. I have promised that if I find I W8S mistaken, I will go back 
1;0 the Science j\cademy. lIS a Chief Scientist, there will alweYA be 
a pI8ce there for me. But I know already that I was right." 
"I think you are, too, Spock." 
Kirk got up, and went for the brandy. He passed a glass to Spock, 
then he pulled the chess set carefully into place. 
"We've got a game to finish, Spock. It's your move." 
*-***-)(.-****-*****-***-** 
